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Why Cardiff?

We are research
intensive
 Our world-leading research was
ranked 5th for quality and 2nd for
impact amongst UK universities in
the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework
 Our world-class research staff
includes Nobel Laureates, Fellows
of the Royal Society and fellows
of other learned societies
 Research funding awards exceed
£100m annually, with a total
value of our research contracts of
£500m
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We are innovative
 We are in the top five universities
for the number of Knowledge
Transfer Partnerships
 We are 8th in the UK for the
number of interactions with small
and medium-sized enterprises
 Our partnership with Fusion IP
has led to over £40m investment
in spinout companies
 Our enterprising graduates have
founded more than 270
businesses in the last three years
 We are investing £300m in our
new Innovation Campus, including
£44m in a new facility to house a
unique collection of the most
powerful brain imaging scanners
in Europe

We care about
our students
 With more than 30,000 students
we are the 12th largest university
in the UK. Of these, more than
8,000 are postgraduates

 We understand the pressures of
advanced study and so our
Graduate Centre provides you
with the opportunity to work and
socialise in a dedicated facility
 Our University Graduate College
provides training and support to
our research students
 86% of our research and 92% of
our taught students were satisfied
with their overall experience;
more than the UK average

 We are part of the Great Western
Four Alliance of four universities
working together to translate
research into real-world
applications and stimulate growth

 Many of our Doctoral Training
Programmes are run in
partnership with other universities
 We have a strong engagement
with the public sector, higher
education institutes, and
businesses and industries in
Wales, the UK and beyond
 We run engagement projects with
communities in Cardiff, Wales
and beyond

We are
international
 We are home to more than
6,000 overseas students from
over 100 countries

 We have more than 180,000
alumni in over 170 countries
 We have formal links with over
35 countries

Cardiff seems to have it all:
“grand
civic architecture in a
breezy waterside location,
super-smart city bars and
venues just a short hop from
lovely countryside. The
University is as confident and
forward-looking as the city it's
located in, and has an
excellent reputation for the
quality of its teaching and
research. There are more than
30,000 students, including
more than 6,600 from over
100 countries outside the UK,
helping to create a vibrant,
cosmopolitan community.
Guardian University Guide 2016

”

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgraduate

Why Cardiff?

We are
collaborative
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Our Research: Serious Brain Power

We were ranked 5th among UK
universities when judged on
research quality and 2nd on
research impact in the 2014
Research Excellence
Framework. This prestigious
national assessment exercise,
undertaken periodically by the
UK funding councils, has
confirmed our place as a
world-leading centre of
research excellence.

We are a member of the Russell Group – the UK’s ‘Ivy League’ of leading
research universities - and we have world-class staff who are pushing back the
frontiers of human knowledge to help answer the big questions facing mankind
in the 21st century.
Our researchers are making a real difference in the world, from helping to
overcome environmental challenges and improve the lives of individuals,
to developing our understanding of what it is to be human.
In recent years, we have won ca. £100m per annum in new research grants
and contracts, and, in the independent Research Excellence Framework,
87% of our submitted research was rated as world-leading or internationally
excellent - the top two categories of assessment. Notably, 15 out of 27 of our
academic disciplines were rated in the top 10 on quality.
This research excellence benefits both taught and research students, who are
able to study in a vibrant, research-intensive environment where academic
staff are among the leading scholars in their field.
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Research Excellence Framework
(REF) 2014: Overall ranking of
universities:
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We are a global leader in advanced brain imaging technology

Our health and bioscientific research embraces laboratory science
through drug development to major clinical trials – a ‘bench to
bedside’ strategy embodied in our flagship Research Institutes.
Meanwhile, Cardiff researchers are bringing direct improvements to
ecosystems around the globe, and instruments designed here are
probing the furthest reaches of space as well as the ocean floor
and beneath the earth's crust.
Research into climate change is complemented by work to find
sustainable alternatives to industrial processes and energy
production, while our computer scientists are delivering innovation
in fields such as telecommunications, biodiversity management and
engineering design.
This breadth and depth of expertise puts us in demand with policymakers at home and abroad in areas ranging from health
inequalities to maritime safety.
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Grade Point
Average*

Imperial College
LSE
University of Oxford
University of Cambridge
Cardiff University
KCL
University of Warwick
University College London
London School of Hygiene
& Tropical Medicine
Queen Mary University
of London
University of Edinburgh
University of Bristol
University of Sheffield
University of Bath
University of York
University of Manchester
University of Southampton
Lancaster University
University of Durham
University of St Andrews
University of Leeds
University of East Anglia
University of Glasgow
Swansea University
Royal Holloway,
University of London
University of Nottingham
Newcastle University
University of Exeter
University of Birmingham
Cranfield University

3.36
3.35
3.34
3.33
3.27
3.23
3.22
3.22
3.20
3.18
3.18
3.18
3.17
3.17
3.17
3.16
3.15
3.15
3.14
3.13
3.13
3.11
3.10
3.09
3.09
3.09
3.09
3.08
3.07
3.07

Note: The Research Excellence Framework is a major
assessment of research undertaken periodically by the
UK funding councils. The results are ranked in a
number of ways, one of the most common being
Grade Point Average. ‘Grade Point Average’ is a quality
profile weighted by staff (Full-time equivalent), where
the percentage at 4* x 4, the percentage at 3* x 3,
the percentage at 2* x 2, the percentage at 1* x 1
divided by 100 (the total percentage of all research).
Further information about the Research Excellence
Framework is available at www.cardiff.ac.uk/ref

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/research

Our Research: Serious Brain Power

Rank University
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Research Impact Case Studies

Transforming the Mabinogion
School of Welsh
Our School of Welsh has a
longstanding history of undertaking
research into the Mabinogion,
widely regarded as one of Wales’
greatest contributions to European
Literature.
Professor Sioned Davies’ acclaimed
translation of the Mabinogion into
English was originally intended
primarily for academic use. However,
its accessibility has led to a revival of
interest well beyond academia.

Her detailed re-examination of the
text has enabled modern audiences
to understand how it would have
been understood by medieval
listeners and, crucially, performed.
Professor Davies’ translation has led
to a revival of the practice of telling
the Mabinogion by contemporary
storytellers, encouraged by a series
of highly successful workshops. In
addition, Seren Books commissioned
award-winning authors to reinvent the
original stories in a series entitled
New Stories from the Mabinogion.

“

The translation has changed
what’s possible for writers in
both Welsh and English, in
Wales and beyond.
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“

Gwyneth Lewis
National Poet of Wales

Professor
Sioned Davies

Indexing the world’s species
School of Computer Science & Informatics

Since 1999, members of our School of
Computer Science & Informatics have
conducted research on the distributed
data management infrastructure and
associated tools for creating the
Catalogue of Life, performing quality
checking through conflict resolution
techniques, and delivering its species
data to users.

“

Our research has led to an infrastructure
that incorporates tools for preparing the
Catalogue and for maintaining its
consistency.
The Catalogue is endorsed by the
international UN Convention on
Biodiversity (CBD). Its coverage has now
extended from 600,000 species in the
late 90s to 1,600,000 species.

Professor
W.A. Gray

“

The loss of biodiversity is an issue of
global concern; it has prompted global
campaigns to halt the rate of species
extinction. A major hurdle was the lack of
any form of definitive list of the world’s
species. No uniform, agreed catalogue
existed.

Without the work carried out by the Cardiff team the Catalogue of Life
would not have developed into the global resource it is today.
Dr Peter H Schalk, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Species 2000

“
There’s a critical need for
accurate and reliable models
to predict the movement of
floodwater, and its contents,
in the event of flood defenses
being breached.

NASA’s Earth Observatory
estimates two billion people are
likely to be vulnerable to flooding
by 2050. Our researchers
recognised the need for more
accurate models to predict flood
risk and water quality levels for a
range of extreme events.
Researchers in our Hydroenvironmental Research Centre, led
by Professor Roger Falconer,
integrated and refined existing

models to give more accurate
solutions for dam breaks and
embankment breach flows. The
refinements also led to the ability to
simulate the effects of flooding in
urban environments, treating
buildings as impermeable rather
than solid, to replicate the effect of
flooding on built-up floodplains.
The impact of the research is
marked environmental, health,
economic and industrial benefits.

It is used by major organisations
around the world on large-scale
projects and, in particular, for
mitigation planning against national
and international risks associated
with floods and water quality.

Professor
Roger Falconer

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/research

Research Impact Case Studies

School of Engineering

“

Saving lives and safeguarding water

Professor Roger Falconer,
Director of Hydro-environmental
Research Centre
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Our Doctoral Training Programmes

As a world-leading, research-intensive university,
we are involved in a range of dedicated doctoral
training programmes.
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Funded by UK Research Councils
or charitable organisations, these
programmes offer excellent
postgraduate research
opportunities, spanning many of
our areas of research excellence.
Each programme is unique, but all
provide cutting-edge doctoral
study combined with a supportive
and exciting environment.

These programmes offer specialist
research training and skill
development opportunities,
usually through a structured
programme of learning designed to
enhance students’ capabilities and
develop world-class, highly-skilled
researchers. Often, this is combined
with broader training or development
opportunities such as overseas
research visits, placements
with non-academic partners or
language learning.

Usually, studentships offered by
these doctoral training programmes
are for UK and EU students who
have been resident in the UK for
at least three years. These
studentships cover tuition fees at
the home fee rate, plus a stipend
for living costs. Non-resident EU
students are usually eligible for a
tuition fee-only studentship and
eligibility for stipends may vary.
International (non-EU) students
may, in exceptional circumstances,
be eligible for funding awarded by
these doctoral training programmes.

Key

Research Councils

CDT – Centre for Doctoral Training
DTC – Doctoral Training Centre
DTP – Doctoral Training Partnership

AHRC – Arts & Humanities Research
Council
BBSRC – Biotechnology and
Biological Sciences Research Council
EPSRC – Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council

ESRC – Economic and Social
Research Council
MRC – Medical Research Council
NERC – Natural Environment
Research Council
STFC – Science and Technology
Facilities Council

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences
AHRC-funded South, West and
Wales DTP
This DTP is designed to route
researchers in the arts and
humanities into productive careers,
whether in academia or professional
practice, by providing bespoke
training tailored to your project and
career aspirations and enriched by

the world-class expertise and
resources available across the
participating universities and the
non-academic partners.
ESRC Wales DTC
This DTC has been established to
train top-level social scientists across
Wales on a range of issues affecting

society today. The DTC will prepare
doctoral students for their future
careers by providing them with
access to quality research training in
the social and economic sciences,
nurturing them to make outstanding
contributions to environmental,
political, economic and social
development.

Biomedical & Life Sciences
BBSRC South West Bioscience DTP
This DTP provides training in two
priority areas: food security and
world-class bioscience. It provides
students with excellent crossdisciplinary research training,
exposing them to the expertise of
all partners by visiting/using their
facilities and taking part in
conferences, workshops and
taught modules.

Cancer Research UK PhD
Programme
This PhD Programme in Cancer
Studies aims to produce the future
leaders of cancer research. It is
designed to train individuals in basic
or translational research related to
cancer.

NERC Great Western Four+ DTP
This DTP is designed to train
tomorrow’s leaders in earth and
environmental sciences, covering
three themes: Solid Earth, Living
World and Changing Planet. The
programme engages a broad
spectrum of academic and nonacademic partners to create an
innovative training programme.

Physical Sciences & Engineering

i

EPSRC Diamond Science and
Technology CDT
This CDT aims to train the next
generation of researchers,
industrialists and entrepreneurs,
enabling them to play important
roles in the emergence of diamond
as a high-tech material for a range of
applications. Students benefit from a
multidisciplinary training programme
that aims to provide a solid and
comprehensive platform for a career
in this exciting area.
EPSRC Water Informatics: Science
and Engineering CDT
This CDT works closely with industrial
and international academic partners
to offer an advanced PhD training
experience for students, designed to
supply the UK with its next generation
of water scientists and engineers.

NERC Great Western Four+ DTP
This DTP is designed to train
tomorrow’s leaders in earth and
environmental sciences, covering
three themes: Solid Earth, Living
World and Changing Planet. The
programme engages a broad
spectrum of academic and nonacademic partners to create an
innovative training programme.
NERC CDT in Oil & Gas
This CDT aims to train the next
generation of geoscientific and
environmental researchers in oil and
gas. It also provides joint training
delivered by academic, governmental
and industry experts from the Earth,
Environment and Applied Business
sectors.

In the past, we have also been successful in securing doctoral training funding from the
Wellcome Trust (for a 4 year PhD in Integrative Neuroscience), the MRC, the STFC and as
part of the Marie Sklodowska-Curie Innovative Training Network.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/dtps

Our Doctoral Training Programmes

EPSRC Catalysis CDT
This CDT provides PhD training
across heterogeneous and
homogeneous catalysis as well as
reaction engineering, enabling
students to address some of
society’s biggest challenges through
catalysis: clean energy generation,
environmental clean-up of air and
water, and sustainable manufacture.
Students will develop an advanced
knowledge of traditional and
emerging disciplines, an
understanding of industry and
global contexts, and
research/professional skills.
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Our Teaching and Facilities
Teaching and learning take
place in an environment in
which you can benefit from the
interaction with researchers
who are working at the
frontiers of knowledge in
their disciplines.
This has contributed to the high
quality of our teaching, which has
received robust endorsement from
the Quality Assurance Agency for
Higher Education (QAA). The QAA
audit confirmed that prospective
and current students, parents,
teachers and graduate employers
can have confidence in the quality
and standards of our awards
and provision.
Research is undertaken throughout
the University and this creates a
stimulating environment for study.

Languages for All
Learning a language opens doors to
new experiences, expands your
networks and improves your
employability. A recent
Confederation of British Industry
survey found that 72% of UK firms
thought that foreign language
capability among their staff was a
benefit to their business.
At Cardiff University, you can study a
modern language of your choice free
of charge. We offer a flexible and
innovative choice of study options
designed to fit with your degree.
Whether you want to learn a new
language or develop your existing
skills further, we have something
for you, offering:
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As active researchers, our academic
staff are enthusiastic and
committed, and this generates an
exciting and vibrant learning
community. Research is about the
spirit of enquiry. It encourages
critical thinking and highlights the
provisional nature of knowledge.
It encompasses the acquisition of
high levels of subject specific and
generic skills, and nuturing selfreliance and teamwork. These are
all attributes valued by employers
and which we seek to encourage
and develop in our students
through the learning opportunities
we provide.
 Courses in European and nonEuropean languages at different
levels, timetabled to avoid
clashes with modules

 Short intensive courses just
before you go abroad for further
study, work or volunteering

 Guidance and advice on selfstudy packages, to help you to
maintain your existing language
skills or start learning a new one

Our programmes use the latest
technology and teaching methods to
ensure that you are able to make
the most of your language learning
at the times and the places that
best suit you.

Courses are currently offered in:
 French
 German
 Italian
 Spanish
 Japanese
 Mandarin
Students can also study Welsh for
free through the Welsh for All
provision.

Continuing Professional
Education
Continuing Professional Education
provides hundreds of part-time
courses a year in a variety of subject
areas. Courses are offered in the
daytime, evening and at weekends
to suit busy postgraduates who wish
to enhance their CV, improve
business/project management skills
or would like to broaden their
learning experience.

Facilities
Information Services provides IT,
library and media facilities to
support the research, learning and
teaching needs of our students
and staff.
Located across the University,
Information Services’ libraries and
IT rooms are conveniently placed for
the Academic Schools they serve.
IT facilities are also available in the
Graduate Centre. A University-wide

wireless network, covering University
buildings and residences, offers
flexible access to online resources
free of charge.
Our modern libraries are welcoming,
comfortable, and offer a wide range
of information resources in print and
online.
We aim to provide a flexible study
and research environment, with
study spaces to suit all learning
needs. They also have long opening
hours, including evenings and
weekends.

materials now form just part of the
resources available, as we offer a
rapidly expanding range of online
resources including around 29,000
eJournals in full text, 730,000
eBooks and a range of indexes,
databases, statistical collections
and full text archives.
ARCCA (Advanced Research
Computing @Cardiff) provides high
performance and high-throughput
computing services for our
researchers and students enabling
them to solve complex research
questions.

There are more than 1.4m printed
books in the library collection.
Researchers in particular benefit
from an extensive range of specialist
collections. Traditional printed

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradlearning

Our Teaching and Facilities

We also offer professional
development opportunities including
short courses, workshops and online
training, and access to individual
postgraduate modules on a
standalone basis across a range of
disciplines.
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Careers & Employability
Whatever stage of the career planning process
you are at, our team are here to support you in
achieving your goals.
 We feature in the top 25
universities targeted by The Times
Top 100 Graduate Employers

 94% of our Postgraduate
Research leavers were in
employment or further study
within 6 months of graduation

 91% of our Postgraduate Taught
leavers were in employment or
further study within 6 months of
graduation

 In 2014/15 we delivered an
extensive programme of
employer-led events. We had over
440 employers on campus
meeting over 13,250 students

Our Careers & Employability team
offer a range of services designed to
support you with your career
development during your time at
Cardiff University and beyond,
including:
 A full programme of events
enabling you to network with top
graduate recruiters e.g. careers
fairs, presentations, drop-in
sessions
 Career consultation and drop-in
sessions with experienced,
subject specific professionals

 Work experience opportunities
that will improve your
employability

 Access to a Careers Account
where you can search graduate
employment opportunities with
organisations recruiting directly
from Cardiff University

 A dedicated Postdoctoral Career
Consultant to cater for the needs
of those postgraduates who stay
on to undertake further research
with us after completing their PhD

IBM has been working with Cardiff University for many years, successfully recruiting graduates from all
backgrounds and degree disciplines. Graduates joining IBM will be transforming business and implementing
the technologies which put our company at the forefront of innovation.
Kelly Markwick, IBM UK Schools and University Attraction Manager
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 Discipline-based networking and
skills events exploring careers for
researchers beyond academia

“

“

What we do

“

Blair England, Graduate Marketing and Outreach Officer, KPMG

International students
We have a dedicated Careers Adviser
on hand to provide support,
resources and guidance to help you
research career pathways and
opportunities in the UK and your
home country.
We also have specialist information
resources to help our international
students explore their career options
in the UK, at home and overseas
after graduation.

Employers

91%

Cardiff University Postgraduates in work or
further study within six months of graduation*
*Latest figures from 2011-12 and 2012-13 Destination of Leavers data

Here are just some of the employers
our graduates have been able to
secure employment with:
Atkins, BAE Systems, BBC,
Bloomberg, Cap Gemini,
Citi Banks Group, Deloitte,
Eversheds, GE Healthcare, HSBC,
Jaguar Landrover, Microsoft, NHS,
Office for National Statistics, PwC,
Sky News, TATA Steel and the
UK Government.

2%

2%
4%
3%
3%

8%
6%
9%
75%

88%

Postgraduate Research
Employment

Further study
Unemployed

Postgraduate Taught
Work and Study
Other

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradcareers

Careers & Employability

“

KPMG is proud to be one of the first employers to partner with the our Business School’s Postgraduate
Teaching Centre. We understand the value and importance of students who are working hard to increase
their career prospects and education by studying a postgraduate qualification. Whilst their undergraduate
degree is the result that we review in their application we can see in the interview that these students have
more examples to draw on and once they join the firm the skills they have developed help with the more
technical elements of the role.
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The University Graduate College
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A University-wide approach ensures that research students have access
to the full range of workshops and support to progress their project and
develop their careers
Regular cross-School activities enable a network of researchers and a
stimulating research environment
Annual student-led conferences and other research showcase events
Guest speakers have included Jorge Cham and Inger Mewburn, the
‘Thesis Whisperer’

workshops
350
covering 200
topics per year

£10,000
per annum awarded
to researcher-led
activities
(above figures based on 2015-2016 session)

The skills development programme available to
postgraduate research students is known as the
University Graduate College Programme.

A research degree is intellectually stimulating,
challenging and unlike other forms of study at the
University. For that reason, the University Graduate
College runs ‘Starting Out’ induction sessions in October
and at each of the additional enrolment points (January,
April and July). This event will introduce you to the nature
of the research degree, the support available for your
research and career development, and other research
students, who will become your friends, colleagues and
perhaps even collaborators.
The University Graduate College has four key aims:

 To foster an intellectually stimulating environment
by encouraging postgraduate research students to
become part of the wider research community
 To provide a comprehensive, integrated skills
development programme for research students

 To ensure a quality research experience by working
with Schools, supervisors and postgraduate research
students to provide information and guidance based
on the University’s Code of Practice for Research
Degrees

 To develop the facilities and services for postgraduate
researchers

Workshop topics include research skills and techniques
that complement the training provided at School and
research group levels, as well as broader areas of
research management and professional development.
A number of topics are offered via online courses, which
are available to researchers whenever they wish to
access them. A key feature is the provision of
opportunities to explore career options, both within and
outside of higher education.
In addition to courses, the University Graduate College
enables researcher development by providing opportunities
for involvement in student-led conferences and for
obtaining funding for student-led interdisciplinary activities
which enhance the research environment. There are also
events to showcase student research such as ‘Images of
Research’ and the ‘Three Minute Thesis’. Researchers
involved in teaching have the opportunity to achieve
Associate Status in the Higher Education Academy with
support from the University Graduate College.
Postgraduate researchers are partners in the
development of the University Graduate College, with
students serving on its Programme Teams and Board.
The University Graduate College offices are located in the
new Hadyn Ellis Building, which incorporates space for its
training events and conferences as well as additional
work space for research students.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/ugc

The University Graduate College

The University Graduate College was created to enhance
the experience of postgraduate research students (those
enrolled on PhDs and other doctorates as well as MRes
and MPhil).

The University Graduate College Programme has several
elements: formal training workshops, careers events and
student-led activity. This package of support in training
and development was shortlisted for a 2010 Times
Higher Education Award for ‘Outstanding Support for
Early Career Researchers’.
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The Graduate Centre

Dedicated to meeting the needs of our postgraduate
community, the Graduate Centre provides a wide range of social
and study facilities and services, exclusive to postgraduates,
which complement those offered by our Academic Schools.
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Multi-site
facilities to cater

A Hub for

for students based
at Cathays Park
and Heath Park
campuses

all disciplines

postgraduates of
throughout the
University

Study and social
facilities
exclusively for
postgraduates

Meet and socialise with other
postgraduates in a relaxed and
friendly environment
We are here for your study life . . .
The Graduate Centre is equipped with a range of facilities to support
your studies.

 Wireless internet access throughout the centre
 A computer room equipped with a range of IT facilities
meeting rooms providing space for study and project groups, training
 11
workshops, seminars, presentations and meetings
 Additional informal group and individual work spaces
We are here for your social life . . .
The Graduate Centre hosts a programme of social events specifically designed
to give you the opportunity to meet and get to know your fellow students.

Welcome Events at the start of the academic year for
 Postgraduate
new students
 Fortnightly coach trips to destinations across the UK
 Midweek Socials, such as film and quiz nights
 One-off events throughout the year such as BBQ on the Balcony

postgraduate
facilities

The Café Bar
A cosy space for postgraduates to unwind, relax and catch up with friends in
an informal environment. The Café Bar can be booked free of charge for
postgraduate-led events and also features a licenced bar service, run by the
Students’ Union, which is open for scheduled events.

Convenient
opening
times including

Based at Heath Park Campus?

evenings and
weekends

Follow us . . .

The Heath Park Graduate Centre offers our postgraduate students based
on this campus additional study and social space.

facebook.com/gradcentre

@grad_centre

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/gradc

The Graduate Centre

One of the UK’s
first dedicated
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The Students’ Union

When you enrol as a student, you automatically become a member
of the Students’ Union. Housed in purpose-built premises and
recently refurbished as part of a £5m development project, the
Students’ Union exists to help you get the most out of your time.
Your Voice
Our Students’ Union is led and directed by all of our
student members. The Union works constantly to take
students’ views to where they count by providing
opportunities for students to debate, give ideas and
enact change. We have Student Academic Reps for both
Postgraduate Research and Postgraduate Taught
students. Student Academic Reps are volunteer students
who help voice the concerns and ideas of their course.
From June 2015 there will be a designated Vice
President (VP) for Postgraduate Students, working fulltime for postgraduate taught and research students
within the Students’ Union Elected Officer team. The VP
for Postgraduate Students will be a key representative for
all postgraduates, whether for concerns about their
course, issues around teaching hours or social support.

The Students’ Union

Food and Entertainment
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From healthy salads to burgers and fries our new food
court Y Plas has it covered. By night Y Plas is
transformed into an entertainment venue hosting live
music, club nights, stand-up comedy, awards ceremonies
and society performances. The Union is also home to
The Taf, the Union’s popular and friendly local pub, as
well as the Great Hall, a legendary Cardiff gig venue
that has featured acts like Ben Howard, Marillion and
Mayday Parade.

Societies
With over 180 societies for you to choose from, there’s
something to suit everyone. Joining a society or
committee can be a great way to expand your group of

More online at: www.cardiffstudents.com

friends, help you grow in confidence and guarantee that
your time in Cardiff is unforgettable.

Student Volunteering
Volunteering is a great way to make a difference in your
local community, meet new people, and have fun. Over
1,000 students volunteer on more than 54 projects in
and around the city of Cardiff.

Jobshop
Jobshop is the Students’ Union employment service,
offering part-time and casual employment opportunities
to our students - including event work, office temping
and service roles.

Skills Development Service
The Skills Development Service provides a range of
courses aimed at building your confidence, improving
your transferable skills and increasing your employability
potential. Certificates are awarded for successful
completion of courses and are highly regarded by
employers.

Student Advice
The Student Advice centre, based in the Students’ Union,
is on hand to offer free and confidential guidance on a
range of student concerns, including academic,
consumer, housing and personal issues.
You can book an appointment with them or make use of
their drop-in service.

Cardiff University Sport
used by international
rugby squads when
preparing for fixtures
against Wales

We are consistently
ranked in the

60 sports clubs
available for you
to join

across our campus

sporting institutions
in the UK

Cardiff University Sports
Training Village is our main sports

Over 800 students
compete weekly

Our

centre; it includes sports halls, a fitness
suite, indoor cricket wickets, tennis courts,
grass pitches and floodlit artificial pitches

in our extremely
popular Intra Mural
Games programme

aims to support
sporting excellence,
whilst also supporting
student-athletes
through a high level
academic course

Eight of our
students were

High
Performance
Sport Strategy

Our Athletic Union
is varied and
extensive, with over

four main
centres for sport

We have

top 20

selected to represent
Team Wales at the

2014
Commonwealth
Games in Glasgow

Cardiff University
Sports Fields consist
of 33 acres of
outdoor sporting
facilities

Cardiff University Sport

Our Strength and
Conditioning
Centre is regularly

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/sport
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Cardiff – a Capital City
Cardiff is a thriving and attractive city which is widely recognised
as an outstanding place in which to live and study. It combines
all the advantages of a compact, friendly and inexpensive
location with the cultural and recreational facilities of a modern
capital city.

The Millennium Stadium nestles in the heart of the city, and is home to numerous sporting events and concerts
throughout the year
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Cardiff caters for most tastes,
offering everything from the
excitement of the city to the
peace and tranquility of the nearby
coast and countryside. The quality
of the ‘Cardiff Experience’ is such
that the city is widely recognised
as an outstanding place in which
to live and study.

Cardiff has a distinctive character, a
good quality of life, and a growing
national and international
reputation. It hosts numerous major
sports, arts and cultural events and,
as the capital city of Wales, it is
home to many national institutions.
These include the National Museum
and Gallery of Wales and the muchadmired Millennium Stadium, home
of Welsh rugby. The city skyline is
testimony to its heritage and
ambition, with landmark buildings
ranging from the historic Cardiff
Castle to the iconic Wales
Millennium Centre.
Cardiff’s history dates back more
than 2,000 years to the Romans. It
was once one of the busiest ports in
the world, exporting the coal which
fuelled the industrial revolution. The
famous Tiger Bay docklands have
been substantially transformed into
Cardiff Bay, a modern development
of homes, shops, offices, visitor
attractions and the National
Assembly for Wales, all surrounding
a huge freshwater lake.

The University is alongside attractive parkland and is adjacent to
Cardiff Castle (pictured) and the city centre

Vibrant city life
When it comes to entertainment,
Cardiff is well-equipped to satisfy
student needs.
There is a multitude of cafés, pubs
and, for those who can tear
themselves away from the Students’
Union, nightclubs. Concerts to suit
all tastes are held at the world-class
Wales Millennium Centre, the
Motorpoint Arena and St David’s
Hall, as well as the Students’
Union’s Great Hall. Meanwhile, the
University Concert Hall provides
venues for classical music lovers,
with regular recitals and concerts.
The world-acclaimed Welsh National
Opera is based in Cardiff, while for
those who prefer drama, Cardiff has
two thriving theatres and a large
well-established arts centre. There
are also comedy clubs and several
multi-screen cinemas in the city
centre.

Cardiff is the location for awardwinning television productions
including Doctor Who, Sherlock
and Casualty; and the BBC’s
Doctor Who Experience in Cardiff
Bay is a popular new attraction.
The city is one of the UK’s best
shopping destinations, a status
enhanced by the opening of the
£675m extension to the St David’s
shopping centre, standing alongside
pedestrianised shopping streets,
indoor and outdoor markets and a
fascinating network of glasscanopied Victorian and Edwardian
shopping arcades. Cardiff was the
world’s first Fair Trade Capital – a
path since followed by London,
Edinburgh, Rome, Brussels and
others, encouraging ethical trading
and fair prices for producers in the
developing world.

Cardiff Bay, the city’s waterfront, with a mix of shops, leisure and other visitor attractions

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradlife

Cardiff – a Capital City

A city with character,
heritage and ambition
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Support Services
At Cardiff University, we have a range of services dedicated to
helping you to make the most of student life. It is important to
us that our students feel that they have the support they need
in order to thrive during their time with us.
Student Support
Centre
Our Student Support Centre houses
five main areas of support provision
available to our postgraduates.

Advice and Guidance
We offer free, impartial, nonjudgemental and confidential
advice, face-to-face over the phone
and by email. This service is
available to prospective and current
students in relation to a range of
issues including extra funding,
bursaries, fees, loans, debts,
childcare, housing, academic
matters and other welfare issues.

Financial Support
The Student Support Centre offers
advice on funding, benefits and
placement year funding, in addition
to overseeing financial support
services for students experiencing
money issues. A variety of support is
available for students with financial
difficulties, including the Financial
Contingency and Hardship funds.

Supporting Your Studies

Counselling, Health
and Wellbeing
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We offer of a range of support to
students on a confidential basis,
including wellbeing interventions,
self-help resources, interactive
workshops, wellbeing drop-in
sessions and one-to-one, email and
telephone counselling.

Disability and Dyslexia
The Disability and Dyslexia Service
provides information, advice and
support to students and applicants
with specific learning difficulties,
disabilities, medical conditions and
mental health difficulties. We
provide a non-judgmental and
confidential service to assist you
during your studies.

International Students
Confidential advice and support for
students from outside the UK on a
wide range of issues including
immigration and visas.

Careers &
Employability
Our careers service offers advice
and information, workshops, events,
work experience placements and
more. The centre provides
information, advice and support on
all aspects of career planning,
including what to do with your
degree, job hunting and recruitment,
further study, taking time out, work
experience, academic skills and
employability. Page 14 has further
information on Careers &
Employability.

University
Chaplaincy
Our inter-faith chaplaincy offers
advice, support and care, as well as
supporting student groups and
organising a regular programme of
worship, lectures and social events.

www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradsupport

Our Chaplains provide a range of
services, including social events,
opportunities to explore religious
faith and issues of social justice,
confidential pastoral listening, quiet
spaces for prayer or meditation,
lectures and debates, opportunities
for worship and communal prayer,
information about local faith
communities and places of worship,
and inter-faith events to encourage
dialogue between members of
different religions.

Day Care Centre
The Day Care Centre provides
crèche facilities to students with
children aged 10 weeks to 5 years.
Located in the heart of the Cathays
Campus, the Centre offers care
through the medium of English and
basic Welsh. The staff provide
children with age-appropriate
learning and play activities, and
nutritious, well-balanced meals
catering to vegetarian and other
diets. Early application is advisable.

Accommodation
We know that where you live is very important to you.
You will want to settle quickly and live in a secure, sociable
location that is also a suitable study environment.
Your Guarantee
of Accommodation
International postgraduate students are guaranteed a
single-occupancy place in University residences for the
full duration of their studies, and EU students for the first
year of their studies.
In order to qualify, you must apply using the normal
admission and allocation process, and re-apply for
residences each year using the overseas returners
process.

University Residences
Living in a University residence provides you with the
opportunity to meet and get to know students from a
variety of backgrounds and studying a range of different
subjects. Dedicated postgraduate flats and blocks are
available so that you can meet, live and work alongside
students who understand the demands of postgraduate
study.
We have numerous residences, with facilities, locations
and budgets to suit every student.





Single or mixed gender accommodation
Private or shared bathrooms. About 70% of
University residences have private bathrooms

For UK students, and for any international or EU Students
who wish to rent privately owned accommodation rather
than live in University halls, there is a good variety of
accommodation available for rental in the city.
Our Residences Office can provide you with lists of
properties known to us that are currently available to
rent. Our Students’ Union also runs its own professional
letting agency, Cardiff Student Letting, which provides
student houses for many budgets and does not charge
agency fees. Other letting agencies are available within
the city, but you should always ensure they are reputable
before signing any paperwork or handing over any money.

Self-catered, part-catered or fully catered (with
vegetarian options)
A variety of social and sporting facilities
A limited supply of residences suitable for couples
or families is available*

* Please note this cannot be guaranteed and you should
not bring your family to Cardiff until suitable
accommodation has been secured.
Information on how to apply for University
accommodation will be sent electronically to
all eligible offer-holders.

Talybont Halls of Residence

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradaccommodation

Accommodation




Your choices include:

Private Sector
Accommodation
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Your Study Options
We offer a wide range of postgraduate taught and research
degrees with flexible study options to suit your individual
circumstances, including full-time, part-time, flexible and
distance learning.

Taught Degrees
Taught master’s programmes involve a period of
structured teaching, normally over two semesters fulltime, combining instruction through lectures, seminars,
tutorials, directed reading and independent as well as
practical work. For a full master’s programme, this is
followed by the preparation and submission of an
individual dissertation or final project. Some courses may
also include industrial or work-related placements. A full
master’s programme is comprised of 180 credits.

The Postgraduate Diploma (PgDip) offers the same
level of specialised knowledge and the same structured
teaching as a master’s degree but without the
dissertation component. A PgDip is comprised of
120 credits.
Postgraduate Certificate (PgCert) programmes are less
extensive than PgDip and are comprised of 60 credits.
You can also choose to study a range of individual
modules on a stand-alone basis.

Degree Classification

Mode of Study

Period of Study

Master’s degree, e.g. MA, MSc, MScEcon, MBA, MTh, LLM

Full-time (FT)
Part-time (PT)

Normally 1 year
Normally 2 to 3 years

MScD taught or MClinDent (for dental graduates)

Full-time (FT)

3 years

Postgraduate Diploma (PgDip)

Full-time (FT)
Part-time (PT)

Normally 9 months
18 to 21 months

Postgraduate Certificate (PgCert)

Full-time (FT)
Part-time (PT)

Normally 6 to 9 months
Normally 2 semesters

Distance Learning
A number of our courses are available via distance or
eLearning (these are labelled ‘Distance’ in the course
listings within the Academic School pages).

These courses provide you with the flexibility to study in
a convenient location and at a speed and intensity that
suits you.

Benefits of a Taught Degree
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Increase your career and promotion prospects by developing a stronger academic and/or
vocational profile
Change career direction
Learn transferable skills for your current or future career
Develop your intellect

Research Degrees
Research degrees involve the in-depth study of a
specified field over an extensive period. The research
student writes up the results of this research in the form
of a thesis or dissertation, demonstrating an original
contribution of knowledge or practice to their chosen
discipline.
Increasingly, institutions offer research degrees that
contain some structured teaching, such as our Master of
Research (MRes) programmes, Professional Doctorates
and our PhD in Economics. These programmes provide
advanced research training and specialist knowledge
before you embark on your specific research project.

Opportunities for supervised research are available in all
our Academic Schools. We encourage you to explore
opportunities in Academic Schools outside your original
degree subject, as you may find that many of them offer
research areas that link with your area of interest.
The type of research you are engaged in and your
experience of undertaking postgraduate research will
differ depending on whether you are studying for a
lab-based research degree or one within the humanities
and social sciences.

Degree Classification

Mode of Study

Period of Study

PhD

Full-time (FT)
Part-time (PT)

Normally 3 to 4 years
Normally 5 to 7 years

EngD

Full-time (FT)

4 years

Professional Doctorates in Psychology (DClinPsy, DEdPsy)

Full-time (FT)

3 years

Professional Doctorates in Education (EdD),
Social Work (DSW), Health Studies (DHS),
Social and Public Policy (SPPD) or Nursing (DNurs)

Part-time (PT)

4 to 7 years

MPhil, MScD by research (for dental graduates)

Full-time (FT)
Part-time (PT)

1 to 2 years
Minimum of 2 years

MD/MCh (for medical graduates)

Full-time (FT)
Part-time (PT)

1 year
2 years

MRes

Full-time (FT)

1 year







Develop more specialised knowledge and expertise
Increase your career and promotion prospects by developing a stronger research profile
Make a valuable contribution to knowledge/society
Develop your intellect
Develop new skills and problem-solving abilities

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradstudyoptions

Your Study Options

Benefits of a Research Degree
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Fees and Funding
Tuition Fees
Tuition fees* vary depending on the course you decide to
study and whether you are classified as a home (UK/EU)
or international (non-EU) student. To ensure you are
aware of how much our programmes cost, we have
provided a general tuition fees table. Fees quoted in the
table are the minimum fees for full-time programmes
for one academic year of study only. For programmes
lasting more than one year of study, fees for subsequent
years may be subject to an increase of no more than
4.5% per year.

Part-time fees are normally 50% of the full-time fee for
the academic year of study, but may vary depending on
the programme or the proportion of study undertaken
during the year.
Payment of fees: Self-supporting students are allowed
to pay fees by instalments. Enrolment is not complete
until fees have been paid in full or arrangements to pay
by instalments are made. If fees come from overseas
sources, students must ensure that by the enrolment
date, sufficient funds are available for the payment
of fees.

Please note that the fees provided are a guide only, and may be higher depending on the programme.
For a full list of fees, please see our website.

Taught

Research
Home (UK/EU)

International

Band 1

£6,000

£14,500

Band 2

£7,750

£18,250

Home (UK/EU)

International

Band 1

£4,100‡

£14,500

Band 2

£4,100‡

£18,250

Band 1: Usually applies to classroom-based courses in Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Band 2: Usually applies to Science courses, in particular those that make use of a laboratory or specialist facility
Fees quoted are for the 2016/17 academic year. Fees for future years are subject to change. The University reserves the
right to make such alterations to fees as may be necessary at any time, although every effort will be made to give adequate
notice of such changes. Tuition fees are payable to Cardiff University for each year of your course (including repeat years).
For an approximate total cost, therefore, fees should be multiplied by the number of years of study (please note that for
programmes lasting more than one academic year, fees for subsequent years may be subject to an increase by no more
than 4.5% per year).
* Fees include admission, registration, tuition, examinations and use of laboratories, if required. For research degrees an
additional research support fee (bench fee) may be incurred for some science-based areas of study, but you will be notified
of this prior to the start of your course.
‡ Provisional.

cost of living for a student
“ The
in Cardiff is generally lower
The Independent A-Z Good University Guide 2015
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“

than elsewhere in the UK.

Finding Funding
Securing funding for postgraduate study is an important consideration for most students. Most
funding sources are highly competitive and are subject to various conditions. You should research
your funding options early to ensure that you can meet application deadlines. Even if you can’t
find full funding for your programme, you may be able to find funding from a number of different
sources. In fact, many of our students have funded their programmes through a combination of
the sources listed below.

Our
Academic
Schools
may know of or
offer specific
funding for
your chosen
programme

Charities,
trusts and
foundations
offer a wealth
of funding for
postgraduate study

We run a highly
prestigious

International
Scholarship
Fund to support
exceptional
international
students

The seven
UK Research Councils
fund UK/EU students on a
competitive basis and often
through the university (see also
page 10)

Cardiff
University
Scholarships
Each year we offer
a range of full and
partial funding
opportunities to
prospective and
continuing
students

course
websites offer
scholarship
competitions

Many

International Students

to prospective
students

innovative means
with which other
postgraduate
students have
funded their studies

Unistaff
Jobshop
Our

can help you secure
part-time, casual and
regular employment
within the University
and beyond
Professional Career
Development Loans
worth between

£300 and
£10,000 are
available for some
types of programme

Fees and Funding

are advised to investigate funding opportunities offered by
their own country and to check for opportunities with the
British Council

Crowdfunding
and peer-to-peer
loans are new,

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradfinance
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How to Apply
You will find a range of routes available when applying for a
postgraduate degree with us, whether taught or research.
Once you have identified your area of interest using the
information in the Academic School pages (starting on
page 35), use our step-by-step guide to help navigate
through the process.

Before applying for an MPhil/PhD
Identify a research area and supervisor
Using the Academic School pages select a research area and use the
information provided to introduce yourself and your interests
to the School. If your interests match that of the School, they
may then be able to pair you with an appropriate supervisor to
discuss your research interests further and review your research
proposal (see below).

OR
Explore our Doctoral Training Programmes
Our research-excellent profile and reputation enables us to secure
funding for doctoral study from a wide range of sources. In particular,
we are currently leading or participating in a range of specific doctoral
training programmes. Each of these has its own application process
and deadlines. For further information on our Doctoral Training Programmes,
see page 10.

OR
Investigate studentship opportunities
Throughout the year, you will find a range of funded postgraduate research places being
advertised on our website. These can be open awards in a specific research area, where you
are required to complete a full application, including writing your own research proposal, or for
a specific project where the research parameters have already been defined and thus no
separate research proposal is required.
Many of these studentships will also have specific residency eligibility criteria. The advert will
give you details of the application process, the funding available and the eligibility criteria.

Your Research Proposal
In many cases, you will need to write a research
proposal as part of your research application,
outlining your proposed area of study and what you
hope to achieve through your inquiry.
Proposals vary in length and structure according to
the subject you are applying for, so it is advisable to
contact your Academic School for guidance.
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If you are applying for a specific, predefined project
you may not be required to write your own research
proposal.

STEP 1: Review entry requirements
Entry requirements, including English language
requirements, vary between programmes. You will find
entry requirements listed within the School pages

while in some cases more specific information is
available on our website, where you will also find a list
of accepted English language tests and exams.

STEP 2: Check key dates and deadlines
The majority of our taught programmes start in late
September. Although most taught programmes do not
formally close for applications until the programme
start date, you are advised to apply as early as
possible as places are limited and programmes may
close for applications as they become full. Where
programmes operate an application deadline, this is
indicated on the programme web page.

Entry to our research programmes is typically available
on four dates through the year: 1 October, 1 January,
1 April and 1 July. Selected programmes may have
fewer entry dates. Entry to our Doctoral Training
Programmes is usually on 1 October each year.
Funded studentships have typically an application
deadline and specify the start date.

STEP 3: Investigate funding options
Unless you intend to apply for a fully-funded
studentship, we would advise you to determine how
you will fund your studies before making an
application.

Some postgraduate funding options may require you
to have secured an offer of admission prior to applying
for the funding. For more information on funding,
see page 29.

STEP 4: Submit an application
Your application will typically include a supporting
statement, two references (at least one academic),
proof of your English language abilities, and evidence
of any qualifications you have already achieved. You
can begin your application without evidence of any
pending qualifications, but any offer you receive may
be conditional until such point as this evidence is
provided. For a research degree application, you may
be required to write a research proposal.

You can submit an application directly using our Online
Application Service, which also allows you to save your
progress and return at a later time. You will receive an
automatic acknowledgement of your application when
submitted and be granted access to the Online
Applicant Portal, where you can track your application,
upload any additional supporting documents and
update your contact details.
If you prefer to fill out a paper application, you can
download an application pack from our website. For
programmes that have not been fully approved yet,
only paper applications can be used.

Your Offer

Conditional

Unconditional

You need to submit additional evidence. In most
cases this will mean providing copies of your
qualification certificates when they become available.

You have been offered a place – congratulations!
In most cases, all you will need to do to secure
it is to accept your offer.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradapply

How to Apply

You can track the progress of your application in our Online Applicant Portal. You will also receive an email
containing the details of your offer. Most applicants will receive an offer within four weeks, although some
applications may take longer. Your offer could be:
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International Students
(non-EU countries)
Each year we welcome
over 4,000 international
students to Cardiff University,
with more than half pursuing
postgraduate study. Whatever
your chosen field of study
or research, you can be sure
that you will be working with
internationally respected
academics, enjoying a
great social life and making
lifelong friends from across
the world.

Key facts
 Ranked 5th in the UK for Research
Excellence (REF) and top 125 universities
in the world (QS rankings)
 Over 4,000 students from 120 countries
choose to study at Cardiff
 Accommodation is guaranteed for most
international students
 One of the most affordable university cities
in the UK
 Postgraduate qualifications that are
recognised throughout the world

English Language Requirements
Our minimum English language requirements are:
 IELTS 6.5
 TOEFL iBT 90
 Pearson Test of English 62
Please note that these are minimum requirements
and some programmes may ask for higher scores.
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A supportive environment
for international students
The induction programme

International careers advice

Guaranteed accommodation

A comprehensive programme in
September and January; includes
a free Coach Collection service
in September from Cardiff and
Heathrow airports.

The Careers and Employability
Service provides resources to help
research your career path.

High quality, conveniently located
accommodation for single
international students who apply
through the normal admissions
process. Some conditions apply,
see page 25 for more details.

International student advisors

International student societies

In addition to support provided by
your School, our student advisors
assist with any issues including visas
and finance.

Found in the Students’ Union, societies specifically for
international students run social and cultural events, including
Go Global, Cardiff University’s Festival of Culture and Diversity.

The International Office offers a personal and dedicated service to help
international students with the application and transitional process to
studying at Cardiff University. Please contact us if you have any further
questions.
For further information on the application process, please refer to page 30.

Contact us:
international@cardiff.ac.uk
+44 (0)29 2087 4432
Facebook.com/
cardiffinternational
@Cardiffio
cardiffuni_international

English Language Programmes
Our English language teaching centre offers a variety of courses ranging from 8 weeks to 9 months
which cater for most language levels and abilities. Our students come from all over the world to improve
their English before commencing university study in the UK. Classes are taught on campus by the
University’s experienced and well-qualified English language tutors.
Summer Pre-sessional
Programmes

English for University Study
Programme

In-sessional
Student Support

8, 10 and 12 week intensive
courses for international students
holding conditional offers from
Cardiff University.

Academic year programme with
entry in:
 September (from IELTS 4.0)
 January (from IELTS 4.5)
 April (from IELTS 5.5)

Support with academic writing,
examination techniques, listening
and speaking, pronunciation, notetaking and seminar skills.

Teaching quality

 We offer small and friendly classes, with a maximum of 14 students

 Teaching material is relevant and applicable to life in Britain today

 Our staff are well-qualified and experienced and will offer you regular
feedback, support and advice to make sure that your individual language
needs are addressed

There is an IELTS Test Centre at
Cardiff University offering regular
test dates throughout the year.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/international

International Students & English Language Programmes

Applying to Cardiff University as an
International Student
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Take a Closer Look

Postgraduate Open Day

Academic School events

Our annual Postgraduate Open Day
takes place in November each year.
This event allows you to view
facilities meet staff and attend
information sessions.

Some of our Schools also hold
their own events. Alternatively you
can arrange an individual visit to
the University.

The 2015/16 Open day is
scheduled to take place on
Wednesday 25 November 2015.

Meet us at fairs and events
near you
We regularly attend education events
across the UK, EU and around the
world. These provide you a great
opportunity to talk to us in person
and see what we have to offer you.

We look forward to meeting you.
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More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradvisits

Academic Schools Index
Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences
Business
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Modern Languages

60

Music

63

English, Communication &
Philosophy

41

Planning & Geography

66

History, Archaeology & Religion

45

Politics &
International Relations

70

Journalism, Media &
Cultural Studies

51

Social Sciences

73

Law

55

Welsh

78

Biomedical & Life Sciences
Biosciences

82

Medicine

95

Dentistry

85

Optometry & Vision Sciences

100

Healthcare Sciences

88

Medical & Dental Education

92

Pharmacy &
Pharmaceutical Sciences

104

Psychology

107

Architecture

112

Earth & Ocean Sciences

122

Chemistry

115

Engineering

125

Mathematics

129

Physics & Astronomy

132

Computer Science &
Informatics

118

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgraduate

Academic Schools Index

Physical Sciences & Engineering
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Arts, Humanities &
Social Sciences

The Cardiff Online Social Media Observatory (COSMOS), based in our School of Social Sciences, has recently been
awarded an ESRC grant to examine whether Big Social Data can predict offline social phenomena.
Picture: A COSMOS generated network diagram of connections between civil institutions in South Wales via Twitter
over an aerial view of Cardiff.
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Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Business

The new Postgraduate Teaching Centre at our Business School

Our Business School is widely
recognised as one of the leading
business and management schools in
the UK. The School is accredited by the
Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB
International) and professional
organisations including the Chartered
Institute of Marketing and the
Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development.
The School’s excellent reputation is
reflected in the keen competition for
places on its programmes, for UK, EU
and international students. Worldleading academics, at the forefront of
their subject areas, bring their insight
and expert knowledge to the classroom.
This means that students benefit from
access to the latest and most
innovative research on business
thinking and industry developments.
Recognising that competition for jobs is
strong, and in order to provide
additional support to the student body,
the School invested in a dedicated
Careers & Employability Centre. The
centre is based on-site at the
Aberconway Building, with full-time
Careers Advisor and Student Support
Staff. Multiple fairs, events and
networking opportunities are held.
These events introduce students to
industry contacts and graduate
opportunities, providing them with a
competitive advantage after graduation.

The School has a thriving alumni
network within the UK and overseas.
With graduates from more than 120
countries, it is committed to supporting
alumni activities, promoting networking
opportunities and celebrating alumni
successes.

available electronically and off-campus.
The University’s Learning Central portal
gives students password-protected
access to lecture notes, reading lists,
discussion boards, study materials and
an increasing number of lecture
recordings.

Facilities

Funding Your Study

The School boasts excellent facilities for
postgraduate study and has recently
opened the £13.5 million Postgraduate
Teaching Centre. This is a dedicated
facility for the postgraduate community
and includes two lecture theatres;
amongst the first in the University to
feature lecture capture facilities,
multiple flexible seminar rooms
designed for small class teaching and
group working, MSc and MBA Lounges
and the 60-seat Trading Room. This
industry standard, state-of-the-art
facility offers Thomson Reuters and
Bloomberg platforms to simulate the
real world trading floor environment.

Our Business School offers several
scholarships for UK/EU and
international students commencing
their studies in September 2016.

The School also has a separate 460seat lecture theatre and resource
centre, including a 24-hour computer
laboratory. This is in addition to the
Aberconway Building which provides
seminar rooms and lecture theatres
with advanced IT and Audio Visual
services, and is home to the Careers &
Employability Centre.

Multiple School funded International
Scholarships are available including the
India scholarships, China Scholarships,
Country Specific Scholarships and
Loyalty Scholarships.
We offer doctoral programmes in the
following fields:
• Business and Management
• Economics
Key to providing you with a profound
learning experience is our Economic
and Social Research Council (ESRC)
recognised research methods training
provision. Via the ESRC Wales Doctoral
Training Centre based at the University,
each year the School has five ESRC
PhD Studentships in Management and
Business and two ESRC PhD
Studentships in Economics.

The School’s on-site library holds over
60,000 books and many resources,
including academic journals, are now

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/carbs

Business

Your Study Experience
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Supporting your
‘Professional Development’
Our Business School has recently
invested in a new Careers &
Employability Centre on-site to ensure
our students have direct access to
careers information and support.
We work with students, graduates,
postgraduates, employers and
University staff to deliver a highly
respected and valued service that helps
to set our students apart.

Our Industrial and
Professional Links
Collaborating with companies ensures
our understanding of industry trends
and developments stays up-to-theminute and provides our students with
excellent networking opportunities.
You will benefit from attending guest
lectures given by the internationally
renowned scholars and policy makers
who visit us. We work closely with many
local, national and international
companies, while KPMG and Panalpina
are recent sponsors of facilities within
the Postgraduate Teaching Centre.

Our Research Centres

Your Future

The School is home to a number of
research groups covering topics
including Health Organisation, Logistics
Management, Lean, the Welsh
Economy, Transport and Shipping, and
Regional and Local Government.

79% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in
full-time, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.

Q Cardiff Organisation Research Group

In jobs such as: Accountant, Business
Analyst, Consultant, Managing Director
and Operations Manager.

Q Cardiff Health Organisation and
Policy Studies
Q Centre for Automotive Industry
Research

Employers include: BMW, Cardiff
University, Ministry of Commerce,
Ernst & Young, HSBC and PwC.

Q Centre for Local and Regional
Government Research

Q Centre for Price and Inflation at
Cardiff

Q Chinese Accounting, Finance and
Business Research Unit
Q Empirical Finance Group

Q Employment Research Unit

Q Interdisciplinary Perspectives on
Accounting Research Group

Q Julian Hodge Institute of Applied
Macroeconomics

Q Lean Enterprise Research Centre

Q Logistics Systems Dynamics Group
Q Transport and Shipping Research
Group
Q Welsh Economy Research Unit

Q Welsh Institute For Research in
Economics and Development

Why study with us?
Q The School is accredited by the
Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB
International)
Q The School is internationally
focused, with staff, students and
alumni from over 120 countries

Q Many programmes are accredited
by leading professional
organisations, such as the
Chartered Institute of Marketing
and the Chartered Institute of
Personnel and Development
Q A brand new Postgraduate
Teaching Centre, designed for
postgraduate study and including
a 60-seater state-of-the-art
Trading Room
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Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research was
ranked sixth in the UK for quality.
99% of our submitted research was
rated at least of international standard
with 86% classed as internationally
excellent or world-leading. From critical
analyses of economic policy in the
aftermath of the global financial crisis,
to ensuring fair compensation for
accident victims, the School’s
innovative and multidisciplinary
research addresses the grand
challenges facing businesses and
organisations.

Academic staff: 250

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Student numbers
Doctoral: 150
Master’s: 1000

Follow us
facebook.com/BusinessCardiff
@cardiffbusiness

Degree

Mode of study

Start date

PhD in Business Studies

FT

October

PhD in Economics

FT

October

Business Administration

MBA

FT

September

Business Administration – Executive

MBA

PT

Media Management

MBA

FT

Business Strategy and Entrepreneurship

MSc

FT

Accounting and Finance

MSc

FT

Finance

MSc

FT

Financial Economics

MSc

FT

Human Resource Management

MSc

FT

International Economics, Banking and Finance

MSc

FT

International Human Resource Management

MSc

FT

International Management

MSc

FT

International Transport

MSc

FT

Logistics and Operations Management

MSc

FT

Marine Policy

MSc

FT

Strategic Marketing

MSc

FT

Social Science Research Methods

MSc

FT

Contact

Research Area
Accounting and Finance
Human Resources Management
Logistics and Operations Management
Marketing and Strategy
Economics

Taught Programme

PhD Office

+44 (0)29 2087 6786

Business-research@cardiff.ac.uk

Postgraduate Admissions Office

+44 (0)29 2087 6953

Carbs-pg-admissions@cardiff.ac.uk

Undertaking the training at Cardiff felt like a real pleasure. I had all the
support one could hope for from the School, the funding body and
the University at large. This professional support together with the
friendliness, open mindedness and ‘can do’ approach of staff made my
research experience as smooth and joyful as is possible. I was so grateful
for the experience and for being surrounded by an extremely supportive and
world-leading research community and staff who are always, always, willing
to go out of their way to help you maximise your potential.

Hadar Elraz
PhD Business Studies

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/carbs

Business

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)
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Research Programmes
Research is at the heart of our activities and is primarily
organised around the five academic sections within
the School.
The School also hosts a number of more
topic focused research units and groups,
as well as contributing to the University
Research Institutes, which bring together
expertise from across a number of
Academic Schools.

Research environment
As a postgraduate research student,
you will contribute to a vibrant
community of almost 150 other PhD
students, hailing from many countries
across the globe. In addition to the
personal supervision, seminars and

workshops which will make up your
formal schooling, you will be invited to
attend guest lectures given by
internationally renowned scholars and
policy makers who visit us, and the
fieldwork allowance we provide may
contribute to your research costs and/or
to the cost of your attendance at
academic conferences in the UK or
overseas.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
PhD in Business Studies: For
admission to the Business Studies
Doctoral Programme, you will need
at least an upper second class
honours degree and preferably a
specialist master’s degree.
PhD in Economics: Students
applying to pursue a specialist PhD
in Economics must have a master’s
degree in Economics (or its
equivalent).

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Taught Programmes
Our specialist taught master’s programmes challenge
students academically whilst giving them the knowledge
needed to succeed in a global business arena.
Business Administration
(MBA)
This course is designed to provide you
with knowledge and expertise for a
management career in industry,
commerce or the public sector.

Business Administration –
Executive
(MBA)
The Executive MBA has been designed
to meet the needs of experienced
middle managers looking for ways to
develop their understanding and
knowledge of business.

Business Strategy and
Entrepreneurship
(MSc)
This course is designed for those with
high entrepreneurial interest and
potential to set up their own business,
or to work in a new venture
development capacity in an established
organisation.

Entry Requirements:
Students will need to be in
possession of a minimum of an
upper second class honours degree
from an approved and recognised
university.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Financial Economics

Accounting and Finance

(MSc)

(MSc)

This course is designed to provide you
with the knowledge and expertise for a
career in fund management, stockbroking, investment banking, corporate
treasury and other financial sector
roles.

The course is designed to provide you
with a comprehensive and rigorous
training in advanced accounting and
finance.

Media Management
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Application Information

(MBA)

Finance

This course is designed to provide you
with a solid background in business
management theory and practice, and
an opportunity to gain specialised
media knowledge and skills to excel
and adapt in the field of media
management.

(MSc)
The MSc in Finance is both
academically challenging, with input
from world-leading academics, and
practically focused, giving you the
opportunity to develop the confidence,
knowledge and skills needed for a
successful career in finance.

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Human Resource
Management
(MSc)
This course is designed to provide you
with both the knowledge and expertise,
and the professional CIPD qualification,
needed for a successful career in
Human Resources and Personnel.

Students using the state-of-the-art Trading Room

International Economics,
Banking and Finance
(MSc)
This course is designed to provide you
with the knowledge and expertise for a
position of responsibility in an
international bank, financial institution,
central bank or government agency.

International Human Resource
Management
(MSc)

involved with logistics and operations
management on a national or
international basis.

Marine Policy
(MSc)
This course is designed to provide you
with the knowledge and expertise for a
career as a manager in areas such as
international shipping, ports and
harbours, or sea trade, in either the
private sector or for government
agencies.

This course is designed to provide you
with the knowledge and expertise to
practice Human Resource Management
in a multi-national, globalised context.

Strategic Marketing

International Management

This triple accredited degree
programme offers knowledge and
expertise for developing a professional
marketing career in the UK or overseas

(MSc)

(MSc)

in industry, commerce or the public
sector. The summer project enables
students to gain experience of working,
as a group, with an external company in
a consulting role.

Social Science Research
Methods
(MSc)
We offer a Business and Management
Studies pathway with four Specialist
routes: Accounting and Finance;
Human Resource Management;
Logistics and Operations Management;
Marketing and Strategy. See page 77
for further details on this programme.

This course is designed to provide you
with the knowledge and experience to
become managers who have
specialised knowledge of the role of a
manager in a globalised world.

International Transport
(MSc)
Provides students with the knowledge
and expertise for a role in senior
management in firms involved in
transport operations on an international
or national basis.

Logistics and Operations
Management
This course is designed to provide you
with the knowledge and expertise for
management roles in companies

The new Postgraduate Teaching Centre

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/carbs

Business

(MSc)
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English, Communication &
Philosophy
Your Study Experience
Our culture is distinguished by its
commitment to innovation and
scholarship, and an openness to
interdisciplinary study. Our record in all
areas demonstrates the role of our
research in changing the disciplinary
map. We specialise in distinctive
approaches to research in Critical and
Cultural Theory, English Language and
Communication, English Literature and
Philosophy. At our core is a thriving
postgraduate community composed of
both master’s and research students,
empowered to achieve their ambitions
through the active support and teaching
of academics at the forefront of their
disciplines. Our postgraduates play an
active role in the numerous reading
groups, research seminars, workshops
and conferences taking place in the
School. We are located in the John
Percival Building close to the Arts and
Social Studies Library. Individual
scholarship and teamwork are equally
valued. We have a number of specialist
research centres and networks
dedicated to key issues in the study of
language, texts, cultures, ideas, values
and identities. Our research culture is
distinguished by its commitment to
innovation and scholarship, and an
openness to interdisciplinary study.

Why study with us?

Q Thriving postgraduate community
Q Research-led master’s degrees
Q Friendly, supportive staff

Q Agenda-setting PhD research

Q Unique Learning to Teach training
programme for PhD students

Q International research centres

The John Percival Building, home of the
School of English, Communication & Philosophy

Research associates attached to major
projects in the School also contribute
fully to the research environment, and
each year we welcome international
visiting scholars at PhD and
postdoctoral level. We offer dedicated
research space for PhD students,
providing a convenient working area
close to all facilities, including the
Library and SCOLAR, its specialist
research collection (including Cardiff
Rare Books and complementary
electronic resources). All master’s
seminars take place within the John
Percival Building. IT facilities are
available for master’s students within
the building, in the nearby Julian Hodge
Building and in every University library.

91% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research in
English Literature and Language was
ranked tenth in the UK for quality. 98%
of our submitted research was rated at
least of international standard with 87%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading.

Academic staff: 55

69% of our research in philosophy
received a similar distinction. From
supporting teenagers with AIDS/HIV to
express their experiences through
comics, to changing the way the police
interact with detainees, victims and the
public and helping influence the
protocols regarding the ethical
consequences of constructing DNA
databanks, our research is making an
impact in areas such as healthcare,
law, social justice and education.
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We have dedicated substantial
investment in information technology;
most recently a purpose-built studio for
research in linguistics and
communication.

Your Future:

Employers include: Employers include:
Cardiff University, London Film School,
Open University, Visit Wales and Celtic
Language School.
In jobs such as: Lecturer, Editor and
Director of Studies.

Student numbers
Doctoral: 117
Master’s: 88

Follow us
facebook.com/EncapCardiffUni
@EncapCardiffUni

The transition from undergraduate to postgraduate study felt almost
seamless as we received practical guidance in managing our own research
throughout the MA. The staff are friendly, knowledgeable and engaging.
In terms of the research culture, the School’s lecture series are not only
great for keeping us up-to-date with the latest research, but alongside the
wine receptions and meals that often follow them, they provide a great
opportunity to meet with fellow students, academic staff, and visiting
academics.

Judith Dray
PhD English Literature

Degree

Mode of study

Start date

Applied Linguistics (Lexical Studies)

PhD

DL

October

Creative Writing

PhD

FT, PT

Critical and Cultural Theory

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

English Literature

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

Language and Communication

PhD

FT, PT

Philosophy

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

Critical and Cultural Theory

MA

FT, PT

English Literature

MA

FT, PT

Contact

Research Area

Taught Programme

Creative Writing

MA

FT

Applied Linguistics

MA, PgDip

FT, PT

Language and Communication Research

MA

FT, PT

Forensic Linguistics

MA, PgDip

FT, PT

Analytic and Modern European Philosophy

MA

FT, PT

Ethics and Social Philosophy

MA

FT, PT

September

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

+44 (0)29 2087 4722

Encap-pg@cardiff.ac.uk

The quality of teaching at Cardiff particularly excelled in the more personal
environment of a master’s degree. The scope of each module was vast
and the teaching staff were integral to helping me develop my own ideas
through critical engagement with source material ranging from classical
texts to contemporary work. A wide range of guest lecturers and weekly
reading groups create a strong sense of community in which progressive
thinking and original ideas are welcomed and rewarded.

Tim Pullham
MA in Analytic and Modern European Philosophy

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/encap

English, Communication & Philosophy

Postgraduate Office
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During my MA I found the staff extremely supportive and the atmosphere
lively and inspiring. There are many exciting opportunities here (such as
the various conferences and workshops) which I felt would allow me to
make a great start on my career path, wherever I may end up. Three years
into my PhD it seems that my impressions were justified. I would highly
recommend this vibrant community for anyone considering further
education.

Dorottya Cserzo
PhD Language and Communication Research

Research Programmes
We support a range of distinctive and complementary
approaches to language, texts, cultures, ideas, values
and identities, involving a mix of humanities and social
science methodologies.
Our research activity crosses boundaries
with many other disciplines and
traditions, including biological and
medical science, and the social and
behavioural sciences. We regard our
research students as central participants
in the intellectual life of our community.
We take the training of research
students very seriously, providing
facilities and supervisory guidance which
will help each student to flourish
intellectually and work productively.
Our research centres run regular
seminar programmes, featuring
contributions from staff and visiting
speakers. Further research skills training
and career development seminars are
also organised within the School. PhD
students have the opportunity to gain
teaching experience and get involved in
the our innovation and engagement
activities. Our unique ‘Learning to Teach’
training programme is accredited by the
Higher Education Academy and we are
currently running a student-led, Arts and
Humanities Research Council-funded
Collaborative Skills Development

programme in the area of public
engagement and impact.
As a research student you will benefit
from the Research Seminar Series
where our staff and external speakers
present contemporary research on a
weekly basis, while the PhD Thesis
Group is an opportunity to share ideas
with fellow PhD students. You will also
benefit from generic provision through
the University’s Graduate College and
specific provision within the School such
as funding support for expenses and
access to part-time research
opportunities.
Our research output is expansive and
innovative. Our staff and students
broadly fall into three groups, each
constituting and/or hosting a wellestablished Centre:
The English Literature Research
Group is made up of individual and
collaborating researchers and houses
the Centre for Editorial and Intertextual
Research and the Centre for Critical
and Cultural Theory. The latter draws on

I originally came to Cardiff University to do my MA in the Centre for
Critical and Cultural Theory because I was drawn to the prestige of the
programme and to the breadth of topics I would have the opportunity
to explore.
I have found my time on the PhD even more fulfilling, and I know my
research has taken shape thanks to the resources available in this
programme, for which I am grateful.

Kat Deerfield
PhD Critical and Cultural Theory
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Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Please see individual course entries
online for full details.

Application Process:
Applications can be submitted
online. Applications to these
programmes must be supported by
a research proposal. Please contact
the School in the first instance for
more advice. See page 30 for
details.

developments in linguistics, philosophy
and the history of ideas to offer a
dynamic and interdisciplinary research
environment.
The Philosophy Research Group
investigates core philosophical issues
and practical moral problems, and
houses the Centre for Applied Ethics.
The Centre for Language and
Communication Research
is the base for research into
sociolinguistics, discourse analysis,
functional grammar, forensic linguistics,
and other specialised areas of linguistics.
The affiliated Health Communication
Research Centre focuses on
communication in health contexts.

Taught Programmes
We offer a range of research-led master’s degrees that
reflect our research interests and publications.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:

Each degree is finely tuned to meet the
specialist needs of students wishing to
achieve a higher level of learning and to
enhance employability. Master’s
degrees are a self-contained

qualification and also preparation for
PhD research. They are recognised as
indicating higher abilities and skills in
the holder of the degree.

First or upper second class UK
honours degree or equivalent. Some
courses may require additional
written work to be submitted with an
application. Please see individual
course entries for more information.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Critical and Cultural Theory

Applied Linguistics

(MA)

(MA, PgDip)

This programme offers a broad
introduction to some of the key
interdisciplinary approaches to the
study and critique of culture and
society. Employing the most groundbreaking and influential theorists of the
present, it explores approaches to a
range of issues and problems
concerning power and identity.

The MA/PgDip is intended for anyone
with a professional interest in the use
of language. It is relevant to all aspects
of Second Language Teaching, and has
wider applications within such fields as
publishing, journalism, communications
and administration. It will also form a
sound basis for those wishing to
specialise in areas such as speech
therapy, translation and interpretation,
lexicography and natural language
generation.

English Literature
(MA)
This programme offers exciting
opportunities for students to expand
their intellectual horizons while
developing advanced-level research,
writing and analytical skills. Composed
of a rich programme of research-led
modules - ranging from the medieval to
the modern - the course provides
students with an excellent grounding in
some of the key cultural, theoretical,
historical and political contexts
informing literary research at
postgraduate level.

Language and
Communication Research
(MA)
This programme is for anyone wishing
to develop research knowledge and
skills relating to areas of language and
communication (including media
communication). This can be seen as
either a free-standing qualification for
people working in professional or
commercial spheres where such skills
are needed, or a preparatory step to
embarking on a PhD.

(MA)

Forensic Linguistics

This one-year full-time course is
designed for experienced writers. You
will attend workshops, produce a
portfolio of creative writing, attend
classes in various topics in creative
writing and gain experience in teaching
creative writing. You will be assessed on
two portfolios of creative writing and
two essays or projects. There are no
formal examinations.

(MA, PgDip)

Analytic and Modern
European Philosophy
(MA)
This course explores central themes of
analytic and modern European
philosophy and aims to develop original
critical contributions to the debates
they encompass. The modules are
designed to develop your knowledge
and understanding of these issues, to
sharpen your critical and constructive
argumentation skills, and to develop
your confidence in presenting and
discussing your original ideas among
colleagues.

This course explores central themes of
contemporary ethics and social
philosophy and aims to develop original
critical contributions to the debates
they encompass. The modules are
designed to develop your knowledge
and understanding of these issues, to
sharpen your critical and constructive
argumentation skills and to develop
your confidence in presenting and
discussing your original ideas among
colleagues.

English, Communication & Philosophy

Creative Writing

Students participating in an
English Literature MA seminar

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/encap
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Ethics and Social Philosophy
(MA)

This innovative, research-driven
programme introduces you to the study
of language in legal settings and to the
work of linguists in the legal system as
experts and advisers. The degree
contextualises forensic linguistics within
wider language and communication
disciplines. The programme can benefit
those hoping to pursue further
postgraduate study and those intending
to pursue a range of careers including
those related to the law.

History, Archaeology &
Religion
Your Study Experience
Follow your passion for your subject in a
highly respected School with excellent
resources and a wealth of esteemed
academic experts leading their fields.
We believe in training the next
generation of scholars to contribute to
their discipline and wider life at the
highest level. You will develop your skills
within a well-equipped research and
teaching environment, multidisciplinary
and interdisciplinary in both outlook and
practice.
We have a friendly and informal
atmosphere and offer a welcoming
environment for students and staff.
Located in the John Percival Building
with its sister Humanities Schools, it is
within easy walking distance of the
University’s Main Building, the
Students’ Union and Graduate Centre.

Key features of the School
Q New dedicated postgraduate
research room

Q State-of-the-art conservation
laboratories

Q Material and environmental analysis
and computing laboratories

Q Photographic & visual evidence
studio
Q Illustration studio

The neighbouring Arts and Social
Sciences Library is well-stocked with
books, academic journals, electronic
resources and primary source materials
in all our subject areas including a
number of special collections: Salisbury

Why study with us?
Q Join a well-equipped research and
teaching environment

Q Be part of a thriving postgraduate
community

Q Work alongside our friendly,
supportive staff

Q Benefit from our excellent sector
links with partners in
archaeological, heritage and
religious organisations
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The Postgraduate Study Room

Library, History Research Collection,
SCOLAR collection, William Temple
collection; Cardiff Collection; European
Documentation Centre. We also
maintain small specialist libraries
(Ancient History, Conservation,
Religious Studies) in our home building.
We are proud of our links with a range
of respected heritage organisations,
notably National Museum Wales, and a
broad spectrum of faith organisations
including our partnership with St
Michael’s College and South Wales
Baptist College.
We are an active research community
involving a number of interdisciplinary
research groups:
Centre for Chaplaincy Studies, Centre
for History of Religion in Asia, Cardiff
Centre for the Crusades, Centre for Late
Antique Religion and Culture, the
Centre for the Study of Medieval

Society and Culture, Cardiff Centre for
Welsh American Study, Cardiff Centre
for the Study of Islam in the UK, and
the Universities in Wales Institute for
Classics and Ancient History.

Your Future
88% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Church in Wales,
Diverse Cymru, English Heritage,
various secondary schools and higher
education institutions and Welsh
Government.
In jobs such as: Community
Archaeologist, Conservator, Lecturer
and Research Analyst.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, almost all our research
submitted in each of the School’s
research disciplines was assessed as
being of international standard. More
than 70% was also rated as
internationally excellent or worldleading. Our work enhances public
understanding of subjects such as the
Crusades and the importance of Muslim
chaplaincy in institutions such as
prisons and hospitals, as well as solving
archaeological problems in creative and
innovative ways, shaping our
understanding of the way we live today.

Academic staff: 64
Research staff: 5

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Student numbers
Doctoral: 97
MPhil: 4
Master’s: 118

Follow us
facebook.com/CardiffShare
@cardiffshare
SchoolofArchHistRel

Degree

Mode of study

Start date

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

January,

Contact

Research Area
Ancient History
Archaeology

April, July,

Conservation

October

History
Religious Studies
Theology
Welsh History

Taught Programme
Ancient History

MA

FT, PT

History and Archaeology of the Greek and
Roman World

MA

FT, PT

Ancient and Medieval Warfare

MA

FT, PT

Late Antique and Byzantine Studies

MA

FT, PT

History

MA

FT, PT

History of the Crusades

MA

FT, PT

Medieval British Studies

MA

FT, PT

Welsh History

MA

FT, PT

Archaeology, including the following pathways:
• European Neolithic
• Prehistoric Britain
• Early Medieval Society and Culture

MA

FT, PT

Early Celtic Studies

MA

FT, PT

Care of Collections

MSc

FT, PT

Conservation Practice

MSc

2 years FT

Professional Conservation

MSc

FT, PT

Islam in Contemporary Britain

MA, PgDip

FT, PT

Religious Studies, including the following pathways:
• Asian Religions
• Religion in Late Antiquity
• Myth Narrative and Theory

MA

FT, PT

Theology

MTh, PgDip, PgCert

FT

Chaplaincy Studies

MTh, PgDip, PgCert

PT

Chaplaincy Studies: Military Route

MTh

PT

September

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

+44 (0)29 2087 0903

pgadminshare@cardiff.ac.uk

Having started my PhD in October 2013, I found it easy to join the
research community at SHARE and get involved within the School.
The department provides several opportunities for PhD students to work
together and to make friends – having our own office especially helps!

Ulrika Vihervalli
PhD Ancient History

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/share

History, Archaeology & Religion

Postgraduate Office
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Research Programmes
In coming to study with us you will be welcomed into a
world of committed ‘hands-on’ scholarship, in which
academics – contributing at an international level – offer
a supportive, if challenging, ‘apprenticeship’ in evidencebased enquiry.
There is a strong shared belief in the
necessity to train the next generation of
scholars to contribute to their discipline,
and wider life, at the highest level. This
begins with our master’s programmes,
which inculcate a broad range of critical
research competencies that span from
laboratory skills to ancient and medieval
languages, and culminates in our MPhil
and Doctoral programmes; these are
unashamedly ‘artisanal’ and
professionally focused. To come to here
is to be prepared for a working life
committed to rigorous thought and
clarity of expression, skills essential to a
wide variety of professional roles in, and
beyond, academia.

Research environment
We have a vibrant and supportive
research culture in the School. As well
as a wide variety of School research
seminar series (Ancient History,
Archaeology and Conservation, History,
Religious Studies), the international
profiles of our staff members means
that our students often join their
supervisors in attending conferences
and workshops around the world.
Dedicated School funding supports our
research students in these and other
research-related activities. Recent
examples include students joining
supervisors for conferences in America
and the UK, as well as archival,
excavation and site visits to France,
Germany and Armenia, to name only
a few.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Applicants should normally possess
a first or upper second class
honours degree or equivalent in an
appropriate subject plus a good
pass at MA or MSc.

Application Process:
Most applications can be submitted
online (see page 30 for details).
Please contact the School in the
first instance for more guidance.

Taught Programmes
Our postgraduate taught degrees combine the
opportunity to study specific subjects or themes at an
advanced level while also gaining important academic
and transferable skills, such as critical thinking, analysis
and problem-solving, and communicating with a variety
of audiences.
We offer a wide range of Postgraduate
Taught Degrees in the following
academic disciplines:
Q Ancient History

Q Medieval and Modern History
Q Welsh History
Q Archaeology

Q Conservation

Q Religious Studies
Q Theology
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Teaching takes place in small group
seminars, laboratories and lectures,
with academics who are research-active
leaders in their fields, and we offer a
friendly and supportive environment for
all our postgraduate students. Taking
one of our postgraduate taught degrees
will enable you to develop your
knowledge and understanding by
choosing from a selection of core and
optional modules specific to your
degree. You will also complete a
dissertation in the summer semester, in
which you further specialise in your
chosen field. You can carry on your
research by enrolling on an MPhil or
PhD programme; alternatively, many
use their postgraduate degrees to
pursue professional careers after
university.

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Generally an upper second class
degree or equivalent in an
appropriate subject.

Application Process:
You can apply for our courses online
(see page 30 for details). Applicants
for master's degrees may be asked
to suggest a dissertation topic.
Please note that decisions on
applications will be made as early
as possible after receipt and we will
use this information to keep in
touch with you regarding any
additional funding sources that may
become available.

Application Deadline:
1st August for taught programmes
starting in September of that year.

Caerau hill fort excavations - the award-winning CAER Heritage Project is a beacon of engagement in action,
revealing the history of South Wales' ancient powerhouse in ongoing excavations since 2011

Ancient History
(MA)
The MA in Ancient History allows you to
explore the history, society and culture
of the Greek and Roman world from
Archaic Greece to Late Antiquity,
through a combination of taught
modules and individual research. The
programme is designed to be flexible,
enabling you to pursue your own
interests whilst gaining a solid
foundation of research skills.

History and Archaeology of
the Greek and Roman World
(MA)
The MA in the History and Archaeology
of the Greek and Roman World is an
interdisciplinary programme designed to
develop skills in interpreting literary,
artistic and archaeological evidence
from the ancient world. It is suitable for
those who have taken combined
undergraduate degrees in Ancient
History and Archaeology, and
particularly for those who have taken
Ancient History, Classics or Archaeology
alone and wish to extend the scope of
their studies.

Ancient and Medieval Warfare
(MA)
The only degree of its type in the UK,
the master’s degree in Ancient and
Medieval Warfare offers you the
opportunity to study military history in
the Greek, Roman and Medieval worlds
from a broad comparative perspective.
The programme of study is based on
our particular teaching and research
expertise in warfare studies.

Late Antique and Byzantine
Studies
(MA)
The MA in Late Antique and Byzantine
Studies is designed to provide you with
the advanced knowledge,
understanding and skills needed to
carry out independent research into the
history and culture of late antiquity and
Byzantium. It takes advantage of the
concentration of expertise in late
antique history, culture, religion and
archaeology in the Centre for Late
Antique Religion and Culture (CLARC),
which is based in the School.

History
History
(MA)
Designed to act as a self-regulated year
of further study, and provide a
preparatory year for PhD candidates,
this master’s degree provides a
thorough grounding in research skills
and methods, theoretical concepts and
the techniques of conducting and
writing up an independent research
project, as well as a wide range of
chronological, geographical and
thematic expertise to offer a
challenging and flexible programme of
study.

History of the Crusades
(MA)
The MA History of the Crusades offers
you the opportunity to study the
crusading expeditions to the Holy Land
and within Europe during the period
1090–1450. The scheme draws
together a wide range of expertise in
Medieval History and Archaeology
within the School to provide a
challenging and flexible programme of
study.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/share

History, Archaeology & Religion

Ancient History
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Medieval British Studies

Care of Collections

(MA)

(MSc)

Studying medieval Britain through
history, archaeology, literature and
religious studies gives training and
expertise for many careers including
PhD programmes, the heritage sector,
journalism, teaching, media research
(media, commercial, academic) and
publishing.

If you are interested in careers within
the museum sector, this course
provides an opportunity to improve your
career prospects by obtaining specialist
training in the care of museum
collections. The MSc Care of Collections
provides opportunities for graduates
from conservation and other disciplines
to study preventive conservation, and
the care and management of cultural
and heritage collections.

Welsh History
(MA)
The MA in Welsh History draws together
a wide range of chronological,
geographical and historiographic
expertise in early modern and modern
Welsh history to offer challenging and
flexible programmes of study, with
teaching and research tailored to the
interests and needs of individual
students. Teaching of modules and
supervision of dissertation topics is
normally available in English and Welsh.

Archaeology and
Archaeological
Conservation
Archaeology
(MA)
The master’s degree in Archaeology
offers you the opportunity to study a
range of regions, periods and specialist
topics in detail. The programme of
study is based on our particular
teaching and research expertise. A
major aim of the degree is to prepare
you for further postgraduate study or for
employment. Several specialised
pathways are available through the MA
Archaeology:
Q European Neolithic
Q Prehistoric Britain
Q Early Medieval Society and Culture
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modules that offer an introduction to
postgraduate research and study skills,
as well as subject-specific training,
students can prepare themselves for
future postgraduate research, as well
as a range of relevant careers, such as
religious education teaching, print and
broadcasting media, and employment
in religious organisations.
Q Asian Religions
Q Religion in Late Antiquity
Q Myth, Narrative and Theory

Theology
Conservation Practice

(MTh/PgDip/PgCert)

(MSc)

This programme offers a series of
modules on mission, ministry,
spirituality and critical reflection.

This two-year full-time programme aims
to provide a conservation qualification
that encompasses theoretical and
practical skills. It provides a
comprehensive intellectual framework
with which to interpret, synthesise and
critically evaluate objects and collections,
evidence from research and from written
sources. You will develop a detailed
understanding of conservation theory
and practice via project management
and conservation of objects.

Professional Conservation
(MSc)
Our Professional Conservation MSc
provides opportunities for qualified
conservators and scientists to develop
their primary training in professional
conservation practice and to enhance
their research skills. The MSc
Professional Conservation is designed
primarily for trained conservators, but
also provides science graduates with the
opportunity to both utilise their training
and develop their specific research skills
within conservation science.

Religious Studies &
Theology

Early Celtic Studies

Islam in Contemporary Britain

(MA)

(MA/PgDip)

The MA in Early Celtic Studies is
designed to introduce students to
aspects of the Celtic world through
archaeological, historical, literary and
mythological sources. The degree offers
students the opportunity to develop a
critical understanding of people to
whom the term Celtic has been applied,
from the earliest European evidence
through to the historical and literary
evidence of early medieval Britain.

This programme aims to provide you
with an understanding of the history
and development of Muslim
communities in the UK, and the social
science training and skills to undertake
original qualitative research with and
about Muslims in Britain.

There are five pathways providing the
opportunity for more focused study:
Q Biblical Studies
Q Christian Doctrine
Q Church History
Q Collaborative Leadership
Q Practical Theology
They enable the deepening and
upgrading of skills for those in ministry,
whether ordained or lay, including the
possibility of critical reflection on
current practice. There is also the
possibility of taking modules from the
MTh in Chaplaincy Studies, thus
allowing a wide-ranging engagement
with the encounter of Christianity and
contemporary society.

Chaplaincy Studies
(MTh/PgDip/PgCert)
These postgraduate programmes are
post-experience courses which aim to
develop intellectual competence and
postgraduate skills, as well as to
deepen reflective practice and develop
pastoral practice. The programmes aim
to make you more effective in your
roles, so that they can make an
enhanced contribution within your
chaplaincy work. There is a generic
route and three pathways focusing on
chaplaincy in the following sectors:
Q Education
Q Higher Education
Q Healthcare

Chaplaincy Studies:
Military Route

Religious Studies

(MTh)

(MA)

This programme offers knowledge and
expertise to enable you to contribute
more fully to your role as military
chaplains through the development of
intellectual competence and research
skills, alongside deepening reflective
practice and enhanced pastoral activity.

The MA in Religious Studies, and its
associated pathways, provide the ideal
progression from a degree in Religious
Studies (or allied Humanities subjects)
into a research degree. Through a
carefully-structured programme of

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Journalism, Media &
Cultural Studies
Your Study Experience
We combine a long-standing record of
excellence in teaching and training with
an outstanding research portfolio –
routinely winning awards from a wide
range of bodies.

100% of our assessed research in
2014 was deemed ‘outstanding’ for its
impact in terms of its reach and
significance.
Our core research groups ‘Digital Media
and Society’, ‘Journalism Studies’,
'Mediatized Conflict’, ‘Race,
Representation and Cultural Politics’
and ‘Risk, Science, Health and the
Media’ are complemented by crossdisciplinary and cross-sector
collaborations, such as the
(Re)Constructing Multiculturalism
network and the Chronic Disorders of
Consciousness Research Centre.
Our staff includes leading academic
scholars and distinguished professors
from the media industries, such as
former Director of Global News at the
BBC, Richard Sambrook, and Chair of
Digital Economy, Ian Hargreaves CBE.

The deadline looms for online and print content as a busy production day
draws to a close in the newsroom

Many of our courses are accredited by
recognised industry bodies. Outside of
the specific professional skills and
knowledge gained on each degree, a
busy schedule of research seminars
and guest lectures across both
semesters provides a great professional
development opportunity for students to
engage with cutting-edge research from
world-renowned academics, to discuss
important policy developments and also
to learn more about the work of
practitioners.
Our newspaper and broadcast
newsrooms, mag lab, TV and radio
studios and numerous computer suites
provide an excellent environment in
which to use the latest hardware and
software.

journalism to create new, financially
sustainable models of local news. It has
also launched the world’s first Massive
Open Online Course on community
journalism.

Your Future
92% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: The BBC, Cardiff
University, Financial Times, ITV, Media
Wales, Reuters and Sky News.
In jobs such as: Account Executive,
Broadcast Journalist, Copy Editor, Event
Planner, Feature Writer, Documentary
Director, Parliamentary Researcher and
Lecturer.

We are home to the Centre for
Community Journalism, which supports
new hyperlocal forms of digital

Why study with us?

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

We offer:
Q A dynamic blend of staff including
leading academics and colleagues
with extensive media experience
Q A global perspective drawing on
the experiences of postgraduates
all over the world and strong links
with leading overseas universities
Q Excellent career prospects, with
our graduates in heavy demand
and frequently found in top media
jobs worldwide
Q A vibrant research environment
with recent awards from European
and UK Research Councils, BBC,
Welsh Government and the United
Nations

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research was
ranked second in the UK for quality.
99% of our submitted research was
rated at least of international standard
with 89% classed as internationally
excellent or world-leading. The impact
of our research is shaping the media,
journalism and communication
landscapes.

Academic staff: 45
(22 research active)

Student numbers
Doctoral: 60
Master’s: 300

Follow us
facebook.com/CardiffJomec
@CardiffJomec

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/jomec

Journalism, Media & Cultural Studies

At the core of our research is a
commitment to deliver high-quality work
which engages with contemporary
academic, social and political debates.
Recent work has addressed: citizen
journalism, global crises, climate
change, racism, ‘right to die’ debates
and the challenges facing the media
industries and civil society.
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Magazine students review their latest edition of ‘Capital Man’, a monthly men’s magazine for Cardiff’s
young professionals

Degree

Mode of study Start date Contact

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

Research Area
Journalism Studies

January,

Race, Representation and Cultural Politics

April,

Risk, Science, Health and Media

October

Mediatized Conflict
Feminism, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Children and the Media

Taught Programme
International Journalism

MA

International Public Relations and Global
Communications Management

MA

Broadcast Journalism

MA

Magazine Journalism

MA

News Journalism

MA

Journalism, Media and Communications

MA

Political Communication

MA

Digital Media and Society

MA

Science, Media and Communication

MSc

Media Management

MBA

Computational Journalism

MSc

FT

September

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)
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PhD Programme Office

+44 (0)29 2087 4041

Jomec-research@cardiff.ac.uk

Postgraduate Admissions Office

+44 (0)29 2087 4786

Jomec-ma@cardiff.ac.uk

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Research Programmes
Our research is focused around five research themes:
Our Digital Media and Society
research explores the uses of digital
media within a range of social, political
and cultural contexts. It investigates the
implications of technological change for
media and communication practices,
journalism and cultural processes, and
its interactions with social
transformations.
The Journalism Studies group
conducts research analysing the
professional practices of journalism
within the media and communications
industries. Specifically, we examine the
media’s role in relation to politics,
democracy and citizenship in local,
national and international settings, as
well as developing cutting edge,
practice-based research.
Mediatized Conflict looks at how
conflicts today are invariably mediatized
conflicts. They not only become
communicated by and represented in
the media; media and communications
enter into them, shaping them from the
outside in, and inside out. Though

fewer states are at war than in the
past, many are locked in internal
conflicts and internecine struggles.
Our Race, Representation and
Cultural Politics research explores the
representation of diversity, race and
identity in a wide range of globalised
local contexts. The research draws on
anthropology, sociology and cultural
studies and, in a number of our
projects, develops interdisciplinary
approaches to discourse analysis.
The Chronic Disorders of
Consciousness Research Centre is a
multi-disciplinary group of researchers
exploring the cultural, ethical, legal,
social and historical dimensions of
chronic disorders of consciousness:
coma, the vegetative and the minimally
conscious state.
Our PhD students benefit from the
Research Seminar Series where our
School staff and external speakers
present contemporary research on a
weekly basis, while the PhD club is an
opportunity to share ideas with fellow

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Normally a good undergraduate
degree (a first or exceptionally a
2:1) Most candidates will have
successfully completed a master’s
degree.

English Language
Requirements:
IELTS 7.5 for international students.

Application Process:
Applications for any postgraduate
research programmes must be
supported by a research proposal.
Please contact the School in the
first instance. Applications can be
submitted online (see page 30 for
details).

PhD students. You will also benefit from
tailored provision within the School,
such as funding support for expenses
and access to part-time research
opportunities.

Taught Programmes
We offer a complete range of academic and
practice-based master’s degrees.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:

International Journalism
(MA)
Suited to those with an international
outlook, the course offers a mix of
practice and theory for aspiring
journalists or mid-career practitioners to
gain a perspective of journalism in
different media and in different
countries.

Journalism provide practical training for
an evolving journalism industry.
We also offer MA International Public
Relations and Global Communications
Management, which blends academic
study with practice based work.

International Public Relations
and Global Communications
Management
(MA)
Accredited by the Chartered Institute of
Public Relations, this programme offers
a mix of practice, theory, and advanced
academic study, with an international
perspective of the roles of public
relations in the contemporary world.

A UK higher education degree of at
least lower second class honours
(2:2), or an equivalent qualification
recognised by the University. This
requirement may be waived for
candidates with relevant
professional qualifications or
experience.

English Language
Requirements:
Applicants whose first language is
not English must have an
appropriate IELTS score. The IELTS
score for each course is available
on our website.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/jomec

Journalism, Media & Cultural Studies

The degrees MA Political
Communication and MA Journalism,
Media and Communications take an
analytical, academic approach to the
study of these areas, while four
vocational degrees in Broadcast,
Magazine, News and International
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Broadcast Journalism
(MA)
Broadcast Journalism covers both radio
and television journalism training, and it
is aimed at those wishing to pursue a
career in these industries. It is
accredited by the Broadcast Journalism
Training Council (BJTC).

Magazine Journalism
(MA)
Incorporating everything from frothy
celebrity glossies to heavyweight
political and business weeklies,
Magazine Journalism expertly prepares
you with hands-on assignments to write
professional quality news, interviews
and features.

News Journalism
(MA)
News Journalism is run by industry
professionals who will support and
guide you as you develop the skills
needed to produce online and print
news - using the web, apps, social
media channels and print newspapers.
It is accredited by the National Council
for the Training of Journalists (NCTJ).

Journalism, Media and
Communications

Computational Journalism

(MA)

A joint honours degree with Cardiff
School of Journalism, Media and
Cultural Studies. This MSc develops
knowledge and skills through researchinformed learning in digital journalism,
data science, computer coding and
digital development.

The degree allows you to explore the
pressing issues of our media
environment – from journalism ethics to
internet governance, from community
media to global communications, and
from crisis reporting to the
transformative potential of new
technologies. The programme has an
international approach and attracts
students from around the globe.

Political Communication
(MA)
This course explores the rapidly evolving
role of communication in political life,
both nationally and internationally, and
examines how changes including the
increasing importance of ‘spin doctors’,
image-based politics, the 24-hour news
cycle, the opportunities of Web 2.0
and the globalisation of media are
shaping politics.

(MSc)

Digital Media and Society
(MA)
This course explores the role of new
digital media in shaping and
transforming society. It investigates how
media audiences become producers,
how citizen journalism and digital
culture change established norms and
practices, how social media and peer
production affect politics and business,
and how technology is related to power
and social change.

Science, Media and
Communication
(MSc)

Media Management
(MBA)
This course is designed to provide you
with a solid background in business
management theory and practice, and
an opportunity to gain specialised
media knowledge and skills to excel
and adapt in the field of media
management.

This programme with the School of
Social Sciences offers an innovative
collaboration between two
internationally respected Academic
Schools and a leading science
discovery centre, Techniquest. Modules
include Science in the Media, Visitor
Studies and Reporting Science.

The School of Journalism, Media & Cultural Studies is one of the best
schools for journalism studies in Europe . . . the School is big enough to
attract top academics, yet small enough to get to know everyone and feel at
ease. The tutors are very approachable and always happy to help you
achieve your full potential. The choice of modules and the various
backgrounds of my fellow students created a fantastic
learning environment.

Sandra Kaulfuss
MA Journalism, Media and Communications
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Law
Your Study Experience
We are located in Cardiff’s magnificent
Civic Centre, close to the city centre,
law courts, barristers’ chambers and
the Welsh Government. We are
committed to providing an outstanding
teaching and learning experience, the
very best research and excellent links
with business and the public sector. We
provide a culturally diverse and
supportive, yet challenging, learning
environment.

Facilities
Our air-conditioned libraries provide a
wealth of resources with over 100,000
volumes and 200 periodicals and law
reports, as well as access to key
electronic legal databases. We deliver
a range of learning resources via our
eLearning system Learning Central,
which can be accessed anywhere,
anytime.

Our Law School is internationally renowned for its research and teaching

Supporting your
professional development
Every student is assigned a personal
tutor to provide general advice and
support. We also have a dedicated Law
Careers Advisor and we provide a
comprehensive careers programme to
help your career planning. Dedicated
English language support is available to
international students where there is a
need for it. LLM students can also
benefit from our Postgraduate Research
Skills and Support module.

Funding Your Study
Under its membership of the Economic
and Social Research Council (ESRC)
Wales Doctoral Training Centre and the
Arts and Humanities Research Council

Why study with us?
Q The only Russell Group university
to provide the complete legal
education
Q Our world-leading legal research
informs policy and practice, and
underpins our outstanding
teaching and learning experience
Q We offer a wide range of flexible,
specialised LLM programmes and
professional courses, all of which
provide a firm foundation for
employment within the changing
legal professions and in other
fields
Q Our extracurricular activities are
designed to enhance students’
employability for a career in the
legal professions and wider jobs
market

(AHRC) South, West and Wales
Doctoral Training Partnership, we have
been able to provide funding for a
number of postgraduate research
students. For up-to-date details of
funding opportunities, please see our
website.

Your Future
92% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Admiral Law,
Cardiff University, Eversheds, Howells
Solicitors, Human Rights Watch and
the NHS.
In jobs such as: Managing Director,
Litigation Executive and Solicitor.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, 100% of our
submitted research was rated at least
of international standard with 84% of it
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Researchers have
tackled major topics including the
regulation of new technology and legal
recognition of unpaid careers.

Academic and Research staff: 58

Student numbers
Doctoral: 25
Master’s: 125
Bar Professional Training Course: 71
Legal Practice Course:
full-time 88, part-time 42
Graduate Diploma in Law:
full-time 65, part-time 25
LLM in Legal Practice: 22

Follow us
facebook.com/cardifflawschool
@CardiffLaw

More online at: www.law.cardiff.ac.uk

Law

A particular strength of our research is
its inter-disciplinary and collaborative
nature. We are a founding member of
the Network of Family, Regulation and
Society, which brings together leading
researchers in family law at the
Universities of Bristol, Bath, Cardiff and
Exeter. The Network is currently funded
by a Leverhulme Trust International
Network Grant to develop research
programmes with scholars in Australia,
the USA and Europe.
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Degree

Mode of study

Start date Contact

MPhil/PhD in Law

FT, PT

January,
April, July,
October

Law

LLM

FT, PT

September

Canon Law

LLM, PgDip, PgCert

PT

European Legal Studies

LLM

FT, PT

Governance and Devolution

LLM

FT, PT

Human Rights Law

LLM

FT, PT

International Commercial Law

LLM

FT, PT

Intellectual Property

LLM

FT, PT

Legal and Political Aspects of International Affairs

LLM

FT, PT

Legal Aspects of Medical Practice

LLM

PT

Shipping Law

LLM

FT, PT

Social Care Law

LLM

FT, PT

Social Science Research Methods

MSc

FT, PT

CPD Programme

n/a

PT

September
January

Bar Professional Training Course

BPTC

FT

Legal Practice Course

LPC

FT, PT

September see
September page 57

Graduate Diploma in Law

GDL

FT, PT

September

Legal Practice

LLM

DL

January

Research Area
Civil Justice
Commercial Contract
Criminal Law and Justice
Discrimination Law
European Law
Family Law (including international aspects)
Governance and Devolution
Human Rights
International Commercial Law
International Human Rights Law
Legal Philosophy/Sociology
Medical Law
Nanotechnologies
Property Law
Public International Law
Public Law, Theory and Policy
Religion
Shipping Law
Social Care
Tort
Trusts

Taught Programme

Professional Training Programmes

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)
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Postgraduate research enquiries

+44 (0)29 2087 4351

lawpol-pgr@cardiff.ac.uk

Taught Programmes enquiries

+44 (0)29 2087 5406

lawpladmissions@cardiff.ac.uk

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Our Legal Practice Course has consistently received the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA)/Law Society’s highest rating

Professional Training Programmes contacts
Bar Professional Training Course
BPTC Administrator
t: +44 (0)29 2087 6106
e: law-bptc@cardiff.ac.uk

Graduate Diploma in Law
GDL Administrator
t: +44 (0)29 2087 6106
e: law-gdl@cardiff.ac.uk

LLM in Legal Practice
LLM in Legal Practice Administrator
t: +44 (0)29 2087 9021
e: law-cpls-llm@cardiff.ac.uk

Legal Practice Course
LPC Administrator
t: +44 (0)29 2087 6106
e: law-lpc@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
We are known internationally for our work across a wide
range of research fields and for translating our research
into information for policy-makers and practitioners. The
internationally renowned Journal of Law and Society is
based in the School.

Research environment
Our PhD students are encouraged to
give papers at seminars and

conferences both at Cardiff and
elsewhere, and to attend regular staff
seminars. Full-time students receive a
conference and travel allowance of up
to £500 for each year of supervision
(£250 for part-time students). They
also benefit from dedicated office
space in our postgraduate centre in
69 Park Place.

Entry Requirements:
A good honours degree in Law: 2:1
or equivalent. Students whose first
language is not English must obtain
a score of at least 7.0 in IELTS (with
no less than 6.5 in the writing
element).

Application Process:
Contact the School in the first
instance. Applications for most
postgraduate programmes can be
submitted online. Please see
page 30 for details.

I decided to take a master’s at Cardiff because I felt it had the expertise to
give me the knowledge I needed. During the course I developed a deeper
interest in the subject and so I decided to move on to the PhD.
I was also encouraged by my tutors in terms of the support I was given.
The Law School has a very interactive learning environment. Not only that,
but both tutors and fellow students alike helped organise social activities for
the students on the LLM Human Rights Route.

Ivan Mugabi
PhD Law

Law

Our main research areas are listed on
page 56, but if the area in which you
are interested is not included, please
feel free to contact us for an informal
discussion.

Application Information

More online at: www.law.cardiff.ac.uk
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Taught Programmes
We offer a wide range of programmes, including specialised and non-specialised LLMs,
professional legal training courses and a CPD programme for professionals.
Through our Centre for Professional
Legal Studies, we offer a unique
portfolio of courses, including the
Graduate Diploma in Law (GDL),
available both full- and part-time, the

LPC for those wishing to qualify as
solicitors, available both full- and parttime, the BPTC, for those wishing to
qualify as barristers and an LLM in
Legal Practice. Our LLM weekly

modules are also available for study as
Continual Professional Development for
occasional students.

Application Information
Taught Programmes

Professional Training Programmes

Entry Requirements:

Entry Requirements:

Application Process:

A good honours degree in Law (2:2 or
equivalent), although applicants with
other appropriate qualifications will be
considered.

CPD: A good honours degree in Law
(2:2 or equivalent), although applicants
with other appropriate qualifications will
be considered.

Bar Professional Training Course:
Apply online at www.BarSAS.com

For canon law, medical law, social
care law and human rights law a first
degree in law is not a standard
requirement.

BPTC/LPC: Students must meet the
Bar Standards Board
(www.barstandardsboard.org.uk) or
Solicitors Regulation Authority
(www.sra.org.uk) standard conditions
for entry.

Application Process:
Students can apply online. Please
see page 30 for details.
CPD Programme: Download an
application form from our School
website.

GDL: An honours degree (2:2 or above)
in a non-law subject.
LLM in Legal Practice: LPC or BPTC
qualification in addition to an honours
degree (2:2 or above).

Law

European Legal Studies

(LLM)

(LLM)

The non-specialised LLM programme
allows you to follow any of the modules
available in the year of study from the
lists of the specialised LLM
programmes and to complete a
dissertation on any legal topic
approved. It has been designed so as
to give you the greatest flexibility to
pursue advanced legal study in any
area you wish.

The LLM European Legal Studies offers
you an opportunity to develop your own
perspectives on the implications of
legal Europe. It enables you to explore
the issues and participate in debate,
while developing your own legal skills
and understanding. In addition, it
provides valuable training for a career
in modern legal practices, in European,
international and government
organisations, or in legal research.

Canon Law
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(LLM)

Governance and Devolution

The LLM in Canon Law is a weekend
programme and provides an opportunity
for critical appraisal of Ecclesiastical
Law in the context of relevant national
and international law. The course offers
unique coverage of comparative canon
law, including its conceptual and
historical foundations, particularly in
relation to the Church of England, the
legal systems of churches in the
worldwide Anglican Communion, and
Roman Catholic canon law.

(LLM)
The LLM Governance and Devolution
explores the structural changes to the
constitutional arrangements of the
United Kingdom. The most obvious of
these are the creation of legislative and
executive bodies in Scotland and
Wales, together with a resumption of
devolved government in Northern
Ireland. Issues concerning
accountability, democratic engagement
and what constitutes ‘good governance’
are explored to give an understanding

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

GDL: Full-time: Apply online via the
Central Applications Board at:
www.lawcabs.ac.uk
Part-time: Apply online direct to the
University (see page 30).
Legal Practice Course: Full-time:
Apply online via the Central
Applications Board at:
www.lawcabs.ac.uk
Part-time: Apply online direct to the
University (see page 30).
LLM Legal Practice: Apply online
directly to the University (see
page 30).

of the broader relationships between
the ‘regions’ and tiers of government/
governance at the state and EU levels.

Human Rights Law
(LLM)
The LLM Human Rights Law critically
analyses the domestic and international
impact of the major UN and European
Conventions in relation to civil, political
socioeconomic and cultural aspects.

International Commercial Law
(LLM)
Our LLM will help you achieve the
necessary high level of expertise to
succeed in the commercial world. It is
designed to meet the needs of students
and lawyers who wish to study
international commercial law from an
international perspective, with
emphasis placed on international
conventions and agreements and their
practical application. A wide range of
modules provides good opportunities
for highly developed specialist
expertise.

Intellectual Property

Shipping Law

CPD Programme

(LLM)

(LLM)

Intellectual property law is a central
part of an innovative and creative
economy, and has become central to
government and international policy.
There is a need for expertise in the field
for lawyers, policy makers and others
involved with developing a knowledge
economy. The LLM Intellectual Property
Law aims to meet the needs of
students, lawyers, policy makers and
others who wish to study this important
area of law from an international and
comparative perspective, with emphasis
placed on the role of intellectual
property law in the wider society.

Around 90% of global trade is carried
by sea. It remains the most cost
efficient method for transporting raw
materials and finished products around
the world. This requires a complex
network of contracts involving ship
owners and operators, cargo owners,
banks and insurers. The United
Kingdom has a long standing expertise
in the law relating to these
transactions, and provides dispute
resolution services for parties with no
connection to the UK. Moreover, the
potential exploitation of marine
resources (whether mineral or fish) is
fertile source of dispute between
states. This programme offers a
detailed investigation of the theoretical
and practical issues that arise within
maritime law. Our LLM in Shipping Law
can help you to develop the expertise
necessary to become a specialist in this
major area of commercial law.

The CPD Programme is designed for
busy professionals already committed
to a career path, not necessarily in law,
and enables you to pace your studies
according to your own professional
commitments.

(LLM)
In recent years, key global issues have
raised the profile of international affairs
substantially. Lawyers are increasingly
required to understand both the law
and political issues which influence how
states and other international actors
behave. Our LLM Legal and Political
Aspects of International Affairs will help
you build the necessary level of
expertise to succeed in the fast-growing
world of international affairs, in a
stimulating and challenging
environment.

Legal Aspects of Medical
Practice
(LLM)
The LLM Legal Aspects of Medical
Practice is a weekend programme. It
aims to provide a sound knowledge of
the legal rules applicable to, and the
issues surrounding, the practice and
administration of healthcare. Further
changes to this area make a deeper
understanding of this field even more
significant.

Social Care Law
(LLM)
Community care law and the law
relating to people with mental health
problems affects virtually every person
in the UK at some time in their lives.
The LLM in Social Care Law focuses on
community care and mental health law,
policy and practice in England and
Wales.

Social Science Research
Methods

(BPTC)
This is a mandatory professional
qualification prior to a Pupillage and
becoming a barrister.

Legal Practice Course
(LPC)
This is a mandatory professional
qualification prior to a Training Contract
and becoming a Solicitor.

Graduate Diploma in Law
(GDL)
If you have a degree or equivalent in a
non-law subject and would like to
qualify as a solicitor or barrister, you
can take the Graduate Diploma in Law
to satisfy the academic stage of legal
training.

Legal Practice
(LLM)
If you have passed the LPC or BPTC,
the programme provides an opportunity
of acquiring an LLM in Legal Practice
through completion of a dissertation.

(LLM)
We offer a pathway in Socio-Legal
Studies. See page 77 for further details
on this programme.

The Law School’s body of teachers is comprised of world class renowned
specialists always trying to adopt the most exhaustive yet student-friendly
approach to their modules. Since every student has complete freedom of
choice over the course, it’s easy to tailor your education to match your
particular needs, by combining the challenging, but really thrilling and
rewarding modules. I’m not even mentioning all the facilities, the weekly
events, the additional lectures by visitors from all over the world, and
lots more.

Sami Belloulou
LLM Law - European Legal Studies

More online at: www.law.cardiff.ac.uk

Law

Legal and Political Aspects of
International Affairs

Bar Professional Training
Course
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Modern Languages
Your Study Experience
If you are an MA student . . .
. . . on the MA in European Studies:
Q You receive an exceptionally broadbased understanding of European
politics, society, economics,
identities, culture, cinema and
translation
Q You have an opportunity to
specialise in any of the above areas
via a wide range of specialist
options and your final dissertation
Q You receive training in research
methods tailored to your specialism
(social science, literature, culture,
translation)
You will have the opportunity to apply
for opportunities with, for example,
Special Collections and Archives
(SCOLAR).
. . . on the MA in Translation Studies:
Q You combine theoretical and
practical study of translation in a
holistic way
Q You follow a course that complies
with European Commission
guidelines for the European
master’s in Translation
Q You have the chance to do work
placements and carry out
translations for a museum, a
Doctors’ Academy or a translation
agency
Q You can choose your language
combinations and translate from
more than two languages

Why study with us?
Q One of the largest, most dynamic
schools of Modern Languages in
the UK, we have a vibrant, growing
postgraduate community
Q We are international in outlook,
but have strong links with our
local community, making the most
of living and working in the capital
city of Wales

Q Our commitment to excellence in
teaching was commended in the
recent University Annual Review of
Education for ensuring that
teaching excellence is a prime
objective, with all staff providing
high quality, research-led teaching

Alongside both MAs, you may decide to
learn an additional language (Chinese,
Japanese, German …) for free via our
Languages for All programme.
If you are a research student:
Q You meet with your two supervisors
on a regular basis to discuss and
plan your research
Q You can access a wide range of
training opportunities both within
the School and at the Graduate
College
You will be part of a dynamic
interdisciplinary research culture.

Facilities
We have a designated suite for PhD
students. We are building a further
undergraduate/postgraduate suite. You
also have access to IT suites within the
School and across the University, some
of which are open 24/7 and have
TRADOS translation software. You can
also enjoy access to the Graduate
Centre, the European Documentation
Centre and to special library collections.

Funding Your Study
We are part of the Arts and Humanities
Research Council (AHRC) South, West
and Wales Doctoral Training
Partnership, leading on Modern
Languages for Cardiff University. We
also lead the language-based area
studies pathway within the Economic
and Social Research Council (ESRC)
Wales Doctoral Training Centre.

On the MA programmes we encourage
your professional development by
allocating you a personal tutor, by
offering you access to internationally
recognised academics and by organising
events, with support from the University
Careers service. Recent activities have
focused on careers in subtitling and
translation within the European
Commission. Recent speakers have
come from the European Commission,
Central Bank and Parliament.
Research students can access a wide
range of sessions and workshops
organised by the University Graduate
College. You are encouraged to use the
Researcher Development Framework
facility to build your professional profile.

Our Industrial and
Professional Links
Students on the MA in Translation
Studies have the option of doing a
translation work placement in a
museum, documentation centre,
translation agency or public service
institution (e.g. South Wales Fire
Service). Opportunities arise for
placements within the special
collections in the library, allowing for
short periods of research with
academics.

Our Research Centres:

Master’s students have also secured
funding from Santander.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research was
ranked seventh in the UK for quality.
100% of our submitted research was
rated at least of international standard
with 84% classed as internationally
excellent or world-leading. From
exploring the representation of
migration to understanding how film or
translation shape contemporary
cultures our research explores an
exciting and diverse range of topics that
engage with the world around us.

Academic staff: 54
(47 research active)

Q We have partnerships with the
AHRC and ESRC
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Supporting your
Professional Development

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Student numbers
Doctoral: 25
Master’s: 40

Follow us
facebook.com/Cardiffmlang
@Cardiffmlang

Translation Studies students; seminars provide an opportunity to ask questions and discuss ideas in a small group

Your Future:
88% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.

Employers include: British Council,
Cardiff University, Cartias Luxembourg,
JET Programme, various language
schools and higher education
institutions worldwide and Welsh
Government.

In jobs such as: Conference Assistant,
Freelance Translator, Head of Faculty,
Languages Teacher, Junior Project
Manager, Teacher and Travel Advisor.

Degree

Mode of study

Start date

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

European Studies

MA

FT, PT

September

Translation Studies

MA

FT, PT

Contact

Research Area
Global Area Studies, History and Ideologies
Culture and Identity
European Studies
History and Memory
Language and Translation Studies
Literature and Visual Cultures

languages-pg-admissions@cardiff.ac.uk

Modern Languages

Taught Programme

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/modern-languages
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FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

PG Admissions Office

+44 (0)29 2087 0824

After studying for my undergraduate degree English Literature and French at
Cardiff University, I was delighted to stay on for an MA in Translation Studies
which gave me academic freedom that I’d never experienced before –
particularly in the dissertation module. After a short break away, I’m even
happier now to be studying for a Doctorate in Translation Studies.
I enjoy my subject, I feel like I know the staff, and I love this city. I’m certainly
at home here.

Esther Liu
PhD in Translation

Research Programmes
Our academic staff are dedicated to producing worldclass research in languages, culture and area studies.
We are part of the Arts and Humanities
Research Council (AHRC) South, West
and Wales Doctoral Training
Partnership, leading on Modern
Languages for Cardiff University. We
also lead the language-based area
studies pathway within the Economic
and Social Research Council (ESRC)
Wales Doctoral Training Centre.
Working across Catalan, French,
German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese,
Polish and Spanish-speaking cultures,
our research engages with the following
specialisms:
Q Understanding conflict,
development and disaster

Q Culture and ideology

Q Minority, margins and identity
including the colonial and
postcolonial

Q Visual cultures including the graphic
novel
Q Cultural translation and adaptation

Research environment
Our postgraduate students are engaged
in wide-ranging and innovative projects
in a vibrant, interdisciplinary
environment. You will benefit from
extensive training provision offered by
the University Graduate College and
plan your skills development using the
Research Development Framework.
You will accrue points in line with our
points-based training system to ensure
that you are fully qualified as an
independent researcher. AHRC modern
languages and translation PhDs benefit
from networks and events organised
across the South, West and Wales
Consortium and language-based area
studies PhDs participate in collaborative
research training between Cardiff
and Swansea. We regularly host
conferences, seminars, and workshops
that bring in a large number of outside
speakers across all of our research
areas.

This includes research devoted to
languages, film, culture, literature,
politics, multiculturalism, history and
memory, and visual cultures.
Translation Studies covers fields as
varied as translation pedagogy,
philosophy of translation and
interpreting studies.
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Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
A minimum 2:1 degree
classification or master’s degree in
Modern Languages or allied
humanities and social science
disciplines, e.g. French, Politics,
German, Spanish, Italian, History,
International Relations, Area
Studies, Film and Visual Cultures or
Philosophy.

English Language:
PhD students are required to have a
total score of 6.5 and a minimum
requirement of 6.5 in written
English.

Application Process:
Applications to this programme
must be supported by a research
proposal. Contact the School in the
first instance. Applications should
be submitted online; see page 30
for details.

Taught Programmes
We have an established programme of exciting master’s
degrees, which offer opportunities for the advanced
study of aspects of modern languages, literature and
cultures and Language Based Area Studies, as well as
the theory and practice of Translation.
All master’s degrees are taught by
academics who are internationally
recognised for their expertise and
scholarly publications, as well as being
passionate about modern languages,
area and cultural studies. Teaching in
our MAs is mainly conducted through
seminars, which enables in-depth
academic debate and discussion in
small, relatively informal groups. Each
course is assessed through a
combination of module-based essays or
exams at the end of the autumn and

spring semesters, and then a
supervised research dissertation written
during the summer, on a topic of your
choice.

European Studies

Translation Studies

(MA)

(MA)

The MA in European Studies is
designed to provide students with a
broad understanding of European
issues in politics, literature and society,
while at the same time offering the
opportunity to specialise in chosen
pathways.

The MA Translation Studies offers a
balanced combination of theory and
practice-based modules to prepare
students for a range of careers in
translation or research at PhD level,
using any source language and target
language pairing. Students are offered
first-hand unpaid experience of a
professional translation environment as
an option and the list of placement
providers that we liaise with includes
Government, public and private sector
organisations. The MA complies with
the European master’s in Translation
guidelines produced by the European
Commission’s Directorate General for
Translation.

Entry Requirements:
A UK higher education degree of at
least upper second class honours
(2:1), or an equivalent qualification
recognised by the University. This
requirement may be waived for
candidates with relevant
professional qualifications or
experience.

English Language
Requirements:
For the MA in Translation, nonnative speakers of English are
expected to have a recognised
English language qualification
(e.g. IELTS with a total score of 7
and no subsection below 6.5), as
the minimum requirement to be
invited to interview. Written and oral
competence in English might also
be tested at interview. For students
on the MA in European Studies, a
total score of 6.5 and a minimum
requirement of 6.5 in written
English are required..

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Modern Languages

As from 2016/17, we intend to
broaden the MA to reflect the more
global interests of the new School of
Modern Languages. The revised MA will
adopt a comparative perspective on
globalisation and nationalism and will
strengthen research-led teaching
around literary and visual cultures, to
include global cinema and narratives of
culture and conflict.

The academic quality of our master’s
degrees is recognised internationally.
We attract students from all over the
world and postgraduates are highly
desired by employers in a wide range of
careers and professions.

Application Information

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/modern-languages
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Music
Your Study Experience
We are home to an engaged and active
postgraduate community. Our
postgraduates are encouraged to play
an integral role in the School’s research
culture, including participating in
research events, projects, and
seminars. Our postgraduate taught
programme allows you to specialise in
Composition, Ethnomusicology,
Musicology, Performance or Popular
Music Studies. Schemes of study allow
you to study both within and across
your chosen area. You may specialise in
any of these areas for PhD, presenting
work in one of three different formats: a
thesis, a portfolio of compositions with
commentary, or a performance recital
with supporting thesis.
Cardiff is the ideal location for the study
of music. One of only three UK cities
with both a professional orchestra and
a professional opera company, Cardiff
hosts a vibrant musical life and our
students benefit from our extensive
links with the BBC National Orchestra
of Wales and Welsh National Opera.
Our purpose-built Music building
provides accommodation for all music
lectures, seminars, tutorials, and
research events. Bespoke facilities
include a 250-seat Concert Hall,
practice rooms, ensemble rooms, and
electroacoustic studios. An extensive
onsite Music Library is well-supplied

Why study with us?
Q Regular composition workshops
and performance masterclasses
with internationally recognised
composers and scholars

Q Active research, involving
postgraduate students in research
events, projects and seminars

Q Opportunities for research
students to be involved in
teaching

Q 15 full-time members of academic
staff hailing from America,
Australia, England, Ireland,
Scotland, South Africa and Wales
Q Research allowance for each
postgraduate student

PhD student in the dedicated Music Library

with books, scores, recordings and
specialist archive collections. We also
have extensive recordings and personal
archives, including the Jan Fairley World
Music collection, as well as collections
of historical keyboards and other
instruments.
Our Research Centre, Cardiff
Interdisciplinary Research in Opera and
Drama (CIRO), provides a platform for
interdisciplinary collaboration in opera
research both within and beyond Cardiff
University.

91% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Arcomis, Cardiff
University, various secondary schools,
higher education institutions and Welsh
National Opera.
In jobs such as: Head of Publishing &
Audience Development, Music
Manager, Musicologist, Freelance
Musician and Commercial Operations
Manager.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research was
assessed in the Music, Drama, Dance
and Performing Arts category. Amongst
those universities submitting music
research for assessment, we were
ranked 8th in the UK for research
quality. 100% of our submitted
research was rated at least of
international standard with 85%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our research strengths
lie on composition, performance and
musicology, cultural-historical analysis
and popular music.

Academic staff: 15

Q Specialist collections of
manuscript and printed music
from c1600 to the present day
(including the Mackworth, Aylward
and BBC collections)
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Your Future

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Student numbers
Doctoral: 35
Master’s: 15

Follow us
facebook.com/cuschoolmusic
@cuschoolmusic
CardiffSchoolofMusic

Degree

Mode of study

Start date

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

MA

FT, PT

October

Contact

Research Area
Composition
Musicology
Performance

Taught Programme
Music, including the following specialisms
• Composition
• Ethnomusicology
• Musicology
• Performance
• Popular Music Studies

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Dr David Beard

+44 (0)29 2087 4816

BeardD@cardiff.ac.uk

Vicky Parkin, Postgraduate Administrator

+44 (0)29 2087 4816

ParkinVA@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
We are a lively and ambitious centre dedicated to worldleading research, composition and performance.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:

Our staff members currently conduct
research on a great variety of musical
subjects that include the music of war,
music in Vienna, music on stage and
music and the sublime. They are
examining musical issues in a wide
variety of periods (from the eighteenth to
the twenty-first century) and in a wide
range of contexts (such as Western
Europe, the Middle East and West
Africa).
Particular subject specialisms include
historically informed performance
practice, British music since 1945,
psychedelic experimentation in
California, speech surrogacy in Nigeria,
musical aesthetics in a cross-cultural
perspective as well as postcolonial and
evolutionary approaches to composition.
Of note, our staff have completed major
studies of individual artists, such as

Birtwistle, Haydn, Ohana, Selçuk,
Musorgsky, Stravinsky and Tippett.
Our research balances cultural-historical
approaches with the analytical and
critical, and promotes a broad spectrum
of methodologies, including sketch
studies, music analysis, archival
research, editing and philology, textual
analysis, iconography, aesthetics,
cultural and critical theory, ethnography,
oral history, microhistory and digital
humanities.
We provide a supportive environment
where students and staff can work
together in a wide range of musical
scholarship, composition and
performance projects. Our postgraduate
students benefit from weekly
Postgraduate Forums, biannual
Postgraduate Research Study Days, and
the John Bird Lecture series – colloquia

Applicants should possess a first or
upper second class honours degree,
or equivalent, and have completed,
or be about to complete, a taught
master’s degree involving music.

Application Process:
Contact the School in the first
instance. Applications for most
postgraduate programmes can now
be submitted online. Please see
page 30 for details.

on current research given by
distinguished guest lecturers from the
UK and abroad as well as School staff
and research students. There are also
regular workshops and masterclasses for
students on composition and
performance programmes.

The School of Music is a marvellous environment for expanding your musical knowledge,
research and practice. It is home to an excellent faculty who are world leaders in their areas
of expertise, and who know how to guide students through their own cutting-edge
discoveries. Pursuing a postgraduate degree at Cardiff University’s School of Music
will reward you with new experiences, challenges, and opportunities which will
benefit you personally and professionally.

Music

Alicia Stark
PhD student in Musicology

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/music
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Taught Programmes
The wide range of experience and expertise amongst our
staff ensures that we offer teaching and research in
numerous areas of the discipline. Our intra-disciplinary
ethos is reflected in the flexibility of our postgraduate
taught programme. We run one MA programme in which
you may specialise in one of five areas.
Music
(MA)
This MA is an opportunity to challenge
yourself academically and musically,
while developing a specialism in a
research-led university environment. We
place an emphasis on flexibility and
student choice and have designed a
programme that allows you to
personalise your course of study.
You will be taught by staff who are
internationally-recognised experts in
composition, performance, musicology,
ethnomusicology and popular music.
Our reputation for international
research was recognised in the 2014
Research Excellence Framework, the
UK Government’s assessment of
research across all higher education
institutions, where we are ranked 8th in
the UK amongst music departments for
research excellence.

Specialisms
Composition
Equips aspiring composers with the
techniques and practical experience to
pursue their own creative goals to a
professional level with confidence and
imagination.

Entry Requirements:
First or upper second class honours
degree, or equivalent, in Music.
Applicants with backgrounds in
humanities, the social sciences and
other cognate areas, who have
appropriate knowledge of music, will
also be considered.
Please see our website for a
detailed breakdown of entry
requirements for the different
pathways.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Ethnomusicology
Examines music from an
anthropological perspective and allows
students to study a wide range of
musical traditions in different cultural
contexts.

Musicology
Develops a solid basis in research
techniques and methods, whilst
exploring music from historical,
analytical and theoretical perspectives.

Postgraduate students working in the School’s state-of-the-art IT Suite
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Application Information
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Performance
For proven performers who are
committed to improving their skills as
instrumentalists and/or singers, both as
soloists and in ensembles.

Popular Music Studies
A wide-ranging consideration of the
interaction of popular music with broad
cultural and political contexts.

Planning & Geography
We are a renowned centre of research
and teaching excellence in the fields of
geography, planning and spatial analysis.
Our staff, who include leading academic
scholars, practitioners and distinguished
professors, have extensive experience
researching the development,
governance and sustainability of cities,
regions and rural spaces.
Our postgraduate taught degree
programmes are carefully designed to
address contemporary policy and
research issues, and provide students
with a stimulating educational
experience.
In addition to the professional skills and
knowledge gained on each degree, a
busy schedule of talks, discussions and
workshops across both semesters
provide a great professional
development opportunity for students to
engage with cutting-edge research from
world-renowned academics, to discuss
important policy developments with key
politicians and also to learn more about
the work of practitioners. As well as their
subject expertise, all of our postgraduate
programmes teach a rich array of
transferable skills.
Many of our degrees offer professional
recognition from institutions such as the
Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI), the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS) and the Chartered Institute of
Logistics and Transport (CILT).

Research Centres
The School plays a major role in a
number of University Research Centres
and Research Institutes. These provide a

Why study with us?
Q We are ranked second out of all
UK universities for planning and
third for geography in the 2015
Times and Sunday Times Good
University Guide

Q The Guardian 2015 Good
University Guide ranks the School
fourth in the UK for geography

Q Our teaching is research-led, and
delivered by internationally
acknowledged experts

platform for more significant programmes
of cross-disciplinary research, combining
the interests of several research groups
and connecting with other schools in the
University.

competitiveness and economic growth,
economic resilience, networks and
knowledge, innovation and smart
specialisation, and culture, well-being
and economic development.

The Wales Institute for Social and
Economic Research, Data and Methods
(WISERD)’s research is primarily focused
on the Welsh economy and society in a
comparative context across the UK and
internationally. The programme is interdisciplinary in nature, bringing together
colleagues from across a range of
disciplines including sociology,
geography, business, economics and law.

Funding Your Study

Sustainable Places Research Institute:
PLACE provides a new basis for
sustainability science. Affiliates of the
Institute are working collaboratively
across a wide range of scientific
disciplines, to assess how a more robust
sustainability paradigm can be
constructed; whether it is feasible and, if
so, what conceptual and methodological
avenues it should pursue.
The Research Centre for Sustainable
Urban and Regional Food (SURF) carries
out world-class research into the
emerging role of cities and regions in the
geography and polity of food. It builds on
the interdisciplinary expertise of our longestablished food research community at
Cardiff University to promote research,
teaching and postgraduate training in the
area of sustainable urban and regional
food systems.
The Centre for Economic Geography
(CEG) is focused on advanced studies in
the field of economic geography. The
Centre has a particular focus on

Research: We are a member of the
Wales Doctoral Training Centre, part of
the national network of training centres
accredited by the ESRC, and have been
awarded a number of ESRC-funded
postgraduate research studentships for
at least the next three years. Awards
are available on either a 1+3 or +3
basis and are open to all UK and
qualifying EU students. Project-based
studentships are occasionally
advertised on the School’s website. We
also offer our own occasional bursaries
and other sponsored studentships.
Taught: The majority of our students
are self-funded, though some obtain
funding from supporting organisations.

Your Future
95% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Balfour Beatty,
Cardiff County Council, DTZ, National
Trust, Persimmon Homes and Welsh
Government.
In jobs such as: Assistant Urban
Planner, Countryside Ranger,
Environmental Consultant, Planning
Officer, Risk Engineer and Transport
Planner.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research was
ranked ninth in the UK for quality.
Overall, 85% of our submitted research
was assessed as being internationally
excellent or world-leading. Our work
plays an international role in the
development, management and
sustainability of cities, regions and
rural spaces.

Academic and Research staff: 52

Student numbers
Doctoral: 44
Master’s: 200

Follow us
facebook.com/
cardiffplanningandgeography
@CardiffCPLAN
cplanmedia

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/cplan

Planning & Geography

Your Study Experience
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Degree

Mode of study

Start date Contact

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

October

Research Area
Environment
Spatial Analysis
Spatial Planning and City Environments
Urban and Regional Governance

Dr Andrew Kythreotis

+44 (0)29 2087 6063

KythreotisA@cardiff.ac.uk

Taught Programme
Eco-Cities

MSc

FT

European Spatial Planning and Environmental
Policies – Planet Europe

MSc

2 years FT

Food, Space and Society

MSc

FT

International Planning and Development

MSc

FT

Spatial Planning and Development

MSc

FT, PT

Urban and Regional Development

MSc

FT, PT

Sustainability, Planning and Environmental Policy

MSc

FT, PT

Transport and Planning

MSc

FT

Urban Design

MA

FT

Planning Practice

PgCert

PT

Social Science Research Methods

MSc

FT, PT

September

See
page 77

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Dr Li Yu

+44 (0)29 2087 9333

YuL@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Richard Cowell

+44 (0)29 2087 6684

CowellRJ@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Roberta Sonnino

+44 (0)29 2087 5781

SonninoR@cardiff.ac.uk

Professor Alison Brown

+44 (0)29 2087 6519

BrownAM@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Huw Thomas

+44 (0)29 2087 4463

ThomasH1@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Crispian Fuller

+44 (0)29 2087 4705

FullerC2@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Dimitris Potoglou

+44 (0)29 2087 6088

PotoglouD@cardiff.ac.uk

Alain Chiaradia

+44 (0)29 2087 4640

ChiaradiaAJ@cardiff.ac.uk

I have found the teacher-student relationship to be fantastic. It feels like
the lecturers have a genuine interest in what you’re studying and what you
want to achieve. Not only are they excellent teachers but they are friendly,
approachable and always make time to see you if you need them.
Throughout the year there are numerous international expert guest
lecturers who present to the class, and the School’s own lecturers are also
industry experts which makes for a fascinating environment to learn in.

Tom Sadler
MSc International Planning and Development
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Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

We are based in the iconic Glamorgan Building

Research Programmes
We have an international reputation for our research and
publications on the development, governance and
sustainability of cities, regions and rural spaces.
We also pride ourselves on our
intellectual hybridity, with researchers
working in and at the interface between
the subjects of city and regional
planning, human geography and urban
design.
We place considerable value on the
quality of our training for and
supervision of research students. The
quality of this provision was recognised
by the School’s inclusion within the
ESRC-funded Wales Doctoral Training
Centre (DTC), with ESRC recognition

given to its environmental planning and
human geography pathways. Each
research student is allocated two
supervisors with expertise in their
relevant topic and is linked to one of
the School’s Research Groups.
A bespoke package of methods training
is designed for all first year PhD
students. Regular research group
meetings and two PhD Away Days per
year provide our students with an
opportunity to present their research in
a supportive and constructive
environment.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
A first or high upper second class
honours degree (or equivalent) or a
master’s degree in a discipline
relevant to the particular area of
research.

English Language
Requirements:
We look for the following standard:
IELTS minimum overall score of 6.5
with at least a score of 7.0 in the
writing component, and no less
than a score of 6.0 in other
components. Candidates may be
advised that they need additional
tuition.
All candidates must complete an
online application form, see page
30 for details. Application to this
programme must be supported by a
2,000 word research proposal,
structured around the following four
headings:
• Aims and purpose of the research
• Overview of the academic
literature relevant to your field
• Proposed methodology
• Academic contributions of your
research

MA Urban Design students on location

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/cplan

Planning & Geography

Application Process:
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Taught Programmes
We offer a wide range of master’s courses that address
contemporary policy and research issues.
The courses are integrated within our
research areas and groups. All our
master’s students are members of the
Master’s Graduate School of City and
Regional Planning, which seeks to

ensure that the School is a place
where students and scholars can
advance intellectually in career and
professional terms.

Eco-Cities

enables you to acquire the knowledge
and critical understanding to make a
significant contribution to the design
and management of future cities.

(MSc)
This programme explores both critical
theoretical understanding and actual
practices about processes of low
carbon eco-city development and how
they relate to the implementation and
application of sustainable development
policies worldwide. It enables you to
acquire the knowledge and skills of
green and low carbon development,
and innovative planning approaches for
sustainable (ecological) city
development.

European Spatial Planning
and Environmental Policies –
Planet Europe
(MSc)
This two-year (120 ECs) integrated
master’s programme prepares
graduates for a career in environmental
and spatial planning in Europe, with an
emphasis on international and crossborder working. It is a joint Programme
of Radboud University Nijmegen,
Blekinge Institute of Technology and
Cardiff University.

Food, Space and Society
(MSc)
This degree offers in-depth insights into
the opportunities for (and barriers to)
food security, sustainability and justice;
the implications of food policies on the
spatial and socio-economic
relationships between different actors in
the food system and between rural and
urban areas; and the development
effects of strategies that address the
welfare and health needs of the human
and animal population.

International Planning and
Development
(MSc)
Spanning the disciplines of spatial
planning and development studies, this
professionally accredited programme
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Application Information
Entry Requirements:
A first or second class honours
degree in an appropriate subject.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Spatial Planning and
Development
(MSc)
This programme provides a basis for
understanding the objectives of
planning and what methods of
intervention might be effective and
appropriate in different social and
political contexts. It develops core
planning skills, applicable at a range of
spatial scales, with particular sensitivity
to the relationship of planning to the
development process.

Urban and Regional
Development
(MSc)
This programme provides you with an
opportunity to examine the range of
issues covered by the subject,
especially the interplay between
economy, state and civil society. It will
also furnish you with an opportunity to
review debates, investigate substantive
issues and acquire problem-solving
skills through project-based teamwork,
and develop the analytical and social
skills which are increasingly being
sought.

Sustainability, Planning and
Environmental Policy
(MSc)
This programme is aimed at those
wishing to gain expertise on
contemporary sustainability issues. You
will gain insights into the ways in which
problems are defined, and the scope
for applying cutting-edge policy and
planning solutions to the environmental
challenges faced by government,
business and regulatory bodies.

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Transport and Planning
(MSc)
This programme aims to develop your
capability to make an effective
contribution at the highest level to the
planning, policy making and
management of transport in both the
UK and overseas. It is unique in offering
the opportunity to study different
aspects of transport including planning,
travel behaviour and analysis,
economics, operation and management
as well as other areas in urban
planning.

Urban Design
(MA)
This programme uses design practice,
theory, development and control
practices to inform design processes,
and uses studio teaching focused on
local development possibilities to
develop creative, practical and
sustainable solutions to a range of
typical urban design problems.

Planning Practice
(PgCert)
This PgCert is designed to complement
specialist master’s degrees in planning.
It provides a grounding in spatial
planning principles and practice which,
together with a specialist master’s,
allows graduates to make a positive
and lasting contribution to professional
planning.

Social Science Research
Methods
(MSc)
The School of Planning & Geography
offers a Pathway in Environmental
Planning. See page 77 for further
details on this programme.

Politics &
International Relations
Your Study Experience
We are located near Cardiff’s
magnificent Civic Centre, close to the
heart of the city and the Welsh
Government. We have an expanding
programme of exciting master’s degrees
which offer opportunities for the
advanced study of aspects of
International Relations and Global
Justice, British, Welsh and devolutionary
politics, public policy, European politics
and political theory.
All master’s degrees are taught by
academics who are internationally
recognised for their expertise and
scholarly publications, as well as being
very passionate about politics.

Facilities

Our Industrial and
Professional Links
We also have well-developed links with
the National Assembly for Wales
through our Wales Governance Centre
and with the Welsh Centre for
International Affairs.

Why study with us?
Q A world-class research
environment

Q Located at the heart of the
University campus and opposite
the Welsh Government
headquarters

Q Home to a thriving postgraduate
community

Q Internationally-recognised staff
who are members of prestigious
bodies such as the British
Academy and the Royal Historical
Society

Q Staff whose expertise is regularly
sought by a variety of government
and parliamentary bodies, in
Cardiff and in London

Postgraduate students meet with the Minister for Europe during his visit

Our Research

Your Future

We enjoy a reputation for excellence in
the UK and attract funding in a number
of areas. Our research expertise
includes political theory, British politics
and public policy, the politics of
devolution, and international relations
including international law, global
ethics, security and piracy.

88% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.

Funding Your Study
We regularly secure a variety of funding
opportunities for both taught and
research students. Please check our
website regularly for updates.

Employers include: Local Government,
Office for National Statistics and the
Welsh Government.
In jobs such as: Political Intern,
Political Researcher, Research Analyst
and Teacher.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, 95% of our submitted
research was rated at least of
international standard with 81%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our core strengths
encompass politics, devolution, the
history of political thought and
international relations.

Academic staff: 23

Student numbers
Doctoral: 17
Master’s: 36

Follow us
facebook.com/CardiffPolitics
@CardiffPolitics

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/politics

Politics & International Relations

In addition to an excellent electronic
and print library, you will have access to
the European Documentation Centre
which contains all the publicly available
documentation of the institutions,
agencies and departments that
together comprise the EU, as well as
extensive study facilities within the Law
School and Department of Politics &
International Relations.
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Degree

Mode

Start date Contact

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

FT, PT

September

Research Area
Comparative Politics, Policy and Governance
European Politics and Area Studies
International Relations & Politics
Political Theory
Welsh Politics

Taught Programme
European Governance and Public Policy

MScEcon

International Relations

MScEcon

Politics and Public Policy

MScEcon

Welsh Government and Politics

MScEcon

Social Science Research Methods

MSc
FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Research enquiries

+44 (0)29 2087 4351

lawpol-pgr@cardiff.ac.uk

Taught programme enquiries

+44 (0)29 2087 5406

lawpladmissions@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
We have achieved considerable success in national and
global rankings and are deemed ‘excellent’ by the
Centre for Higher Education Development.
We are at the cutting-edge of our field,
delivering unique, interdisciplinary
research projects. The combination of
established researchers with
international reputations and young
scholars has meant that we have been
able to develop a dynamic and forwardlooking research ethos. Many of the
materials we use for our courses are
written by academics and teaching staff
within the department.

Wales Governance Centre
As the key centre on the study of
devolution and governance in Wales,
the Wales Governance Centre has
particular expertise on public attitudes,
elections and voting behaviour, multilevel governance and public
administration.

European Governance,
Identity and Public Policy
Research Unit
This unit produces world-class research
in the core areas of Europe and the
Wider World; Europeanisation; and the
political, policy and comparative
dynamics of individual European states.
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International Affairs
Research Group
Focusing on the interface between law,
ethics and international politics, this
research group not only produces
regular major publications, but also
recently enjoyed an extended
collaboration with Frankfurt and Mainz
University exploring Just War Theory.

Political Theory Research Unit
Producing exciting research in the
areas of History of Political Thought,
Anglo-American analytical political
theory, Global Justice and International
Ethics, and Evil, this unit has attracted
world-leading scholars as collaborators.

Research environment
You will benefit from extensive training
provision in the University Graduate
College, in the Department-based
Research Training and Seminar series,
and in the research unit to which you
are attached. You will also fulfil the
requirements of ESRC points-based
training to ensure that you are fully
qualified as an independent researcher.
You will get the opportunity to present

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
A minimum 2:1 degree
classification or master’s degree in
European Studies or allied
disciplines, e.g. Politics, History,
International Relations, Area
Studies, Philosophy or Law.

Application Process:
Applications to this programme
must be supported by a research
proposal. Contact the School in the
first instance. Applications can be
submitted online, please see
page 30 for details.

in the twice-yearly School-wide
Research in Completion events.
Conferences, round tables, and
workshops bring in a large number of
outside speakers.

Taught Programmes

There is a strong emphasis on small
group teaching in seminars, which are
chaired by staff who are internationally
respected experts in their subject. The
depth of knowledge, and research skills

acquired, equips our students to write a
20,000 word dissertation on a topic of
their choosing, under the supervision of
a member of staff with expertise in the
subject area.

European Governance and
Public Policy

Politics and Public Policy

(MScEcon)

What governments do - public policy has a huge impact on the economy,
society and the way we live. This
programme is designed to enable
students to develop a comprehensive
understanding of the nature of public
policy, how public policy is made, and
how the power to make public policy is
won and lost. Integral to this is the
development of skills necessary to
conduct advanced research in these
areas.

The MSc European Governance and
Public Policy is designed to give you a
broad understanding of governance and
policy-making issues in a European
context, including analysis of leading EU
nations such as Germany, France, Italy
and Britain. The degree will train you to
critically assess political concepts and
arguments, as well as prepare you to
pursue further research.

International Relations
(MScEcon)
This programme of study is designed to
give you a comprehensive grounding in
the disciplinary and academic skills that
are central to the study of International
Relations. The programme spans the
sub-fields of international relations
theory, political philosophy, political
science, international law, diplomacy,
international history, international
political economy, foreign policy and
international security.

(MScEcon)

Welsh Government and
Politics
(MScEcon)
This programme is designed to develop
an advanced level understanding of
politics, government and governance in
Wales and within the broader UK and
European context. The degree will
explore themes such as multi-level
governance and shared sovereignty,
equipping students to review and
critically assess political concepts and
theory and will provide a basis for
students to pursue a career in research
or policy. The course benefits from
the close links that exist between

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Normally a minimum 2:1 degree
classification or equivalent
qualification in relevant subjects or
disciplines.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Cardiff University and the institutions of
devolved government in Wales - for
example, the National Assembly for
Wales, located in Cardiff.

Social Science Research
Methods
(MSc)
The Department of Politics &
International Relations offer the
pathways ‘European & International
Studies’ and ‘European Governance &
Public Policy’.
Pathways through the Social Science
Research Methods MSc are suitable for
two groups of people:
Q Practitioners who want to develop
their understanding of and skills in
area studies research, especially
from a European, international or
theoretical angle

Q Those planning to undertake a PhD
on a topic pertaining to Politics or
International Relations.
See page 77 for more details.

The MScEcon International Relations is a really enjoyable course. There is a
wide variety of modules on offer so you can really narrow down what it is you
would like to focus on. The teaching style is student led during the master’s
course and we get as much out of it as we put in. The teaching staff is hugely
knowledgeable and focused on maximising the student experience. Being in a
capital city offers a huge variety of opportunities to get experience in related
fields outside of the course through internships and work experience.

Rebecca Dunn
MScEcon International Relations

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/politics

Politics & International Relations

Our range of academic disciplines and staff expertise
enables us to offer master’s degrees in European
Governance and Public Policy, Politics & Public Policy,
International Relations, and Welsh Government & Politics.
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Social Sciences
Your Study Experience
We offer the opportunity to be part of a
dynamic social science community. You
will be taught and supported by leading
academic researchers who are
international experts in the fields of
sociology, criminology, education, social
policy, social work, science &
technology studies and social science
methods, ranging from social analytics
to urban ethnography.
We have a thriving postgraduate
research community, with both PhD and
professional doctorate programmes.
Our School is friendly and welcoming,
and you are valued for the important
role that you play within our community.
We host many events throughout the
year – from public lectures to
conferences and workshops – and all
postgraduate students have the
opportunity to participate in the life of
the School.
We are located in the historic
Glamorgan Building in Cardiff’s
prestigious Civic Centre. The building
boasts excellent teaching and learning
facilities, including computer labs,
lecture theatres, a suite of tutorial
rooms and social space for
conversation and the exchange
of ideas.

We collaborate with major universities
and scholars from around the world, as
well as enjoying excellent links with
local businesses, public and third
sector organisations, policy makers and
practitioners.
Our research is shaped and supported
by a range of research centres,
including the Cardiff Centre for Crime,
Law and Justice (CCLJ), the Children’s
Social Care Research and Development
Centre (CASCADE), the Centre for the
Study of Knowledge, Expertise and
Science (KES) and the Wales Institute
of Social & Economic Research, Data
and Methods (WISERD).

criminology, sociology, social work &
social care, social policy and science &
technology studies.

Your Future
91% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in
full-time, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Cardiff University,
Police, various city and county council
social services departments, Natural
Environment Research Council, HM
Government and the NHS.
In jobs such as: Civil Servant, Lecturer,
Teacher, Project Manager and Research
Associate.

Funding Your Study

We offer a number of courses for
professional development that are
geared to graduates or those with
professional experience looking for
opportunities to advance their careers
while gaining recognised qualifications.

We have a number of bursaries and
studentships available across the fullrange of our programmes. For PhD
funding, the School holds a large
number of Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC) Wales
Doctoral Training Centre (DTC)
studentship awards to which we recruit
through an annual competition. We also
advertise a number of funded doctoral
projects throughout the year across a
range of disciplines: education,

Why study with us?

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research in
Sociology was ranked third in the UK for
quality and our work in Education was
ranked fifth. In both areas over 80% of
our work was classed as internationally
excellent or world-leading. Our research
has positive impacts on people’s lives,
such as protecting victims of domestic
violence, promoting better treatment of
employees with disabilities, and
improving community policing as well
as informing international policy
debates on skills, employment and
knowledge in the global economy.

Academic staff: 160

Q We take an interdisciplinary
approach to the Social Sciences,
creating a dynamic and engaged
teaching and research
environment

Q We are an internationally
recognised centre of excellence in
research and teaching across a
range of subject areas, including
sociology, policy studies,
criminology, education and social
work
Q We collaborate with major
universities and scholars from
around the world, as well as
enjoying excellent links with local
businesses, public and third
sector organisations, policy
makers and practitioners
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These include professional doctorates,
the post-compulsory PGCE, the MA in
Social Work and the Continuing
Professional Education and Learning
(CPEL) programme for Social Workers.
Many courses are available as part-time
study, which allows you some flexibility
to study alongside your current
employment.

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Student numbers
Doctoral: 107
Add Professional Doctorate: 42
Full-time taught master’s: 180
Part-time taught master’s: 1,000
Full-time PGCE: 60
Part-time PGCE: 30

Follow us
cardiffsocsi
@CardiffSOCSI
CardiffSOCSI

Degree

Mode of study

Start date

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

October

Education

EdD

PT

October

Health Studies

DHS

Social Work

DSW

Social and Public Policy

SPPD

September

Contact

Research Area
Sociology
Education
Criminology
Social Policy
Social Work & Social Care
Science & Technology Studies

Professional Doctorates

Taught Programme
Social Science Research Methods

MSc

FT, PT

Childhood and Youth

MSc

FT, PT

Crime, Safety & Justice

MSc

FT, PT

Science, Media and Communication

MSc

FT

Education, Policy and Society

MSc

FT, PT

Social Science

MSc

FT, PT

Social and Public Policy

MSc

FT, PT

Skills and Workforce Development
(based in Singapore)

MSc

PT

Social Work

MA

2 years FT

Education

PGCE (PCET)

FT, PT

Graduate Office

+44 (0)29 2087 4351

graduateoffice@cardiff.ac.uk

Master’s Programmes Office

+44 (0)29 2087 0284 or 5178

socialscience-masters@cardiff.ac.uk

Mrs Susan Hayes

+44 (0)29 2087 4967

HayesSM@Cardiff.ac.uk

Miss Hannah Jenkins

+44 (0)29 2087 4021

pgce@Cardiff.ac.uk

I applied to Cardiff University for my PhD because I was keen to work in a department in
which sociology, education and issues of social class inequality were central and strongly
connected. The facilities are fantastic and PhD students are treated like part of the
academic community and given a nice space in which to work. The experience has been
refreshing because we are given enough freedom to work in the way which suits us best,
but enough guidance to keep us on track.

Jessica Abrahams
PhD Social Sciences

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/socsi

Social Sciences

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)
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Research Programmes
We offer both MPhil/PhD and Professional Doctorate
opportunities. Research students join a vibrant academic
and research environment, with supervision by experts in
their relevant fields.
We are committed to theoretically
informed research with a clear policy
focus and offer research opportunities
for postgraduate study in sociology,
social policy, criminology, science and
technology studies, social work and
education. We welcome students who
wish to pursue their studies in an
interdisciplinary way.
Research training is a strong feature of
our PhD programme and our research

students benefit from a dynamic
research environment. Our postgraduate
students are encouraged to take full part
in the School’s academic and research
environment, including a wide range of
active research groups, seminar series,
working paper publications and informal
study groups. Our PGR Café – a studentled initiative – provides a unique
intellectual forum and support network
for those pursuing doctoral studies.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
PhD/MPhil in Social Sciences:
First or upper second class degree.
Candidates will also usually hold a
master’s degree (preferably an
ESRC recognised master’s or an
equivalent background in research
training). Work experience will also
be taken into consideration when
assessing an application.
Professional Doctorates: You must
possess a good first degree and
usually have completed a master’s
degree. You should also have two or
more years’ professional experience
in a field appropriate to your chosen
degree. Much of the module
learning and associated
assignments is aimed at supporting
applied professional development
and you will be expected to have
access to professional settings in
a field appropriate to your
doctoral degree.

English Language
requirements:
A score of 7.0 on IELTS is required
where English is not a first
language, or for those who have not
had a substantial part of their
education taught in the English
language.

Application Process:

The School of Social Sciences is housed in the Grade I-listed
Glamorgan Building in Cardiff’s prestigious Civic Centre

Application to these programmes
must be supported by a research
proposal. Please contact the School
in the first instance. Applications
can be submitted online, see page
30 for details.

Taught Programmes
We are a thriving centre with an excellent reputation for
world-leading research and high quality teaching.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:

We have a range of postgraduate taught
programmes giving opportunities for
students to engage in advanced study in
a research-led, interdisciplinary
environment.
Our range of modular degree master's
programmes allows you to pursue
studies relevant for a range of vocations
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across the public, private and third
sectors. You will be taught by scholars
who are recognised for their substantive,
theoretical and methodological expertise
both nationally and internationally. You
will benefit from a breadth of
substantive, theoretical and
methodological expertise.

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Entry requirements vary between
programmes, please see our
website for details.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Social Science Research
Methods

Crime, Safety & Justice

Social and Public Policy

(MSc)

(MSc)

(MSc)

The MSc in Crime, Safety and Justice
equips you with knowledge about
researching problems of crime, the
formulation and implementation of
security strategies and the exercise of
justice. It draws upon global research
developments and includes guest
speakers from relevant external
agencies.

The MSc in Social and Public Policy
equips you with the theoretical,
conceptual and analytical tools to
examine contemporary social and
public policies in both national and
international contexts. It will enable you
to draw on theories and concepts and
interpret a range of forms of evidence
in analysing policy developments and
their social impacts.

The course pathways have ESRC
recognition and provide a basis for
proceeding to a PhD. We offer
pathways in Business and Management
Studies, Criminology, Education,
Environmental Planning, International
Relations, Politics, Psychology, Science
and Technology Studies, Social Policy,
Social Work, Socio-Legal Studies, and
Sociology.

Childhood and Youth
(MSc)
Childhood and Youth is a growing field
of inquiry across the social sciences.
This course offers a unique opportunity
to study in one of the UK’s leading
centres for childhood and youth based
research.
The aim of the programme is to help
you develop the ability to critically
analyse dominant understandings of
childhood and youth, learn about
methodological approaches to research
with children and young people, and
consider the impact of childhood and
youth policies and practices through a
sociological lens.
Members of the School of Social
Sciences Childhood Research Group
operate at the forefront of public policy
debates, advising and steering at local
and national levels on a range of
contemporary issues drawing on their
own world-leading research.

The aim of this distinctive course is to
produce postgraduates capable of
‘problem-solving’. As such, the
structure of the course is based on the
‘SARA’ mnemonic (‘Scanning, Analysis,
Response, Assessment’), familiar in
policing and crime prevention practice
as well as in the academy, in applied as
well as in basic criminological research.
The MSc in Crime, Safety and Justice is
informed by the priorities of the UK
College of Policing as well as by a
dialogue with members of our external
advisory group, which include
representatives from the police, local
government and other regulatory
agencies.

Education, Policy and Society
(MSc)
Studying this MSc will help you develop
the ability to critically analyse dominant
educational ideologies, policies and
practices. You will understand the
forces that are driving them, their
shortcomings and likely outcomes and,
most importantly, will discover and
engage with alternative models of
education, training, teaching and
learning in a number of contexts.
Our approach to education is shaped by
a strong belief in the value of
interdisciplinary social science theory
and research for enhancing our
collective ability to re-think, re-imagine
and enhance educational practices,
policies and principles.
The MSc in Education, Policy & Society
is designed for students wanting to
develop the capacity to critically
analyse educational practice, policy and
ideology, to develop a clearer ‘big
picture’ understanding of the broader
structures and forces that are affecting
schools, universities and education
systems today, and to find out about
and deepen their understanding of
alternative ways of thinking about and
doing education.

The subject is shaped by a strong belief
in the value of social science research
for social and public policy and in the
distinctive perspective that an
interdisciplinary approach can provide.
This course will enable you to deepen
your understanding of the major
aspects of social and public policy,
including competing conceptions of
citizenship and how these inform social
policy, contemporary forms of
governance and public policy
implementation, and the use of
theories and research evidence to
analyse and explain social and public
policy change.

Skills and Workforce
Development
(MSc)
Based in Singapore, this innovative
part-time programme has been
designed by Cardiff University in
partnership with the Institute for Adult
Learning in Singapore and is targeted at
professionals working as policy
advisors, managers, researchers and
practitioners in the field of skills
formation, workforce planning,
enterprise development and labour
market analysis in Singapore and the
East Asian region.
You will explore pressing contemporary
issues such as sustainable economic
development, the future of work,
inequality and social inclusion. You will
have the opportunity to examine the
latest theories and research evidence
and consequently apply them to
national, sector and workplace settings.
Modules will be delivered by our faculty
through a combination of learning
events in Singapore, online resources
and remote learning activities.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/socsi

Social Sciences

This course offers a number of
specialist pathways which provide
advanced training in research methods
across the full range of the social
sciences. You will be provided with a
thorough theoretical and practical
knowledge of how to construct effective
research studies, of the variety of data
collection methods available to the
social scientist and of the principal
methods of analysing social scientific
data. You will also be introduced to the
political and ethical frameworks within
which social science research is
conducted, the primary ways in which
the results of social science research
are disseminated and the impact of
social science research on public life.
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Our facilities in the historic Glamorgan Building provide a focal point for student life

Social Science
(MSc)
This programme provides the
opportunity to take advantage of
studying in an interdisciplinary school of
social sciences. Apart from having to
take two common core modules - one
in research methods and the other on
critical perspectives in social science you have a wide choice of other
modules. It is possible, therefore,
depending on availability, to choose
from and combine modules from
education, crime, childhood and youth
studies, equality and diversity,
international and comparative skills,
and contemporary sociology.
You will develop knowledge, skills and
understanding of social scientific theory
and research methods, alongside more
specialist material from a selection of
fields within the School of Social
Sciences. The dissertation part of the
programme provides an opportunity to
study in one area, working under the
supervision of a subject specialist.

Science, Media and
Communication
(MSc)
This programme offers you an
opportunity to acquire an in-depth
understanding of the challenges and
issues affecting the public
communication of science. It provides
you with knowledge and expertise
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relating to the social dimensions of
science and technology, the reporting
and display of scientific innovation and
controversy, and the role of citizens,
experts and the media in decisionmaking that involves science.
This is a growing area, with many
organisations, institutions and firms
now recognising the need to reach out
to the public in order to communicate
messages about science. These include
emerging fields such as health
sciences, environmental sciences and
nutrition as well as more established
traditional disciplines such as
biosciences, physics and chemistry.
As well as academic support you will
receive hands-on training in presenting
science to audiences ranging from
schools to the general public.

Social Work
(MA)
The MA in Social Work is a two year,
full-time programme, leading to a
master’s degree and a professional
qualification in social work. The
programme enables you to build upon
your existing academic and
occupational experience to achieve a
professional qualification in social work.
Although the programme is aimed
primarily at graduates, in certain
circumstances, the programme also
provides a route for non-graduates to
qualify as social workers.

Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Education
PGCE (Post Compulsory
Education and Training)
Cardiff University has almost 40 years’
experience of delivering PGCE
programmes that maintain
contemporary, cutting-edge quality and
high status amongst training and
education providers locally and across
the UK. Our philosophy is firmly located
within the notion of adults as learners,
where instruction, learning and content
draw on the professional experiences of
our respective course members.
Our PGCE Post Compulsory Education
and Training (PCET) programmes are
designed for those teaching/training or
wanting to pursue a career in post 16
contexts, e.g. further, higher, adult,
community and nurse education,
vocational training in industry,
commerce or other professions, school
sixth forms and 14-19 school/tertiary
courses. The PGCE (PCET) programmes
address a range of teaching placement
subjects and vocational areas.
The PGCE (PCET) programmes are
offered either one year full-time or two
years part-time.

Welsh
Your Study Experience

We have recently completed renovations
of a new postgraduate study lounge with
IT facilities and a hub for student
support staff. There has also been
substantial investment in archival
material, e.g. microfilms of medieval and
early-modern manuscripts, newspapers
and online resources. This is in addition
to the excellent research resources
relating to Welsh and Celtic Studies
available at the University’s Salisbury
Library, which includes a dedicated
research study facility for our special
collections.
During their studies students are
encouraged to attend and participate in
a number of academic conferences and
events, to aid their study and build their
network. Financial support/funding is
available from the School to enable this.

Why study with us?
Q Expansive and impactful research
led by world renowned scholars in
areas such as Language Planning
and Acquisition, Translation
Studies and Sociolinguistics,
alongside Welsh Literature
Q Collaborative, inclusive and
welcoming environment

Q Commitment to research and
teaching excellence
Q Interdisciplinary approach

Supervisor discussing work with student

We enjoy close links with cultural
heritage projects at the National History
Museum (St Fagans), and language
policy and planning consultation at the
National Assembly for Wales and the
Welsh Government. This provides you
with considerable networking
opportunities and ways in which to
develop your professional links and
reputation.

Our Research Centres

Q Cardiff Centre for Welsh American
Studies.
Q Language, Policy and Planning
Research Unit.

Funding Your Study
A number of funding routes are
available to you. These include
Research Councils and School
Studentships, Charities and Trusts.
For example, recent and current
students have been, or are being,
funded by the AHRC, the Republic of
Ireland Government, Coleg Cymraeg
Cenedlaethol, the Jack Cooke Kent
Foundation, KESS EU, and Cardiff
University Scholarships.

Your Future
100% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: BBC, Cardiff
University and Translation Services.
In jobs such as: Broadcast Journalist,
Lecturer, Researcher and Translator.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research in
modern languages and linguistics
(which included Welsh) was ranked the
best in Wales and 7th in the UK. 100%
of our submitted research was rated at
least of international standard with 84%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our excellent, and
consistent, research achievements
focus on literature and language,
translation, language planning and
policy.

Academic staff: 18

Student numbers
Doctoral: 17
MPhil: 5
Master’s: 8

Follow us
facebook.com/Ysgolygymraeg
@ysgolygymraeg

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/cymraeg

Welsh

We are a vibrant, successful and
innovative School, committed to the
highest standards of teaching and
research. We are renowned for the
quality and impact of our academic
research across multiple fields. The
research interests of our staff are
wide-ranging, combining the traditional
and the contemporary. In addition to
Welsh Literature in all periods, creative
writing, identity, folklore and popular
literature, we are a leading voice on
sociolinguistics, translation studies,
language technology, language planning,
acquisition and policy. Scholars at the
School, working with colleagues from
academia, government and public policy,
have recently completed an ESRCfunded major research project on
language commissioners in Canada,
Ireland and Wales.
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Degree

Mode of study

Start date Contact

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

MA

FT, PT

September

Research Area
Language Technology, Planning and Policy
Sociolinguistics
Second Language Acquisition/ Welsh for Adults
The Welsh in North America and Patagonia
Welsh Folklore and Ethnological Studies
Welsh Literature, including Narrative and
Performance, Religion and Popular Culture, Children’s
Literature, Textual Criticism, Translation Studies,
Ethnicity and Identity
Creative and Critical Writing

Taught Programme
Welsh and Celtic Studies

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Ceren Roberts

+44 (0)29 2087 5659

RobertsC1@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
The originality and rigour of
our research makes us a
popular choice for those
interested in postgraduate
study.
Our PhD students take part in the
research seminars that are hosted by
the School each year. These are given
by experts in their fields and reflect the
research interests of the School in
literature and language. Support is
given to students to run their own
reading groups, organise their own
seminars and to lead in the hosting of
conferences.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Normally, applicants for MPhil
degrees should have a first or
upper second class UK Honours
degree, or equivalent. PhD
applicants should normally have an
MA or MPhil degree or can
demonstrate research skills and
knowledge pertinent to their
proposal through equivalent
qualifications or professional
experience.

Candidates who wish to submit
their MPhil or PhD dissertation in
Welsh, and who have not
graduated in Welsh, must satisfy
the School as to the standard of
their written and oral skills in the
language.

Application Process:
Contact the School in the first
instance. Applications for most
postgraduate programmes can now
be submitted online. See page 30
for more information.

Studying a PhD at Cardiff University has helped me focus on my academic
discipline immensely. Not only does the University take care of its postgraduates
through providing fantastic academic support and the use of its impressive
postgraduate tailored facilities, such as the Graduate Centre and the Hadyn Ellis
Building, but being a campus within the city means you can also absorb all that
this great capital has to offer.
Both my supervisor, and the vibrant postgraduate work environment that the
Welsh department offers, have provided a perfect balance between work and
social life which is a key element towards maintaining a healthy mindset for
completing a PhD.

Geraint Whittaker
PhD student looking at Everyday Welshness in Migrant Communities: A Geographic Comparison
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Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Taught Programmes
Welsh and Celtic Studies
(MA)
This programme offers the opportunity
to explore various aspects of this wideranging and stimulating subject area.
The programme is taught through the
medium of English and/or Welsh and is

tailored to your interests and the
expertise of our staff. That expertise
includes medieval and modern
literature, the sociolinguistics of Welsh
and other Celtic languages, translation

studies, identity, ethnicity and
multiculturalism, religion and culture,
folklore and ethnological studies,
children’s literature, gender studies,
language planning and policy.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Normally, applicants should have at
least a 2:1 in a relevant subject.
We will also consider applications
from non-graduates, depending on
experience or other qualifications.

Applicants wishing to study through
the medium of Welsh, and who have
not graduated in Welsh, will have to
satisfy the School as to the standard
of their written and oral Welsh.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

The School of Welsh is home to the Language, Policy and Planning Unit and the Cardiff Centre for Welsh American Studies

I’m originally from New York and my interest in medieval Welsh literature guided my decision to pursue
the MA in Welsh and Celtic Studies at Cardiff University’s School of Welsh.
The facilities of the University and the faculty within the department have contributed to what
I believe has been the most rewarding academic experience of my life. This is largely due to
the structure of the course; students are afforded the opportunity to guide the primary
taught component of the course based on the topics they are interested in pursuing.

Joseph Shack
MA Welsh and Celtic Studies/Astudiaethau Cymreig a Cheltaidd, 2014-15

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/cymraeg

Welsh

Rather than being forced to study a group of set texts, I have been able to focus on the
works that most captivate me, under the expert tutelage of the department’s academics,
which has resulted in an altogether more engaging education experience.
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Biomedical &
Life Sciences

This image, created by Michael Newton, Wellcome Trust Integrative Neuroscience PhD student, illustrates the cell
staining method of Golgi staining. This technique has been used for over a century to illustrate and probe the fine
anatomical structure of the brain. Understanding the cellular structure of the brain can help scientists understand
what goes wrong in the brain in conditions such as dementia and is an area the Neuroscience and Mental Health
Research Institute are currently exploring.
The Institute is a joint collaboration between the University’s School of Medicine, School of Psychology, School of
Biosciences and School of Optometry & Vision Sciences.
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Biomedical & Life Sciences

Biosciences
We are one of the largest Bioscience
departments in the UK and our
research is recognised at the highest
levels. We provide a dynamic and
stimulating research and learning
environment with impressive modern
facilities, and high-calibre teaching and
research staff. Distinguished staff
include:
Q Robert Huber (visiting professor):
Nobel Laureate, Fellow of the Royal
Society and Member of Academia
Europaea, Fellow of the Academy of
Medical Sciences
Q Ole Petersen: Fellow of the Royal
Society and Member of Academia
Europaea
Q Professors Alun Davies, Vincenzo
Crunelli, Stephen Dunnett, Kevin
Fox: Fellows of Academy of Medical
Sciences
Q Yves Barde (EMBO member):
selected as the first Ser Cymru (Star
Wales) professor, who has
established a major research group
in the School of Biosciences funded
by the Welsh Ser Cymru programme
We have strong industrial and
professional links with organisations
such as GE Healthcare, Unilever,
Astrazeneca, Cancer Research Wales,
Breast Cancer Campaign, Lumora Ltd,
Neem Biotech and more.
There are several cross-disciplinary
research centres and institutes

Why study with us?
Q We provide excellent research
infrastructure, facilitating research
of outstanding quality and
topicality of national and
international importance

Q We attract annual research
awards totalling over £12m

Q We have extensive state-of-the-art
support facilities, including a 9.4
Tesla MRI/MRS system, confocal
suite, stem cell and flow
cytometry unit, DNA sequencing,
bioinformatics support unit and
residential field centres

associated with the School:
Q ARC Biomechanics and
Bioengineering Centre
Q The European Cancer Stem Cell
Research Institute
Q Neuroscience and Mental Health
Research Institute
Q Sustainable Places Research
Institute
Q Cardiff Cancer Research UK Centre
Q Cardiff Institute of Tissue
Engineering and Repair (CITER)
Q Cardiff Water Research Consortium
Q Common Cold Centre
Q Danau Girang Field Centre
Q Wales Gene Park

There has been significant investment
in facilities within the School in recent
years, with a £4m extension creating
new state-of-the-art meeting facilities,
a cafeteria and a £3m laboratory
refurbishment programme. The new
£30m Haydn Ellis Building is home to
two of the institutes in which the
School is closely involved and also
provides postgraduate research and
training facilities.

Q Stem Cell Suite and Flow Cytometry
Unit
Q Transgenic Production Facility
Q WalesBioGrid
Q Wales Gene Park
Q Welsh Centre for Anatomical
Education
Facilities available to Staff in the School
Q Analytical Unit
Q Constant Temperature Facilities
Q Histology Unit

Funding Your Study
The majority of our PhD students are
funded through Research Council UK
DTP studentships, Cancer Research UK,
Wellcome Trust Integrative Neuroscience
PhD programmes, School and
institutional funded studentships,
overseas cultural embassies,
Commonwealth Scholarships and
charities. Some PhD and most MRes
students are self-funded, and we
encourage self-funded students to apply.

Your Future

Some of the facilities available to staff
at the School and researchers from
other organisations include:
Q Bioimaging Unit
Q Danau Girang Field Centre
Q DNA Sequencing Core - Molecular
Biology Unit
Q EMRIC - Experimental MRI Centre

74% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Cardiff University,
Public Health England, Seychelles
Conservation Authority, Bristol University
and CSIRO.
In jobs such as: Assistant Professor,
Lecturer, Analyst, Statistician and
Marine Biologist.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 UK Government Research
Excellence Framework, undertaken by
the UK funding councils, 98% of our
submitted research was rated at least
of international standard with 84%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our cutting-edge
research ranges from the understanding
of precisely how neurons grow and the
fundamental processes that underlie
cancer development; to exploring the
genetics of orangutans, elephants,
pandas and other endangered species.
In the authoritative 2014 World
University Ranking (based on research
strength and performance) compiled by
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Life
Sciences at Cardiff was ranked in the
top 100 worldwide and in the top 10 in
the UK.

Academic staff: 120
Research active staff: 123

Student numbers
Doctoral: 159
Research Master’s: 24
Taught Master’s: 12

Follow us
facebook.com/pages/
Cardiff-University-School-ofBiosciences-Postgraduate-Group

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/biosi

Biosciences

Your Study Experience
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Degree

Mode of study

Start date Contact

MPhil, MD, PhD in
Biosciences

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

MRes in Bioscience

FT

September

Biophotonics

MSc

FT, PT

September

Tissue Engineering

MSc

FT

Research Area
Molecular Biosciences
Organisms and Environment
Pathophysiology and Repair
Neuroscience
Molecular Biosciences
Organisms and Environment
Pathophysiology and Repair
Neuroscience

Taught Programme

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Mrs Swapna Khandavalli, Postgraduate Secretary

+44 (0)29 2087 5243

biosi-pg@cardiff.ac.uk

Mrs Rachel Paterson, MRes Course Secretary

+44 (0)29 2087 0860

MRes@cardiff.ac.uk

Miss Nicola Hunt

+44 (0)29 2087 6457

mscbiophotonics@cardiff.ac.uk

School of Dentistry Admissions Officer

+44 (0)29 2087 2468

dentalPGadmissions@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
We offer a wide range of postgraduate research
programmes, including a one-year MRes in Bioscience.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:

Our research activity spans the range of
biology from whole (eco) systems to
molecular biology and protein structure.
Postgraduate projects are undertaken in
one of the four research divisions. Each
research division is led by an
internationally-renowned researcher and
division members run dynamic
internationally-recognised research
programmes.

Research environment
Our Postgraduate Research Board
organises induction, skills courses,
monitoring and mentoring, and aims to
provide the best working environment
to encourage excellence in research by
representation to the School’s
Research Committee.
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Biomedical & Life Sciences

As part of the graduate programme,
PhD students are encouraged to attend
all Plenary Lectures, where cutting-edge
scientists from around the world are
invited to give lectures at the School.
You are also required to attend
appropriate Divisional seminar
programmes, in consultation with your
supervisor or Research Group Leader.
The annual Speaking of Science
conference is a unique and very popular
student-led event for all postgraduate
researchers in the physical, biomedical
and life sciences. The event gives you
the opportunity to present your
research to a non-specialist audience in
a supportive environment.

MPhil/PhD/MD: First or upper
secondclass UK honours degree or
equivalent. For the PhD and MD,
this requirement may be waived for
candidates with an MSc or MPhil.
MRes: Minimum 2:2 UK honours
degree, or equivalent standard from
an overseas university, in a relevant
biological, biomedical or
biomolecular science subject.

Application Process:
Applications for all the postgraduate
programmes can now be submitted
online. Please see page 30
for details.

The Sir Martin Evans Building, home of our School of Biosciences

Taught Programmes
Application Information
For application details please see
the respective School pages.

Biophotonics

Tissue Engineering

Tissue Engineering

(MSc)

(MSc)

(MSc)

The MSc in Biophotonics is a groundbreaking course for biologists and
chemists who want to explore the
challenges and fundamental insights
that can be gained from crossing into
the world of physics.

The MSc in Tissue Engineering is
principally supported by the School of
Dentistry, the School of Medicine and
the School of Biosciences. The
programme offers a truly unique
modular scheme, designed to provide
students from life, biomedical

and physical science backgrounds with
an extensive understanding of the
science and practice of tissue
engineered therapies, from theoretical
science through to testing and clinical
application.

I previously completed my undergraduate degree at Cardiff so I knew what a
great city it was to live and work in. Although I looked at and applied to other
institutions, why go anywhere else when some of the world-leading labs are
already here, in Cardiff? The lab environment that I am based in strongly
encourages attendance at international conferences to present work to other
researchers in my field. This is great as it not only allows me to travel
but to also meet world-leading researchers in my specific research field.

Emma Yhnell
PhD Neuroscience

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/biosi

Biosciences

We contribute to the delivery of a number of taught MSc
programmes, including MSc Biophotonics (with the
School of Physics), the MSc in Geoenvironmental
Engineering (with the School of Engineering) and the
MSc in Tissue Engineering (with the School of Dentistry).
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Dentistry
Your Study Experience:
We have a reputation for excellence in
research, teaching and clinical care.
Our programmes offer high-quality
clinical and academic training for
home, EU and overseas students, with
opportunities for part-time study
available. We have a vibrant
postgraduate research culture, with a
range of research degree qualifications
on offer across all of our research
areas.
We have state-of-the-art facilities to
support our clinical, educational and
research activities. The hospital has
completed an extensive five-year,
£11 million refurbishment, and has
modern clinics throughout. In terms of
educational facilities, modern
comfortable lecture theatres and
seminar rooms provide the venue for
both didactic and interactive face-toface teaching. Significant investment
has also been made in our research
infrastructure, including a new
translational research facility.
The learning outcomes of our taught
programmes are continually reviewed to
ensure that on graduation, our students
have the skills and knowledge to enter
employment and have the correct
attitude and aptitude for lifelong
learning.
Through exploration and
experimentation, our degree
programmes provide a broad training in

Why study with us?
Q Modern, well equipped
multidisciplinary research facilities
and clinical laboratories which have
been recently refurbished. These
include a new postgraduate suite
Q We offer an interdisciplinary
research programme with links to
academics across Cardiff
University, the UK and overseas,
including collaborations with
industry

Q Excellent satisfaction ratings for
postgraduate biomedical and
dental research, as indicated by
the national postgraduate research
experience survey

Q The only Dental School in Wales,
providing excellent research,
leadership in dental teaching and
patient care within the country
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Biomedical & Life Sciences

One of our state-of-the-art clinics

research methodology and technique,
scientific communication, teamworking, networking, project design and
management, decision making, and
creative and critical thinking.
We are at the forefront of dental
research and have links with numerous
industrial and public sector bodies.
This expertise is at the disposal of those
who study with us.
Many of our students pursuing a
research degree become a member of
a Research Centre. This enhances the
learning experience and supports
professional and research skills
development. Centres include Cardiff
Institute for Tissue Engineering and
Repair (CITER), the Arthritis Research
UK Biomechanics and Bioengineering
Centre (AR UK BBC) and the
Development and Evaluation of
Complex Interventions for Public Health
Improvement (DECIPHer).

Funding your Study:
Research: We offer a limited number of
competitively-sought studentships
funded by research charities and trusts.
We have a high number of students
who are self-funded or bring funding
from employers or overseas
governments.
Taught: The majority of students are
self-funded.

Your Future:
94% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Various NHS Trusts
and higher education institutions,
private dental clinics and the Welsh
Government.
In jobs such as: Dental Surgeon,
Dental Hygienist, Lecturer and
Researcher.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research in Allied
Health Professions, Dentistry, Nursing
and Pharmacy was ranked fourth in the
UK for quality. 100% of our submitted
research was rated at least of
international standard with 94%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our research in areas
such as tissue engineering, reparative
dentistry, applied clinical research and
public health has confirmed our
position as a world-leading centre of
excellence.

Academic staff: 48
Research staff: 50 (100% research active)

Student numbers
Doctoral: 24
Master’s: 48
Diploma: 8

Follow us
@CardiffDental

Degree

Mode

Start date

MPhil, MD, MScD, PhD

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

September

Contact

Research Area
Applied Clinical Research and Public Health
Learning & Scholarship
Oral and Biomedical Sciences

Taught Programme
Orthodontics

MScD

3 years FT

Tissue Engineering

MSc

FT

Implantology

MSc, PgDip

FT, PT

Clinical Dentistry

MClinDent

3 years FT
FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Admissions Officer

+44 (0)29 2074 6917/2468

DentalPGAdmissions@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
We offer a range of research degree qualifications, including PhD, MD, MPhil and
Master of Dental Science, working within one of our three broad research themes.
Our research degree programmes are
structured to promote original and
independent research which will allow
significant contributions to the field of
study. Many of our research studies are
interdisciplinary and translational in
nature, for the benefit of individuals
and of society as a whole.

Applied Clinical Research
and Public Health
Aim: To inform the effectiveness,
efficiency and organisation of care,
including disease prevention and health
promotion.

Oral and Biomedical Sciences
Aim: To improve understanding of the
role of micro-organisms and of the
cellular and molecular control of tissue
repair and remodelling in health,
disease and injury.

Learning & Scholarship
Aim: To improve the pedagogical
understanding of dental education.

Entry Requirements:
Students should have a high quality
degree. Within their application,
students should show an emerging
research competence and for PhD
applications preference is given to
those students with a research
master’s degree or previous
research experience.

English Language
Requirements:
Minimum of IELTS level 7 required.

Application Process:
Applications for most postgraduate
programmes must be submitted
online. Application assessment
criteria include the demonstration of
an emerging research ability and
English language proficiency. In
addition, and in order to provide the

highest quality supervision, the
research interest of the applicant
must fit with the research expertise
and activity within the School, as
described on the School’s research
web pages. Some research areas
are popular and supervisors are
limited for the number of students
they can accept. If selected for
interview, applicants would be
expected to provide a presentation
indicating their understanding of
research.

Dentistry

Application Information

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/dentl
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Taught Programmes
Application Information
Entry Requirements:
MScD Orthodontics: Applicants
should have passed the MJDF or an
MFDS qualification from one of the
UK’s Royal Colleges of Surgeons
and would normally be a registered
Dental Practitioner.
NB: UK/EU students wishing to
register on the MScD Orthodontic
programme must apply through the
central recruitment process.

Orthodontics
(MScD)
This three-year, full-time, nonmodular programme has been
established for over 40 years and is
one of the longest running clinical
training programmes in the UK. The
programme is designed to provide
clinical and academic training for
future specialists in Clinical
Orthodontics in a highly professional
and rewarding environment.

Tissue Engineering
(MSc)
This one-year, full-time modular
programme is designed to provide
extensive training in the science and
practice of tissue engineering, from
theoretical science to in vitro
assessment and clinical application.
The programme is targeted at life
sciences, engineering, medicine and
dental graduates; offering excellent

MSc Implantology: Applicants
should have obtained a BDS or
equivalent, plus a minimum of two
years’ broad clinical dental
experience.
MSc Tissue Engineering: A
minimum 2:2 undergraduate degree
in a relevant discipline, from a life
sciences, engineering or clinical
(BDS, MBBS) background.
MClinDent: Overseas graduates with
a degree in Clinical Dentistry or
equivalent plus a minimum of two

Minimum of IELTS 7 is required.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Implantology
(MSc/PgDip)
The one-year, full-time MSc, two-year
part-time and one-year, full-time
PgDip modular programmes are
designed to provide dental graduates
with an extensive understanding of
the science and practice of
implantology. This spans theoretical
science through restorative treatment
planning to clinical practice in the
direct management of patients
requiring fixed and removable
implant retained prostheses.

Glyn Morris
MSc Tissue Engineering

Biomedical & Life Sciences

English Language
Requirements:

interdisciplinary and transferable
skills training for subsequent
employment in biomedical and
clinical research environments.

This MSc has provided me with much more in-depth and hands-on
experiences with what it entails to undertake a career in science. It has
given me an understanding of the wider aspects of science, including the
importance of statistics. Also, it has provided me experience of choosing
and undertaking my own research project. I felt I needed to build upon
these two skills before being ready to take on a PhD of my own.
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years of broad clinical dental
experience. A MJDF or an MFDS
qualification of one of the Royal
College of Surgeons UK is an
advantage. This programme is only
open to international students.

Postgraduate research students
working in one of the School’s
research laboratories

Clinical Dentistry
(MClinDent)
This three-year full-time programme
in either Endodontology or
Prosthodontics has a conjoint
arrangement with the Royal College
of Surgeons (Edinburgh) and leads
not only to a masters degree from
Cardiff University but also a M Endo
or M Pros RCS Ed. The programme
thus provides training to a specialist
level with an internationally
recognised Membership level
qualification.

Healthcare Sciences
We are a leading provider of
postgraduate education in healthcare.
Our research stands at the forefront of
healthcare policy debates at
international, national and local levels,
meaning that our students engage with
the latest ideas and practice during
their studies. By producing both highquality research that informs best
practice, work undertaken in the School
directly impacts on the evolution of
health and social care throughout the
UK and further afield. Our postgraduate
programmes are delivered flexibly,
taking into account professional
commitments, and our students benefit
from access to superb facilities.
Practical rooms are available
specifically for postgraduate taught
students and dedicated working spaces
are provided for PhD students.
State-of-the-art clinical facilities located
at the University Hospital of Wales
include our Clinical Simulation Suite,
featuring paediatric, maternity and
intensive care wards. The Research
Centre for Clinical Kinaesiology is a
movement analysis laboratory using
biomechanical and exercise physiology
techniques, which aims to provide
research evidence to inform
rehabilitation practice. Recent
investment has allowed the installation
of a V-Gait system, an expansion of the
laboratory facility and the provision of a
facility for those undertaking qualitative
research. The Virtual Environment
Radiotherapy Training suite creates

Why study with us?
Q Our postgraduate programmes
provide opportunities for the
advancement of knowledge and
expertise across a range of
healthcare professions

Q Scholarship and research within
the School benefit from strong
links with local healthcare
providers

Q Programmes are delivered flexibly,
taking into consideration
professional commitments

Q Our students benefit from state-of
the-art clinical facilities and
dedicated postgraduate study
spaces

simulated environments and can be
utilised to look at developing
applications in anatomical modelling.
Health and social care is a constantly
developing and evolving landscape. We
offer a range of study options that
enable healthcare practitioners to
develop their skills and expertise as well
as keep up with the changing needs of
the population and of healthcare
providers. An advanced education will
help you take advantage of
opportunities to further your career, as
well as bring new perspectives to your
organisation to help you bring about
positive change.
We have strong links with clinical
practice and work closely with our
partner NHS Trusts, ensuring that
learning and research is undertaken in
collaboration with communities,
professionals and practitioners across
professional disciplines. We are a
member of a number of research
networks and collaborations, including
the prestigious ARUK Biomechanics
and Bioengineering Evidence-Based
Care (WCEBC), Improvement Science
@ Cardiff, the Centre for Economic and
Social Aspects of Genomics
(CESAGen), Mental Health Research
Network Cymru and the All Wales
Midwifery and Reproductive Health
Research Forum.

Funding Your Study
Funding may be available for some
postgraduate taught programmes.

Our programmes aim to develop
your ability to make advanced
professional and clinical decisions

The majority of our postgraduate
students are self-funded, but a range of
external funding sources is available to
applicants.

Your Future
96% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Various NHS
Trusts, higher education institutions and
private clinics.
In jobs such as: Staff Nurse, Surgical
Care Practitioner, Clinical Photographer,
Vascular Nurse Specialist, Health
Visitor, Occupational Therapist,
Physiotherapist and Ward Sister.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research in Allied
Health Professions, Dentistry, Nursing
and Pharmacy was ranked fourth in the
UK for quality. 100% of our submitted
research was rated at least of
international standard with 94%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our research in areas
such as enhancing palliative, emotional
and supportive care, workforce,
innovation and improvement, maternal,
child and family health and wellbeing,
and rehabilitation and recovery has
confirmed our position as a world
leading centre of excellence.

Academic staff: 200
Research staff: 34

Student numbers
Doctoral: 90
Master’s: 339

Follow us
facebook.com/CardiffUniversity
SchoolofHealthcareSciences
@CUHealthSci

Q The MSc in Managing Care in
Perioperative Practice is the only
programme of its kind in the UK

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/healthcare-sciences

Healthcare Sciences

Your Study Experience
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Degree

Mode

Start date Contact

January,
April, July,
October

Research Area
Enhancing palliative, emotional and supportive care

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

Workforce, innovation and improvement

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

Maternal, child and family health and wellbeing

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

Repair, re-ablement, rehabilitation and recovery

MPhil, PhD

FT, PT

Professional Doctorate in
Advanced Healthcare Practice

DAHP

PT

October

Advanced Practice

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

FT, PT

September

Advanced Practice - Education for Health
Professionals

MSc

FT, PT

Taught Programme

Advanced Practice - Non-Medical Prescribing

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

FT, PT

Advanced Practice - Community Health Studies

MSc

FT, PT

Advanced Clinical Practice

MSc, PgCert

PT

Healthcare Sciences

MSc, PgDip

FT, PT

Community Health Studies (SPQ)

MSc, PgDip

FT, PT

Managing Care in Perioperative Practice

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

FT, PT

Clinical Photography

PgCert

PT, DL

Image Appreciation

PgDip, PgCert

FT, PT

Occupational Therapy (pre-registration)

PgD

2 years FT

Occupational Therapy (post-registration)

MSc, PgDip

FT, PT

Physiotherapy

MSc, PgDip

FT, PT

Radiography

MSc, PgDip

FT, PT

Radiographic Reporting

PgDip, PgCert

FT, PT

Specialist Community Public Health Nursing

MSc, PgDip

FT, PT

Sports and Exercise Physiotherapy

MSc, PgDip

FT, PT

Surgical Care Practice

MSc

FT, PT

We also offer a range of stand-alone modules, start dates for these vary.

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Research Office

+44 (0)29 2068 7793 / 8588

hcarephdenquiries@cardiff.ac.uk

Admissions Office

+44 (0)29 2068 7538

hcarepgtadmissions@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
We are one of the leading healthcare research
departments in the UK, and our postgraduate research
students are at the hub of our research.
Working closely with our clinical
colleagues and across disciplines, our
research enhances education and
healthcare with direct benefits to
patients and the public.

Workforce, innovation and
improvement: this theme seeks to
provide evidence about both current and
new ways of working to meet complex
healthcare demands.

Our research is structured across four
themes:

Maternal, child and family health and
wellbeing: this theme is focused on the
improvement of communication, support
and quality of care for parents and their
children.

Enhancing palliative, emotional and
supportive care: this theme looks at the
health and wellbeing of people affected
by chronic and life-limiting conditions.
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Repair, re-ablement, rehabilitation and
recovery: this theme looks at the
delivery of healthcare for those

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
A good honours degree in a relevant
subject, or equivalent.

Application Process:
Contact the School in the first
instance. Formal applications must
then be submitted online (please
see page 30 for details), including a
500-word research proposal. This
should identify the proposed
methodology of your research, as
well as how the topic fits into the
research themes or areas which are
led by senior academic staff within
the School.

experiencing a range of acute and
chronic conditions, illnesses and injuries.
We welcome applications from those
students looking to pursue research into
the allied health professions, nursing,
midwifery, and health and social care.

Research environment
Each doctoral student pursues a
programme of courses, workshops and
conferences.

We provide:
Q A programme of research methods
masterclasses presented by senior
academic staff
Q An annual postgraduate research
symposium
Q Two sessions per year to update
students on ethics review procedures
Q Dedicated postgraduate research
office space

Students may take advantage of regular
opportunities to write book reviews for
journals, work on research projects
headed up by senior academic staff, help
organise conferences and other events,
write blog posts on the School’s PhDays
blog, and present papers at local and
national conferences and symposia.
In addition to state-of-the-art technology
and equipment, students also enjoy
dedicated research student office space
in a congenial and supportive
environment, with ready access to
academic staff.

Taught Programmes
Our postgraduate taught degrees provide the opportunity
to study specific subjects or themes at an advanced level,
while also gaining important academic and transferable
skills such as critical thinking, analysis and problem
solving, and communicating with a variety of audiences.
We are a leading provider of
postgraduate education for nursing,
midwifery and allied health
professionals. Containing a mix of
contact sessions and self-directed
learning, our postgraduate taught

programmes benefit from the input of
researchers and clinicians who are
working at the frontiers of knowledge in
their areas of expertise.

Advanced Practice

Healthcare Sciences

(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)

(MSc/PgDip)

The Advanced Practice programme
offers both generic and specialist
pathways, providing students with the
opportunity to explore their specialist
areas of practice and obtain a relevant
named degree within the MSc in
Advanced Practice programme.

This course aims to develop students’
advanced critical thinking and problemsolving skills relevant to healthcare and
to develop advanced skills necessary to
evaluate practice, initiate change and
lead in the development of health
professions.

Students are able to study the Generic
pathway, or one of the following
specialist pathways:
Q Community Health Studies
Q Education for Health Professionals
Q Non-Medical Prescribing
Modules from the programme are also
available on a stand-alone basis.

Advanced Clinical Practice

Entry Requirements:
Entry requirements differ for each
programme. Please see the relevant
online course information or contact
us for more information.

English Language:
The University’s minimum English
requirement is IELTS 6.5.

Application process:

Community Health
Studies (SPQ)
(MSc/PgDip)
This MSc programme aims to prepare
you for work in a complex and dynamic
community setting. Successful
completion leads to the award of the
NMC recordable Specialist Practitioner
Qualification in either District or
Practice Nursing.

Apply online (see page 30).
We welcome and encourage early
applications. We normally prefer
applications at least two months
before the start of term.

Managing Care in
Perioperative Practice
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
This course offers knowledge and
expertise to develop students’
evaluative, critical thinking and
problem-solving skills, and to increase
their practical and theoretical
knowledge and understanding of
managing care in perioperative practice
so that they can apply these skills in
the further advancement of care in this
field.

Clinical Photography
(PgCert)
The programme offers clinical
photographers working in healthcare
the opportunity to extend their
knowledge and understanding of the
profession and the context in which it is
practised. Through a combination of
theoretical and practical based
assignments, students advance their
photographic skills and critical thinking
through evidence-based, reflective
practice.

Healthcare Sciences

(MSc/PgCert)
This programme aims to prepare
clinicians from a variety of professions
to undertake advanced practice roles,
through facilitating the individual’s
capability to extend their competence
to advanced practitioner level. Students
will complete an Advanced Clinical
Practice Portfolio in place of a
dissertation, which can also be
undertaken as a stand-alone
Postgraduate Certificate.

Application Information

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/healthcare-sciences
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The programme will develop your
understanding of community nursing,
including a deeper awareness of
contemporary issues. The focus will be
on the development of your leadership,
problem solving, reflective and critical
thinking skills, enabling you to lead in
the advancement of your profession
through critical evaluation of practice
and research.

Image Appreciation
(PgDip/PgCert)
The Image Appreciation programme,
approved by the Society and College of
Radiographers, offers knowledge and
expertise to enable qualified healthcare
professionals to carry out clinical image
appreciation, acting as autonomous
professionals, and use the results in
the overall management of the patient.

Occupational Therapy
(pre-registration)
(PgD)
This two year pre-registration
accelerated programme is aimed at
those who already hold a degree and
wish to pursue a career in occupational
therapy. Completion of the programme
leads to eligibility to register with the
Health and Care Professions Council
(HCPC) and the College of Occupational
Therapists. On completion of the
Postgraduate Diploma in Occupational
Therapy there is an option to undertake
a 60 credit self-funded module leading
to the MSc in Occupation and Health
on a full or part time basis.

Occupational Therapy
(post-registration)
(MSc/PgDip)
This course, aimed at practicing
occupational therapists, aims to
develop students’ evaluative, critical
thinking and problem-solving skills, and
to increase their practical and
theoretical knowledge of occupational
therapy, so that they can apply these
skills in the further advancement of
their profession.

Physiotherapy
(MSc/PgDip)
This course aims to develop students’
evaluative, critical thinking and
problem-solving skills, and to increase
their practical and theoretical
knowledge of physiotherapy, so that
they can apply these skills in the further
advancement of their profession.

The MSc Advanced Clinical Practice enables students to use their clinical
experience to achieve a postgraduate qualification

Radiographic Reporting
(PgDip/PgCert)
The course offers knowledge and
expertise to enable qualified healthcare
professionals to carry out clinical image
reporting tasks in their workplace,
acting as autonomous professionals.

Radiography
(MSc/PgDip)
The programme aims to increase
students’ evaluative, critical thinking
and problem-solving skills and to
increase their practical and theoretical
knowledge of radiography so that they
can apply these skills in the further
advancement of their profession.

Specialist Community Public
Health Nursing
(MSc/PgDip)
This programme is designed to prepare
nurses and midwives to become
Specialist Community Public Health
Nurses. The programme will lead to the
professional award of Specialist
Community Public Health Nurse (health
visitor) or Specialist Community Public
Health Nurse (school nurse) with
subsequent registration on the
Specialist Community Public Health
Nurse part of the Nursing and Midwifery
Council (NMC) register.

After completing the Collaborative Working in Eating Disorders module as a
stand-alone module, I was able to secure a career in the eating disorders
field. I have therefore now opted to complete the full MSc Advanced
Practice in order to develop both my clinical and leadership skills.
Ultimately, this will improve my own performance in practice and help me
improve the practice of others, which will directly contribute to improved
patient care.

Emma-Jayne Hagerty
MSc Advanced Practice
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Sports and Exercise
Physiotherapy
(MSc/PgDip)
The aims of the course are to develop
students’ evaluative, critical thinking
and problem-solving skills, and to
increase their practical and theoretical
knowledge of sports science and injury,
so that they can apply these skills in
the further advancement of their
profession.

Surgical Care Practice
(MSc)
The dissertations module for the MSc in
Surgical Care Practice will still be
available to those who have already
completed the PgDip in Surgical Care
Practice. The aims of the course are to
provide an opportunity for students who
are already surgical care practitioners
to further the principles, theory and
practice of surgical care.

Medical & Dental Education
Your Study Experience
We are located at the Heath Park
Campus and are responsible for the
education and training of all doctors
and dentists in Wales. We are
committed to providing high quality and
flexible educational provision to all our
trainees and trainers. We work closely
with the Welsh Government, NHS
Wales, other Schools within Cardiff
University, Medical Royal Colleges and
other professional bodies.

Medical Education at Cardiff has, since
its inception more than 20 years ago,
developed its reputation as a world
leader in the provision of academic
programmes for clinical educators.

A classroom session on the Postgraduate Diploma / MSc

The programmes offered enable
professional development and provide
extensions to their professional
expertise.

Academic members of the School play
an active role in national bodies to
inform and influence the direction of
educational policy and practice in
medical education.

dental ‘hands-on’ facilities in some
Postgraduate Centres. We also provide
financial support to the All Wales Health
Information and Library Extension
Service (AWHILES), ensuring the
provision of library facilities and
information services provided by
medical and dental libraries located
across Wales.

Facilities

Funding Your Study

Our facilities include the Welsh Institute
for Minimal Access Therapy (WIMAT),
the busiest multi-disciplinary training
centre in the UK, and centralised
educational facilities within
Postgraduate Centres. This provides the
focus and location for a range of CP
activities, vocational training in
Medicine and Dentistry and access to

Our students are generally funded by
their employer or self-funded.

Employers include: British Army,
various medical and dental practices
and NHS Trusts.

Why study with us?
Q Nationally and internationally
recognised programmes in
Medical Education, accredited by
the UK Higher Education
Academy and the Academy of
Medical Educators
Q Quality programmes focusing on
vocationally-based education to
enhance the professionalisation
of clinical teachers in a variety of
healthcare settings

Your Future
As a Postgraduate School we cater for
those already established with careers
in healthcare professions, particularly
primary and secondary care medical
and dental practitioners.

Q Access to expertise from a
network of tutors and an All
Wales Postgraduate network
consisting of Foundation, Dental
Foundation, Specialty and GP
Trainers and Local Faculty Leads

Q Committed to providing flexibility
to students through the provision
of online routes and modules with
optional elements

Q A wealth of research activity, with
frequent contributions at national
and international conferences

99% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.

In jobs such as: Head of Education
Unit, Associate Dean, Seminar Tutors
and Principal of Training Institute.

Staff numbers
Academic Staff: 34

Student numbers
Master’s: 170

Follow us
facebook.com/walesdeanery
@WalesDeanery

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/pgmde

Medical & Dental Education

We run academic programmes at
Postgraduate Certificate, Diploma, MSc
and PhD level in the areas of Medical
Education. The programmes offered
include conventional and e-learning
with teaching supported by a dedicated
team of staff, and attract participants
from a variety of professions and
disciplines within the UK and
internationally.
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Degree

Mode of study

Start date Contact

MPhil, PhD in Medical and
Dental Education

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

Medical Education

MSc, PgDip

FT, PT

September

Medical Education (eLearning)

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL

October

Research Area
Learning and Teaching in Medical
and Dental Education
Evaluation
Curriculum
Professionalism

Taught Programme

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Miss Sarah Howell

+44 (0)29 2068 7449

medicaleducation@cardiff.ac.uk

Miss Sarah Howell / Mr James Moore

+44 (0)29 2068 7449

medicaleducation@cardiff.ac.uk

Postgraduate Diploma / MSc students working on a group task
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Research Programmes
We undertake and support a range of educational
research and evaluation activity in the healthcare
professions, particularly medicine and dentistry.
The Cardiff Unit for Research and
Evaluation in Medical and Dental
Education (CUREMeDE) is a
collaborative development between the
School of Social Sciences and the
School of Postgraduate Medical &
Dental Education. In addition, students’
projects at master’s and doctoral level
are supervised by members of the
academic team, encompassing a range
of research studies nationally and
internationally. Projects frequently
inform innovations in their local
practice.

Recent examples include:
Q Doctor’s use of iDOC technology for
learning
Q Learning needs of junior doctors
Q Trainer and trainee attitudes
towards workplace-based
assessments
Q Contextualising curriculum planning
for dental education in developing
countries

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
An honours degree or equivalent
and a master’s degree in a relevant
subject.

Application Process:
Contact the School in the first
instance. Applications for most
postgraduate programmes can now
be submitted online. See page 30
for details.

Taught Programmes
(MSc/PgDip)
Established as the first United Kingdom
taught master’s in medical education
programme and now with over two
decades of experience, the course
continues to promote excellence in
learning and teaching for all healthcare
professionals with responsibilities for
teaching, assessing and supporting
students and trainees. The programme
will appeal to those wishing to explore
the issues fundamental to effective
health professions education in a
dynamic, stimulating and supportive
setting. Many of our graduates use the
insights gained on the course to
introduce innovations to their day-today teaching, whilst others go on to

higher level roles and responsibilities to
lead and promote excellence in learning
and teaching at national and
international levels.

Medical Education (eLearning)
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
The eLearning course is designed for
teachers, trainers, course co-ordinators
and education managers in medicine,
dentistry, radiography, nursing,
physiotherapy, pharmacy and other
fields, who want to improve their
understanding of educational principles
and approaches and their ability
to apply them in day-to-day
educational work.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Initial degree from an approved
university, or other
qualification/proof of educational
ability.

Application Process:
Applications can be submitted
online – see page 30 for details.

A few months after completing the MSc, I was appointed Lead for the
Cardiff University Diploma in Practical Dermatology (DPD). The DPD is an
online distance-learning course taken by 300 GPs each year, with an
annual budget of £1m. I now lead a co-ordinating team including
4 administrators and a learning technologist, as well as more than
80 external tutors.
The comprehensive content of the Cardiff University Medical Education
MSc, including modules covering assessment and course evaluation,
are proving very useful on a daily basis!

Dr John Ingram
Completed the MSc in Medical Education

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/pgmde

Medical & Dental Education

Medical Education
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Medicine
Your Study Experience
We have a proud record of world-class
research and of educational innovation.
We are the oldest Medical School in
Wales and one of the largest in the UK.
Our research approach includes
strengths in fundamental science all
the way through to research to
accelerate healthcare developments
and bring benefits to patients. We have
an annual financial turnover of over
£75m, of which nearly half comes from
competitive external research funding.
We are also the largest provider of
medically related postgraduate taught
courses in the UK. Many of these are
specifically designed for qualified
doctors and health professionals, whilst
others are suitable for candidates from
a range of disciplines. An increasing
number of our courses are available via
distance learning, allowing you to fit
your study around other commitments.
Located on the Heath Park Campus, we
share a site with the University Hospital
of Wales, as well as having a number of
other sites across Wales.
Facilities include:

Q The Cochrane Building: A new
purpose-built education centre
which hosts a library, clinical skills
laboratories and postgraduate
teaching areas, which creates
opportunities for inter-professional
learning and professional
collaborations

Q Central Biotechnology Services
(CBS): A core facility dedicated to
providing sustainable access to
technology platforms and the
associated expertise and training

Why study with us?
Q We are one of the largest medical
research and teaching centres in
the UK

Q We employ over 500 academic
staff in a wide range of specialties

Q We are a leader in the provision of
e-learning
Q We are highly experienced in
teaching international students

Q The Clinical Research Facility (CRF):
A component of a successful
Wellcome/Joint Infrastructure Fund
bid. It provides a crucial facility for
the translation of basic biomedical
science developments into clinical
practice, getting patients involved in
clinical research in a safe, high
quality clinical environment
Q Wales Research & Diagnostic
Positron Emission Tomography
Imaging Centre: A pre-clinical
scanner – one of the most
advanced of its kind in the UK –
which enables cutting-edge
research in medical, biological and
life sciences

Our Postgraduate Research Office
provides a unique and focused research
orientation programme for our students.
This includes exploration of the
research environment and development
opportunities, core research skills and
data analysis training.

Funding Your Study
The majority of postgraduate taught
students are self-funded, or sponsored
by their employer, or a combination of
the two. Our research students are
supported by government, industry,
Research Councils and charitable
funding. The School also offers a
number of highly competitive
studentships annually. Details of these
are made available on our website as
they become available.

Your Future
93% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.

Employers include: Ministry of Health,
Public Health Wales, Royal Navy,
various NHS Trusts and private clinics.
In jobs such as: Anaesthetist,
Cardiologist, Chief Physician, Critical
Care Paramedic, Dermatologist, GP,
Surgical Registrar, Surgeon and Tissue
Viability Podiatrist.

Our Research Centres
MRC Centre for Neuropsychiatric
Genetics & Genomics: The Centre
brings together world-leading
researchers from within the School of
Medicine and from across the
University. Our work includes discovery
and translational research – based on
genetics and genomics, but increasingly
moving into clinical and basic
neurosciences – to understand the
major causes of mental illness.
Spanning the period from childhood to
old age, the Centre’s research focus
includes major psychiatric disorders
such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder,
depression and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, as well as
neurodegenerative disorders such as
Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s
disease.
Cardiff China Medical Research
Collaborative: As one of the UK’s
leading centres for cancer research, we
have recently established the Cardiff
China Medical Research Collaborative,
a partnerships between us and some of
China’s leading cancer organisations.
We are proud to be working with Peking
University (Beijing), Capital Medical
University (Beijing) and Yiling Group
(Shijiazhuang). This partnership won the
International Collaboration category at
the annual Times Higher Education
awards in 2011.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research was
ranked eighth in the UK for quality.
Overall, 89% of our submitted research
was rated as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our world-leading staff
are undertaking pioneering work ranging
from creating new treatments for
leukemia, breast and prostate cancers,
to improving dialysis treatment and
discovering new bacteria resistant to
antibiotics.

Academic staff: 368
Research active staff: 459

Student numbers
Research: 531
Master’s: 1,500

Follow us
facebook.com/PGRMEDIC
@cupgmedic
@pgr_medic_cu
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Degree

Mode of study

Start date

MPhil, PhD, MD

FT, PT

October
January,
April, July

September

Contact

Research Area
Molecular and Experimental Medicine
Cancer and Genetics
Primary Care and Public Health
Infection and Immunity
Psychological Medicine and Clinical Neurosciences
Translation, Innovation, Methodology & Engagement
(TIME)

Taught Programme
Advanced Surgical Practice

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL

Ageing, Health and Disease

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

FT, PT

Bioinformatics or Genetic Epidemiology and
Bioinformatics

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

FT, PT

Clinical Dermatology

MSc

FT

Critical Care

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL

Diabetes

MSc, PgDip

DL

Genetic Counselling

MSc, PgDip

FT

Medical Research and Innovation

MSc, PgDip

DL

Medical Toxicology

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL

Medical Ultrasound and Obstetric and/or
Gynaecological Ultrasound

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

FT, PT

Neonatal Medicine

MSc, PgDip

DL

Occupational Health (Policy and Practice)

MSc, PgDip

DL

Pain Management

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL

Pain Management (Primary and Community Care)

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL

Palliative Medicine/Palliative Care

MSc, PgDip

DL

Practical Dermatology

MSc, PgDip

DL

Psychiatry

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL

Public Health

MPH, PgDip

FT, PT

Therapeutics

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL

Wound Healing and Tissue Repair

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL
FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

We also offer a range of stand-alone modules.

PG Research Degrees Office

+44 (0)29 2074 6716

pgrmedic@cardiff.ac.uk

Institute of Medical Education

+44 (0)29 2068 7134

postgradmedic@cardiff.ac.uk

Cardiff Institute of Infection & Immunity Dr Philip Taylor
Email: Iandi-pgr@cardiff.ac.uk Tel: +44 (0)29 2068 7303 (Research Lead) / +44(0) 29 2068 7316 (PGR Admin)
Cochrane Institute of Primary Care & Public Health Dr Meirion Evans
Email: pcphphd@cardiff.ac.uk Tel: +44 (0)29 2040 2471
Institute of Molecular & Experimental Medicine
Email: IMEM@cardiff.ac.uk Tel: +44 029 2074 2913 (Research Lead) / +44 029 2074 5097 (PGR Admin)

Institute of Cancer & Genetics Dr Steve Man
Email: ICG-PGR@cardiff.ac.uk Tel: +44 (0)29 2068 7056 (Research Lead) / +44 (0)29 2074 5452 (PGR Admin)
Translation, Innovation, Methodology and Engagement (TIME) Institute Dr Ian Brewis
Email: BrewisIA@cardiff.ac.uk Tel: +44 029 2068 7004 (Research Lead)]

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/medicine

Medicine

Institute of Psychological Medicine and Clinical Neurosciences Dr Anthony Isles
Email: IPMCN-Application@cardiff.ac.uk Tel: +44 029 2068 8467 (Research Lead) / +44 029 2068 8318 (PGR Admin)
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Research Programmes
Research in the School of Medicine is focused on
interdisciplinary themes, each of which spans the
spectrum from basic science to clinical practice in either
hospital or community settings.
These themes are led by Research
Institutes:
Q Cardiff Institute of Infection &
Immunity
Q Cochrane Institute of Primary Care
& Public Health
Q Institute of Molecular &
Experimental Medicine
Q Institute of Psychological Medicine
and Clinical Neurosciences
Q Institute of Cancer & Genetics
Q Translation, Innovation,
Methodology and Engagement

The underlying aim of the School is to
ensure the optimum translation of
fundamental knowledge to patient
benefit. Our approach brings together
people, knowledge and skills from a
range of disciplines. This approach is
the key to our research strength and
achievements.
Each of the School’s Research
Institutes embodies this philosophy.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Most programmes require an
honours degree, master’s degree,
or equivalent in a relevant subject.
In some cases, a medical degree
and/or relevant professional
qualifications or experience is
required.

Application Process:
Please contact the relevant
Research Institute in the first
instance. Applications can be
submitted online. Please see page
30 for details.

Taught Programmes
Our taught postgraduate programmes are focused on
enhancing the careers and skills of healthcare
professionals.
The programmes have been developed
to meet the needs of healthcare
workers and the requirements of their
professional regulatory bodies. Some of
our courses also have professional
accreditation.
Many of the programmes can be
completed via distance learning on a

Advanced Surgical Practice
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
This is an interprofessional, distancelearning course intended for medical
professionals who want to specialise in
the field of surgical and perioperative
care.

Ageing, Health and Disease
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
This innovative course aims to offer
students from a range of health and
social care settings the opportunity to
explore the complex health and social
needs of older people living in today’s
society. It will achieve this by providing
high-quality integrated multidisciplinary
education in the field of ageing, health
and disease.
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part-time basis, allowing professionals
to gain a recognised qualification and
engage in postgraduate university life,
without disrupting their employment or
family life.
The School of Medicine also offers a
range of stand-alone modules.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Most programmes require an
honours degree, or equivalent
professional qualification, in a
relevant subject. Specific entry
requirements vary between
programmes.

Application Deadline:
You can apply for our taught
programmes online see page 30
for details.

Bioinformatics or Genetic
Epidemiology and
Bioinformatics

to clinical instruction but also
emphasises the scientific content of
dermatology.

(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)

Critical Care

This programme develops the
complementary multidisciplinary skills in
bioinformatics and genetic
epidemiology that are critical to work
effectively in the postgenomic era.
Specifically, computing and statistical
skills will be developed within this
context.

(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)

Clinical Dermatology

Diploma stage: This programme
provides high-quality diabetes
education for allied health professionals
with a specialist interest in diabetes.
This two-year course is delivered online
by internationally renowned experts who
have extensive knowledge of diabetes,
diabetic complications and related
topics.

(MSc)
Designed for doctors with at least one
year of general medical experience, this
MSc offers a structured education in
dermatology and gives a firm grounding
in the fundementals of clinical and
scientific dermatology. It gives priority

This is an interprofessional, eLearning
programme intended for healthcare
professionals who want to specialise in
the field of acute care or critical care.

Diabetes
(MSc/PgDip)

Genetic Counselling
(MSc/PgDip)
The primary aim of this programme is to
train graduates interested in clinical
application of advances in human
genetics. You will be given a thorough
grounding in human genetics and
genetic analysis, communication and
counselling skills, and skills required to
work as part of a multidisciplinary team
providing genetic counselling for
families.

Medical Research and
Innovation
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
This exciting programme has been
developed in conjunction with industrial
partners in the biotechnology and
healthcare sectors. It provides
graduates in biomedical, biological and
related science disciplines with
advanced knowledge, understanding
and skills in the rapidly evolving fields of
medical diagnostics, therapeutics,
medical device development and in the
management of clinical trials and
clinical innovation projects.

Medical Toxicology
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
This programme is designed for
doctors, pharmacists and other
scientists who wish to develop a broad
understanding of the principles
underlying medical toxicology.

Medical Ultrasound and
Obstetric and/ or
Gynaecological Ultrasound
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
These Consortium for the Accreditation
of Sonographic Education (CASE)accredited programmes adopt a
blended learning approach to
ultrasound education and are designed
to produce clinically competent
sonographers. The programme accepts
health professionals working, or
intending to work, in the fields of
obstetric gynaecology and/or medical
ultrasound.

Neonatal Medicine
(MSc/PgDip)
This programme provides a highly
marketable academic qualification for
hospital practitioners and trainees,
nursing, paramedical and other
professionals who are involved in the
multidisciplinary care of neonates and
very young children. The programme
provides training and education in the
identification, critical appraisal and
implementation of more effective
treatments based on a sound
knowledge of relevant research
evidence, clinical practice, anatomy
and pathophysiology. Modules cover
respiratory, cardiovascular and critical
care in neonates, neurological care in
neonatal medicine, nutrition and gut
function in neonates and transportation
of neonates and children.

Occupational Health (Policy
and Practice)
(MSc/PgDip)
This three-year programme is suitable
for physicians, nurses, environmental
health officers, human resource
professionals, trade unionists, health
and safety inspectors, managers, civil
servants, scientists and others who
have responsibility for the health and
safety of employees.

Pain Management
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
This is a two-year interprofessional
programme for healthcare professionals
and educationalists who want to
specialise in the field of pain
management. The syllabus adheres to
the curriculum suggested by the
International Association for the Study
of Pain.

Pain Management (Primary
and Community Care)
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
These are interprofessional, eLearning
programmes intended for any
healthcare professional who has an
interest in and/or wants to specialise
in the field of pain management,
in primary and community care.

Palliative Medicine/Palliative
Care
(MSc/PgDip)
The programme is immediately clinically
applicable, culturally sensitive and
covers not only symptom control,
psychosocial support and
communication issues, but also the
moral, legal and ethical dilemmas
posed when caring for people at the
end of life.

Practical Dermatology
(MSc/PgDip)
The PgDip aims to provide participants
with a basic understanding of primary
care clinical dermatology and to enable
GPs to successfully manage
dermatological problems in patients
presenting to their surgeries. The oneyear MSc is designed specifically for
those who have completed our PgDip
in Practical Dermatology and wish to
pursue further studies in this field.

Psychiatry
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
The programme is suitable for both
medically qualified and non-medically
qualified students wishing to gain an
in-depth knowledge of current practices
within psychiatry.

Public Health
(MPH/PgDip)
The MPH is recognised internationally
for excellence in public health
education and training. Lectures are
given by a multidisciplinary team of
national and international experts. The
programme is aligned to the UK Faculty
of Public Health syllabus.

Therapeutics
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
This programme is designed for GPs,
pharmacists and specialist nurses who
wish to further develop their knowledge
of the evidence-based management of
commonly encountered medical
conditions.

Wound Healing and Tissue
Repair
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
This programme offers an opportunity
to explore and analyse existing and
developing theories and concepts that
underpin wound healing and tissue
repair. It is intended to facilitate
professional and personal growth by
providing knowledge and expertise.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/medicine

Medicine

MSc stage: The one-year MSc in
diabetes is designed specifically for
healthcare professionals who have
completed our PgDip in Diabetes and
wish to pursue further studies in this
field. The programme commences with
a 12-week online introductory stage,
followed by writing a master’s
dissertation of up to 20,000 words.
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Optometry and Vision Sciences
Your Study Experience
We are the only optometric training
department in Wales, and one of the
largest in the UK. We have a worldclass reputation for research and are
committed to providing high-quality
teaching. We also run our own eye
clinic. Our teaching, research and
clinical practice are all housed in our
purpose built, state-of-the-art building,
giving us the cutting-edge facilities we
need to achieve our ambitions.
Our pioneering researchers aim to
facilitate the detection, diagnosis,
monitoring and treatment of vision
disorders. Our research has a real and
lasting impact on the quality of life and
learning opportunities for people both
locally and globally. We are improving
eye care and education for children
with Down's syndrome, working with
leading space engineers to detect the
earliest stages of age-related macular
degeneration and investigating new
treatment regimes for diseases such as
Keratoconus.
Our academics work with researchers
from other Schools within the University
as well with other businesses and
institutions such as Moorfields Eye
Hospital, UCL, Bristol University and the
GW4 (Great Western 4) Alliance, which
encompasses the universities of Cardiff,
Bristol, Bath and Exeter. This includes
working with other academics at the
Cardiff Institute of Tissue Engineering
and Repair where researchers are
investigating corneal transparency,
repair and tissue engineering, and the
regulation of angiogenesis. We are also
very active on the international stage,
and collaborate with leading universities
in mainland Europe, India, the USA and
Japan.

Why study with us?
Q Located in state-of-the-art
building

Q 94% of research outputs assessed
at a quality of ‘internationally
excellent or world-leading’
Q Contains WOPEC - the world’s first
Postgraduate Taught Education
Centre for Optometry
Q Multidisciplinary School,
comprising clinicians,
bioscientists, neuroscientists,
and biophysicists, promoting a
collaborative multi-faceted
dimension to research
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Our School of Optometry and Vision Sciences is housed in a state-of-the-art
purpose-made building

We have many sponsors and partners
who help to maximise the impact of our
research and improve the learning
experience of our students. Some
companies have paid for or donated
research equipment for use in the
School, allowing our students and
researchers to fulfil their ambitions.
Several of our academic staff sit on
editorial boards of major international
scientific journals.

Funding Your Study

Facilities

Your Future

In 2008, we celebrated the official
opening of the Optometry building at
Maindy Road. The project received the
UK's biggest single investment in eye
care, totalling £21m, and houses stateof-the-art research equipment. The
purpose-built facility brings research,
teaching and patient clinics together in
one place. This enables us to lead the
way in translating research into
improved patient care.

100% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research in Allied
Health Professions, Dentistry, Nursing
and Pharmacy was ranked fourth in the
UK for quality. 100% of our submitted
research was rated at least of
international standard with 94%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our research in areas
such as visual rehabilitation, visual
neurosciences, retinal degeneration
and structural biophysics has confirmed
our position as a world-leading centre
of excellence.

Academic staff: 23 (16 research active)
Eye clinic staff: 12

Many of our PhD students are funded
through studentships, offered by
Research Councils UK (Doctoral
Training Partnerships), The College of
Optometrists, Fight for Sight, The
Leverhulme Trust and Cymru Network.
We also have students who are funded
by institutional studentships and
overseas cultural embassies, as well as
those who are self-funded.

Employers include: Cardiff University,
various higher education institutions
and NHS Trusts.
In jobs such as: Professor, PostDoctoral Researcher, senior member of
hospital optometry department, senior
position in industry and Lecturer.

Student numbers
Doctoral: 30

Degree

Mode

Start date

PhD in Vision Sciences

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

Clinical Optometry

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

DL

Eye Care Governance

PgCert

DL

March,
September

Glaucoma

PgCert

DL

Vision Sciences

MRes

DL

Continuing Education and
Continuing Professional Development

n/a

PT, DL

Commissioned Services

n/a

DL

Enhanced services accreditation and training in Wales

n/a

PT

Contact

Research Area
Visual Neuroscience
Structural Biophysics
Clinical Investigation and Vision Sciences

Taught Programme

We also offer a range of stand-alone modules.

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Prof. Jon Erichsen, Director of Postgraduate Research

+44 (0)29 2087 6163

VisionPGR@cardiff.ac.uk

Lucy Hampton, Laura Roach, Hazel Chudley

+44 (0)29 2087 6316

PGOptom@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes

Students are drawn from a wide variety
of scientific backgrounds, including
Psychology, Physics, Biology,
Biochemistry, Neuroscience and
Zoology, as well as Optometry.
We appreciate the importance of a
supportive and encouraging
environment for postgraduate students.
All research students have dedicated
computer and desk space in an office

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
First or upper second class UK
honours degree, master’s degree, or
equivalent is required. Students
whose first language is not English
will be expected to provide evidence
of their English speaking ability.
Clinical postgraduate students may
be required to have General Optical
Council (GOC) registration for some
projects and will need to be able to
pass a Disclosure and Barring Service
(DBS) check.

shared with other students. Regular
meetings with your PhD supervisory
team ensure that satisfactory progress
is maintained. The School provides a
diverse programme of transferable skills
training, which complements the
University Graduate College
programme. Part of the personal
development of postgraduate research
students includes the ability to present

research findings. To this end, each
postgraduate student is strongly
encouraged to attend at least one
major national/international conference,
in addition to availing of frequent
opportunities to present their work to
peers at School research group
meetings, the School seminar series
and the annual School research poster
competition.

Lab-based postgraduate students may
be required to have experience of the
relevant techniques.

You may also like to visit the research
pages on the School of Optometry
and Vision Sciences website, and to
contact academic members of staff
directly to discuss possible research
projects in areas of interest to you.
Applications can be submitted online.
See page 30 for details.

Note: International students pursuing
part-time programmes of study are not
eligible for Tier 4 General Student visas
and must have alternative leave to
remain in the UK if they intend to study
at the University in person.

Application Process:
For initial enquiries and advice about
admissions, please contact the
postgraduate research team.

Optometry and Vision Sciences

Research is co-ordinated through three research groups, providing a breadth of
research and enabling a truly multidisciplinary, collaborative approach to the
investigation of vision and visual disorders.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/optom 101

The facilities here are excellent, with a new building providing bespoke
research space. The School provides a supportive and encouraging
environment, where all staff members and fellow PhD students are
enthusiastic about research. There are many opportunities at a local and
international level to present your own research to the scientific community,
healthcare professionals and the public. During my time working in practice,
I realised the value and impact of research for patients and it is exciting to
know that my research will make a difference to the quality and efficacy of
eye care.

Tamsin Callaghan
PhD Vision Sciences

Taught Programmes
Our taught programmes have been developed specifically
with professionals in mind, providing an opportunity to
achieve higher qualifications that are meaningful in
everyday practice.
We are committed to provide an
outstanding teaching and learning
experience. All our teaching is informed
by research and many of the staff are
leading experts in their fields.

Wales Optometry
Postgraduate Education
Centre (WOPEC)
The Wales Optometry Postgraduate
Education Centre (WOPEC) is located
within the School of Optometry and
Vision Sciences at Cardiff University and

Clinical Optometry
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert/Non-degree)
This programme provides pathways for
eye care professionals studying single
modules and for those pursuing a
University award of Postgraduate
Certificate, Postgraduate Diploma or
MSc in Clinical Optometry. It is parttime, using an efficient combination of
convenient distance-learning and
hands-on skills training.
The wide portfolio of modules available
provide routes for pursuing specialist
interests and for continued professional
development. There are over 25
modules to choose from incorporating a
wide variety of subjects, including:
glaucoma, medical retina, acute eye
care, paediatric optometry, clinical
audit, clinical teaching, low vision, legal
aspects of UK optometry, diabetes, tear
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benefits from the involvement of
Cardiff’s internationally-renowned
academic staff.
WOPEC is the first postgraduate
education centre for optometry in the
world. We provide a dedicated facility
for eye care education and offer a wide
range of postgraduate taught courses
as well as short courses where clinical
relevance and learner involvement is
our goal. WOPEC is dedicated to
excellence in education for eye care
professionals.

film disorders and many more. Some of
the glaucoma, medical retina and low
vision courses are accredited for the
College of Optometrist’s Professional
Certificate and Higher Certificate.

Eye Care Governance
(PgCert)
The PgCert in Eye Care Governance is a
60-credit Level 7 qualification which
seeks to provide those involved in the
governing of eye care in the UK with a
professional qualification that is
currently not provided. This qualification
is aimed at those who work for the local
optical committees, and as optometric
advisers to Health Boards.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Programmes normally require an
honours degree in Optometry, or
equivalent.

English Language
Requirements:
Applicants whose first language is
not English must have an
appropriate IELTS score. The IELTS
score for each course is available
on our website.

Application Process:
Contact our admissions team in the
first instance. Then apply online
(see page 30).

Glaucoma
(PgCert)
Our distance learning Postgraduate
Certificate in Glaucoma has been
developed to allow students to enhance
their skill and knowledge in key areas
with the opportunity to obtain quality
postgraduate qualifications in a flexible
and supportive environment.

Vision Sciences
(MRes)
The Master of Research degree is
delivered through a combination of
online lectures, online journal clubs and
face-to-face workshops, as well as a
supervised research project. It is ideal
for people who want to develop and
conduct their own research or who
require research experience for their
current or prospective job.

Our campus is equipped with state-of-the-art equipment

WOPEC also provides short courses for
eye care professionals. These courses
provide practical and theoretical
training for optometrists and other eye
care professionals. Courses are run
throughout the year and involve
practical, hands-on training. We not
only provide these courses from our
base in Cardiff but use specialised
facilities all over the UK. Courses
include gonioscopy, refraction for
ophthalmologists and examination of
the optic disc in glaucoma.

We also run a one-week course for
overseas optometrists every September,
which is a residential course focusing
on practical techniques, with distance
learning beforehand.

Commissioned Services
We work with our partners at the Local
Optical Committee Support Unit
(LOCSU) throughout England and Wales
to deliver theory training to supplement
enhanced service pathways for
optometrists. These include: glaucoma,
cataract, low vision, Primary Eye Care
Assessment and Referral Service.
We also provide practical training for
the LOCSU service pathways as
required for healthcare commissioners
in England.

Enhanced services
accreditation and training in
Wales
WOPEC provide the training and
accreditation and clinical leadership for
enhanced services within Wales in
partnership with the Welsh
Government. In order to register to
provide these services in Wales,
optometrists should contact us or visit
our website. The services available are:
the Low Vision Service Wales and Eye
Health Examination Wales.

Since starting the programme my confidence as an optometrist has been
boosted and I now know I deliver a much higher standard of care to my
patients. Any questions that I have are answered promptly by the module
leader via email and a telephone conversation can be arranged if required.
I am now in the second semester and have changed from being an
occasional learner to the Postgraduate Certificate programme, as I found the
more modules I chose the more inspired I was to learn. The tutors are
experts in their fields and the variety of module choices makes me tempted
to complete the full MSc.

Anaeka Sodha
Clinical Optometry PgCert

Optometry and Vision Sciences

Continuing Education and
Continuing Professional
Development

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/optom 103

Pharmacy &
Pharmaceutical Studies
Your Study Experience
We are one of the top UK schools of
Pharmacy. The excellence of our
pharmaceutical science and
health-related research is recognised
internationally and spans the complete
continuum from basic to applied
translational science and clinical
practice. It involves a high level of
interdisciplinarity within the School,
across the University and through
worldwide scientific collaborations.
We offer a range of postgraduate taught
programmes for pharmacists,
biomedical scientists and healthcare
practitioners. They are orientated to
people working or seeking employment
in the clinical pharmacy or
pharmaceutical sciences sectors and
academia. Equipment and technical
support resource platforms are
organised within the disciplines. These
platforms facilitate interdisciplinary
research in-School and collaborative
research across the University, as well
as with other institutions and
commercial companies nationally and
internationally.
Specialist in-house facilities include:
highfield (500MHz) multinuclear NMR,
a Bruker Microtaf mass spectrometer
and extensive molecular modelling
hardware and software. The synthetic
laboratories are modern and each
researcher has an individual fumehood.
We have up-to-date imaging and
cytometry facilities, containment
laboratories and suites for prokaryote

Why study with us?
Q Excellent structured training
programme for postgraduate
researchers run by expert staff

Q Programme of weekly research
seminars with contributions from
renowned researchers
Q Postgraduate annual research
event
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We are one of the top UK schools of Pharmacy

and eukaryote investigations, polymer
chemistry equipment for synthesis and
characterisation, cell and molecular
biology resources, a dedicated ultra
centrifuge suite, advanced
chromatographic equipment, and a
GMP suite for clinical trial formulation
work. For postgraduate teaching, the
School enjoys recently rebuilt
accommodation including six
consultation rooms for pharmacy
practice-related activities.

Funding Your Study
Research Council, charities, industry,
School or University studentships.
Overseas students are usually funded
by their home government.

Your Future
90% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Boots UK, Cardiff
University, Norbrook Laboratories Ltd,
various retail pharmacies and NHS
Trusts, Velindre Cancer Centre and the
Victor Chang Cardiac Research
Institute.
In jobs such as: Clinical Operations
Manager, Clinical Oncology Pharmacist
Prescriber, Lead Clinical Research
Associate, NHS Pharmacist and
Research Scientist.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 UK Government Research
Excellence Framework, the School has
been ranked the joint top School of
Pharmacy in the country. The School
has thriving and internationally
acclaimed research teams. Research
areas include: medicinal chemistry and
drug design; drug action and targeting;
formulation science; infection control;
cancer chemotherapy; and medication
safety and economics

Academic staff: 40
(21 research active)

Student numbers
Doctoral: ca 51
Master’s: 208

Follow us
@cardiffpharmacy

Degree

Mode

Start date

MPhil, PhD in Pharmacy

FT, PT

October,
January,
April

Clinical Pharmacy

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

PT

September

Clinical Research

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

PT

Pharmacy Clinical Practice (Community and
Primary Care)

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

PT

Pharmacist Independent Prescribing

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

PT

Contact

Research Area
Drug Delivery and Microbiology
Medicinal Chemistry
Pharmacology and Physiology
Pharmacy Practice and Clinical Pharmacy

Taught Programme

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Mrs Wendy Davies

+44 (0)29 2087 6419

DaviesWP@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Karen Hodson

+44 (0)29 2087 5806

pgtphrmyadmissions@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
Our research encompasses all facets of pharmaceutical
science, with research output underpinned by expertise
residing in four disciplines:

Medicinal Chemistry includes the
design and synthesis of novel active
compounds as drug candidates.
Drug Delivery & Microbiology involves
the design, technological fabrication and
biological evaluation of advanced
systems for the optimal delivery of
drugs, investigations in anti-microbial
activity and infection control,
development of new antimicrobial
agents, microbial survival strategies and
pathogen detection.

Pharmacy Practice & Clinical
Pharmacy uses evidence-based
research to inform and influence the
practice of pharmacy and the
development of policy around medicine
approval, usage and resource allocation
and the development and enhancement
of undergraduate education.

PhD Pharmacy

MPhil/PhD: First or upper second
class UK Honours degree, or
equivalent.

Application Process:
Contact the School in the first
instance. Applications for all the
postgraduate programmes can be
submitted online. See page 30 for
details.

All our research students undertake
personal development planning
throughout their degree covering both
their specific and translational skills.

I am fully funded by Cancer Research Wales. My previous degree was on
a similar project to my current one. However, doing a PhD is completely
different from doing a master’s degree. A PhD student feels more mature to
undertake responsibilities and face challenges. Also, in this level of study a
student has an active role and sometimes is the one who runs the show.

Dionysia Lymperatou

Entry Requirements:

Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Studies

Pharmacology & Physiology
encompasses study of the physiology
and pathophysiology of disease
processes and understanding
mechanisms of drug action.

Application Information

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/phrmy 105

The School has a diverse research portfolio and range of research facilities

Taught Programmes
Clinical Pharmacy
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
To develop the knowledge, skills and
attitudes required by pharmacists to
contribute optimally to patient care, to
provide training in audit, service
improvement methodologies and
pharmacy practice research, to
encourage students to become
independent learners, to enhance
students’ communication skills and to
develop students' self-awareness of
their own aims, achievements and
limitations.

Clinical Research
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
The programme provides the
knowledge, expertise, problem-solving
and interpersonal skills applicable to
clinical research in therapeutic areas
relevant to drug development.
This facilitates the necessary
multidisciplinary teamwork when
bringing a chemical entity to the
market.
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Pharmacy Clinical Practice
(Community and Primary Care)
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
The course aims to provide educational
support to qualified practising
pharmacists who wish to enhance their
knowledge of therapeutics and improve
their medicines optimisation skills in
order to provide patient-centred care.

Pharmacist Independent
Prescribing
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
This 40-credit, discipline-based module
provides a specific course for
pharmacists wishing to qualify as
independent prescribers. The course
concentrates on developing
consultation and patient assessment
skills, with study days providing both
the theory and practical experience with
patients.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
First or second class UK honours
degree, or equivalent, in an
appropriate subject. Some
programmes may have additional
criteria.

Application Process:
Applications can be submitted
online. Please see page 30 for
details.
Applications for Pharmacist
Independent Prescribing are in
hardcopy.

Psychology
Your Study Experience
We are one of the largest psychology
departments in Britain, with
acknowledged excellence in research
and teaching. We pride ourselves on
offering a friendly and supportive
environment to learn about Psychology.
All individuals have the chance to
develop skills that will help advance their
career prospects both inside and outside
of Psychology. Our size has the benefit of
allowing us to offer research-led
teaching across most of the major areas
in psychology and students are active
participants in our current research
through projects, seminars, vacation
schemes and online blogs. Students on
professional placements benefit from
strong collaborative research and
teaching links with local hospitals,
forensic psychiatric services and prisons.
We have links to the private sector
(industry and business), and also to the
NHS and charities. We collaborate with
a number of industrial partners,
including pharmaceutical (Eli Lilly) and
neuromedical (Magstim and Dymed)
companies. We have worked alongside
the Alzheimer’s Society, EADS, and the
MOD. We are also involved in the
Haldane-Spearman consortium
(including collaboration with QinetiQ);

this group is the main supplier for the
Ministry of Defence's five-year
Programme called ‘Preparing People for
Operations’.
Our current research facilities include:
Q Over 1,100 square metres of
specialised laboratory space for
behavioural, psychophysical and
eye-tracking experiments
Q Behavioural neuroscience
laboratories for studies at the
molecular, cellular, neural and
genetic level

Q Specially designed laboratories for
testing children and patients with
neurological and psychiatric
disorders

Q State-of-the-art imaging facilities,
including a 3T GE scanner, MEG,
ERP, TMS and eye-tracking, all
housed within the Cardiff University
Brain Research Imaging Centre
adjacent to the main Psychology
building

We are also fortunate to have strong
collaborations within Cardiff
(Neuroscience and Mental Health
Research Institute and the Sustainable
Places Research Institute) and more
broadly in Wales (Wales Institute of
Cognitive Neuroscience).

Your Future
100% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Cardiff University,
city and county councils, Welsh
Government, various NHS Trusts and
higher education institutions.
In jobs such as: Behavioural Scientist,
Clinical Psychologist, Clinical Senior
Lecturer, Educational Psychologist,
Research Fellow.

Q Easy access to participants for
experiments (e.g., undergraduates
and community-based participants)
via in-house volunteer panels
We are one of the largest schools
of Psychology in the UK

Q Research in the specialist areas is
conducted in a large number of
purpose-built laboratories, and
this infrastructure is widely
considered to be amongst the
best of any UK school of
Psychology
Q The broad range of expertise
within the School allows us to
provide training in an unusually
wide range of methodological
techniques

Q A distinctive feature of the School
is that the integration which exists
across different disciplines
provides unique opportunities for
multidisciplinary research projects
Q The School is also active in
maintaining and developing
research centres and networks
that link our research with other
centres of excellence both within
Cardiff, and across the UK

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research was
ranked second in the UK for quality.
100% of our submitted research was
rated at least of international standard
with 92% classed as internationally
excellent or world-leading. Our research
in areas such as understanding
behaviour and the causes of psychiatric
and neurodegenerative disorders has
confirmed our position as a worldleading centre of excellence for
psychology, psychiatry and
neuroscience.

Academic staff: 48
Research staff: 50
(100% research active)

Student numbers
Doctoral: 88
Professional Doctoral: 71 FT , 33 PT
Master’s: 11
Diploma: 7

Follow us
facebook.com/PsychCardiff
@PsychCardiff
@CUBRICCardiff

Psychology

Why study with us?
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Degree

Mode of study

Start date Contact

Neuroscience
• Behavioural Neuroscience
• Cognitive Neuroscience
• Imaging Science

MPhil, PhD in Psychology

FT, PT

January,
April, July,
October

Cognitive Science
• Perception & Action
• Cognitive Psychology

MPhil, PhD in Psychology

FT, PT

Developmental & Health Psychology
• Developmental Science
• Health and Mental Health

MPhil, PhD in Psychology

FT, PT

Social & Environmental Psychology
• Social Psychology
• Risk & Environment

MPhil, PhD in Psychology

FT, PT

Clinical Psychology

DClinPsy

FT

September

Educational Psychology

DEdPsy

FT

September

Cognitive and Behavioural Therapies

PgDip, PgCert

PT

January

Neuroimaging Methods & Applications

MSc

FT

September

Psychology

Graduate Diploma

FT

Social Science Research Methods

MSc

FT

Research Area

Taught Programme

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Mrs L Strabel

+44 (0)29 2087 5381

Psych-PhD@cardiff.ac.uk

DClinPsy Admin

+44 (0)29 2087 0582

CAV_Psychology.Training@Wales.nhs.uk

DEdPsy Admin

+44 (0)29 2087 5393

dedpsyadmin@cardiff.ac.uk

Mr M Jones

+44 (0) 29 2087 0513

cbt-admin@cardiff.ac.uk

PGT Admissions Team

+44 (0)29 2087 0360

psych-masters@cardiff.ac.uk

Mrs C Southard

+44 (0)29 2087 5393

diplomaadmin@cardiff.ac.uk

Mrs G Robinson

+44 (0)29 2087 5178

SSRM@cardiff.ac.uk

The main factor in my decision to apply to Cardiff was the reputation and
standard of the researchers in my field. Cardiff University’s psychology
department is one of the best in the UK, and contains a number of experts
in the areas of research that I intended to pursue.
I was lucky to procure a School studentship for the funding of my studies,
and have not had to worry about finding additional funds.

Luke Montuori
PhD Psychology
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The Cardiff University Brain Research Imaging Centre is a University facility operated and supported by the School,
providing access to cutting-edge brain scanning technologies including MRI and fMRI, EEG and MEG, and TMS

Research Programmes
We undertake outstanding interdisciplinary scientific research under four
contemporary research themes:
Neuroscience
Cognitive Science
Social & Environmental Psychology
Developmental & Health Psychology

The four broad themes support nine
smaller research groups which aim to
understand the psychological and
biological foundations of animal and
human behaviour at both individual and
group levels. The research undertaken

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
MPhil/PhD: First or upper second
class UK honours degree, or
equivalent, in Psychology or a related
discipline.
Clinical Psychology (DClinPsy):
Candidates must be eligible for
Graduate Basis for Chartered
Membership (GBC) of the British
Psychological Society. A 2.1 honours
degree (or equivalent) in Psychology
or a 2.2 degree and further
postgraduate study in a field related
to Clinical Psychology is normally
required. Relevant experience of paid
or voluntary work in a clinical,
community or clinical-academic
setting with client groups

in the School ranges from synapse to
society, and includes normal behaviour
in development and adulthood, the
breakdown of cognition after stress,
trauma and in neurological and/or
genetic conditions, as well as key
psychological issues of broad
importance to society, such as
prejudice, reproductive health and
optimising performance at work.

All PhD positions in the School are
supervised by a research team and you
are encouraged to attend seminars and
present at the annual postgraduate
conference. You will be joining a vibrant
community of students who share office
space and socialise together.

and service settings directly relevant
to clinical psychology is also a
requirement. Eligibility to work in the
UK is essential.

writing component, and no less than
a score of 6.0 in other components.
Candidates may be advised that they
need additional tuition.

Educational Psychology (DEdPsy):
Candidates must be eligible for
Graduate Basis for Chartered
Membership (GBC) of the British
Psychological Society. Applicants must
also be able to demonstrate that they
have benefited from direct, relevant
and appropriate work with children and
young people (0-19) within
educational, childcare or community
settings.

Application Process:

English Language Requirements:
We look for the following standard:
IELTS minimum overall score of 6.5
with at least a score of 7.0 in the

MPhil/PhD/DEdPsy: Applications can
be submitted online. See page 30 for
details and individual course links.
Clinical Psychology (DClinPsy):
Applications are made via the
Clearing House for postgraduate
courses in Clinical Psychology, and
not to Cardif University directly.
Deadline for applications is normally
in early December.

Psychology

Q
Q
Q
Q
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Taught Programmes
Our programmes incorporate different mixtures of taught
modules, research and professional practice, and lead to
a variety of career options.
The broad range of expertise within the
School allows us to provide training in

an unusually wide range of
methodological techniques.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Please see individual course entries
online.

Application Process:
Contact the PGT Admissions Team
in the first instance. Then apply
online (see page 30).

Cognitive and Behavioural
Therapies
(PgDip/PgCert)
The Certificate and Diploma
programmes in Cognitive and
Behavioural Therapies (CBT) are
accredited by the BABCP at Level 1.
This means that they are of a high
quality but some further training and
practice would be needed for full
practitioner accreditation. The
programmes are intended for practising
mental health practitioners to develop
their CBT skills with anxiety disorders
and depression.

Neuroimaging Methods
& Applications
(MSc)
This programme aims to equip graduate
students from a wide range of
backgrounds with the methodological
tools to undertake neuroimaging

research at the highest level. Students
are taught by international experts in
both multimodal methods and
applications of these methods in
several domains. The programme is
therefore excellent preparation for
those students aiming to undertake a
PhD in neuroimaging.

Graduate Diploma in
Psychology
The course is designed to further the
education of graduates who did not
obtain a first degree in psychology
accredited by the British Psychological
Society (BPS). The diploma, together
with a first degree (that includes 60
credits in psychology covering core BPS
areas), is recognised for Graduate
Membership of the BPS. It also meets
the requirements of the new Graduate
Basis for Registration required for
further professional training in
psychology. For graduate students with

The great thing about this course is that it gives you full access to a range of
imaging techniques that are not widely available. Being in an environment
where ground-breaking research is being carried out is important to me as the
field of neuroimaging is evolving so quickly.
The CUBRIC team are leaders in their field but are so approachable if I ever
have any questions. They are also really supportive of my ideas. Enthusiasm
goes a long way here.

Catherine Foster
MSc Neuroimaging
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a minimum of a 2.2 in their first degree
and who have no formal background
training in psychology, we provide
access to three modules that together
provide 60 credits in psychology, which
have been designed specifically to
facilitate entry only to the School’s
Graduate Diploma in Psychology.

Social Science Research
Methods
(MSc)
The School of Psychology offers a
Psychology Pathway. See also page 77
for further details of the University’s
Social Sciences Research Methods
programme.

Acoustic emissions testing can detect damage and fatigue in aircraft components on a microscopic scale. This work is
being carried out in the School of Engineering’s Structural Performance Laboratory, under the supervision of Dr Rhys
Pullin, and is just one part of Cardiff University’s interdisciplinary approach to aerospace, security and defence.

Physical Sciences & Engineering

Physical Sciences &
Engineering
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Architecture
Your Study Experience
The Welsh School of Architecture has a
passion for creating a built environment
that will enhance people’s lives without
destroying the planet for future
generations. We want our graduates to
design and make beautiful buildings
that respond to changing technological,
social, cultural, economic and
professional contexts. The
distinctiveness of the School lies in its
tradition of combining creativity with a
focus on making, on its research
porfolio and on the calibre of its staff.
We are based in the Bute Building in
Cardiff’s Civic Centre. The School
houses many facilities including a
media laboratory, a workshop, an
environmental laboratory with a sky
dome, computer modelling and
meteorological station, and the digital
fabrication laboratory. The Architecture
Library is also located within the Bute
Building. We have established a
number of research centres including
the Low Carbon Research Institute
(LCRI), the BRE Centre for Sustainable
Design of the Built Environment
(SuDoBE), the Centre for Research in
the Built Environment (CRiBE), the
Design Research Unit (DRUw) and
Practice Research and Advancement in
South Asian Design and Architecture
(PRASADA).

Funding your Study

Your Future

In the past, studentships have been
available through funding from the
AHRC, EPSRC and BRE.

79% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.

Why study with us?

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, 91% of our submitted
research was rated at least of
international standard with 75% of it
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. We have a global
reputation for innovative research. The
strength and depth of our expertise
includes low carbon environments,
sustainable design, the cultural context
of architecture and the influence of
designed environments on quality
of life.

Academic staff: 27
Research staff: 20

Q On-site Architecture Library
Q Environmental Laboratory,
including artificial sky and
heliodon

Q Centre for Research in the Built
Environment
Q Low Carbon Research Institute

Q BRE Centre for Sustainable
Design in the Built Environment
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We are based in the Bute Building
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Employers include: Scott Brownrigg,
Cardiff University, Davies, Llewellyn and
Jones.
In jobs such as: Architect, Engineering
Consultant, Assistant Professor and
Design Technician.

Student numbers
Doctoral: 80
Research Master’s: 2
Taught Master’s: 61

Follow us
@WSofArchi

Degree

Mode of study

Start date

MPhil, PhD
in Architecture

FT, PT

October,
April

September

Contact

Research Area
Architectural Science
Architectural History & Theory
Architectural Design & Practice

Taught Programme
Master of Architecture

MArch

2 years FT

Architecture: Professional Studies

MA, PgDip

FT, PT

Urban Design

MA

FT

Theory and Practice of Sustainable Design

MSc

FT, PT

Environmental Design of Buildings

MSc

FT, PT, DL

Sustainable Mega-Buildings

MSc

FT, PT

Sustainable Building Conservation

MSc, PgDip, PgCert

FT, PT
FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Katrina Lewis

+44 (0)29 2087 6251

LewisK2@cardiff.ac.uk

Christine Heywood

+44 (0)29 2087 9332

HeywoodC@cardiff.ac.uk

Anwen Cook

+44 (0)29 2087 5963

CookA4@cardiff.ac.uk

Alain Chiaradia

+44 (0)29 2087 4640

ChiaradiaAJ@cardiff.ac.uk

Susan Morgans

+44 (0)29 2087 0922

MorgansS@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
Our research specialisms include:
Energy and environmental performance
of buildings and systems, sustainability
at an urban scale, resource use and
management, the city, landscape and
environment, cultures, histories and
ideas, visual cultures, practice and
pedagogy, building design, materials,
project management, building law, digital
design techniques and architectural
education.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
An upper second class honours
degree.

Application Process:
Applicants may contact the School
to discuss their research proposal
before applying if they wish.
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Apart from my passion for research, I decided to undertake the degree due to
the career flexibility options it provides. While undergoing the process of applying
for a PhD, the wonderful help and advice from my potential supervisor further
encouraged me to study here. I am glad I came here because the experience
has been wonderful (though not without its challenges!) The highlight of my
experience as a research student was being selected (with seven others) to
represent the University at a competition (YES Engineering). I came here with a
lot of expectations; I haven’t been disappointed.

Feyikemi Akinwolemiwa
PhD Architecture

Architecture

We have a programme of regular
research seminars, involving staff and
PhD students, and an annual Research
Student Conference. There are also
themed workshops on topics such as
modelling or temple architecture.
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Taught Programmes
We offer a suite of master’s programmes which, in their
different ways, all address the impact that the built
environment has on the sustainability of our planet and
its inhabitants.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:

We are addressing practitioners who
have involvement in the design,
production or management of the built
environment.

The MSc degree programmes draw on
established and widely recognised
research and practice strengths
possessed by the School.

For the MSc programmes, a good
first degree (upper second class or
equivalent) in an appropriate
subject area (including Architecture,
Urban Planning, Sciences, or
Engineering) is required. Work
experience in a relevant discipline
can be taken into account however,
particularly for mature students.

Theory and Practice of
Sustainable Design

Sustainable Mega-Buildings

Application Deadline:

(MSc)

This programme focuses on principles
of sustainable planning, design and
performance of large-scale and highrise buildings, and as the first MSc of
its kind in the UK, provides graduates
with excellent career opportunities.
The programme involves renowned
architects and practitioners from
leading practices in the UK and abroad
to enrich your learning experience.

This programme prepares professionals
to initiate and facilitate sustainable
change in the built environment. It
provides an array of practical tools for
implementation and guides you in
applying your knowledge through live
projects.

Environmental Design of
Buildings
(MSc)
This programme provides the skills and
knowledge required by building design
teams to create comfortable physical
environments in and around buildings
that are healthy, sustainable and
energy-conscious.

(MSc)

Sustainable Building
Conservation
(MSc/PgDip/PgCert)
The Royal Institute of British Architects
(RIBA)-approved and Institute of
Historic Building Conservation (IHBC)accredited course aims to be unique
amongst schools in Britain in two ways.
Firstly, the teaching offers a design-

Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

based iterative element, thereby testing
the formulation of informed decisions.
Secondly, it places emphasis on the
role of sustainability within the historic
context at both technical and strategic
levels. By using our established
expertise as a research locus for
sustainable design, it addresses these
concerns which have been identified
internationally by the International
Council on Monuments & Sites UK
(ICOMOS) as the critical future direction
of conservation education.

Master of Architecture
(MArch)
This is a two-year programme that
takes graduates to an advanced level of
architectural design. It satisfies Part 2
of the UK professional qualification for
architects, and is approved by the RIBA
and the Architects Registration Board
(ARB). It uniquely consists of a year of
Education in Practice, followed by a
year spent full-time in the School.

Architecture: Professional
Studies
(MA/PgDip)
This course is suitable for architecture
graduates with a RIBA/ARB Part 2
qualification or an EU Directive listed
qualification. Other graduates and
qualified architects are welcome to take
individual modules.

Urban Design
(MA)
Offered jointly with the School of
Planning and Geography. For details,
including contact information, see entry
on page 70.
Architectural design tutorial
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Chemistry
Your Study Experience
The School of Chemistry undertakes
cutting-edge research in a diverse
range of areas. Each of our members of
academic staff is responsible for a
research group, each with an individual
focus. As a research student, you will
have the opportunity to contribute to
our research portfolio, undertaking a
unique project that contributes to the
chemistry knowledge base. We have
the infrastructure to support all areas of
your research degree, including
excellent facilities and conferences or
seminars that help you to get the most
from your research. It is expected that
students will publish their research
results in internationally renowned,
peer-reviewed scientific journals.

All courses include key skills covering
areas such as writing scientific papers,
practical chemistry demonstration. All
programmes can contribute to gaining
Professional Chartered (CChem) status
by the Royal Society of Chemistry.
Our industrial and professional links
include the EPSRC, Johnson Matthey,
Jaguar-Land Rover, Exxon Mobil,
Scania, SASOL, Sabic and Invista.

Why study with us?
Q We offer two MSc courses that
provide a focused transition from
an undergraduate degree in
Chemistry or related subject to
postgraduate research

Q With research being undertaken in
a range of diverse areas, PhD
programmes are on offer to suit
most chemists’ interests
Q We host the Cardiff Catalysis
Institute, which is a world leader
in the development of catalysts

School of Chemistry

Funding Your Study

Your Future

We offer a number of bursaries each
year.

91% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.

We also welcome applicants who have
secured funding from external
sponsors.

Employers include: Cardiff University,
Johnson Matthey and Trinity College
Dublin.
In jobs such as: Analytical Chemist,
Product Development Manager and
Senior Technologist.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research was
ranked ninth in the UK for quality.
Overall, 97% of our submitted research
was rated as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our research expertise,
state-of-the-art facilities and strategic
partnerships are enabling us to tackle
the important scientific challenges of
the 21st century.

Academic staff: 43
(41 research active)

Student numbers
Doctoral: 100
Master’s: 30

Follow us
facebook.com/Cardiff-UniversitySchool-of-Chemistry
@CU_Chemistry
www.youtube.com/user/
CardiffChemistry

Chemistry

We are equipped with state-of-the-art
facilities for learning and researching
cutting-edge chemistry. These include
analytical instrumentation (e.g. highfield NMR, mass spec, X-ray) as well as
specialist equipment that enables us to
undertake a range of research.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/chemy 115

Degree

Mode of study

Start date Contact

MPhil, PhD in Chemistry

FT

October,
January,
April, July

MSc

FT, PT

September

Research Area
Solid State Materials
Theoretical and Computational Chemistry
Organic Synthesis
Physical Organic Chemistry
Catalysis in the Cardiff Catalysis Institute
Chemical Biology
Inorganic Chemistry

Taught Programme
Catalysis
Chemical Biology
FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Dr Ben Ward

+44 (0)29 2087 0740

PGR-Admissions@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Thomas Tatchell

+44 (0)29 2087 0759

chemistry@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
Our research is grouped into five distinct cognate
themes: Advanced Spectroscopy & Dynamics, Biological
Chemistry, Catalysis & Interfacial Science, Materials &
Energy and Molecular Synthesis.
There are many active areas of research
collaboration between staff within these
groups, as well as active collaborations
between members of the School of
Chemistry and other Schools in Cardiff
(particularly Pharmacy, Biosciences,
Physics, Medicine and Engineering).

All students are invited to our weekly
Royal Society of Chemistry research
seminars, the annual Cardiff Chemistry
conference and weekly group meetings.
Workshops are held throughout the year
for all postgraduate students, covering
aspects such as spectroscopy, writing
research proposals, getting published in
scientific journals and improving
employability skills.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
First or second class UK honours
degree, or equivalent in Chemistry
or a related subject.

Application Process:
Applications for all the postgraduate
programmes can now be submitted
online. See page 30 for details.
Informal enquiries (e.g. to discuss
the project or funding options) can
be made to individual members of
academic staff or to the
postgraduate office prior to
completing the application form.

My project, in the field of environmental catalysis, combines material synthesis
and characterisation for exhaust after-treatment. The University offers
many useful courses and workshops to help with your postgraduate experience
and to improve your English if it is not your first language. I am from Spain and
have found the support at Cardiff invaluable in developing personally and
professionally. Cardiff is a nice city for students, is easy to live in and
somewhere you can have a great day out enjoying a park or the Bay.
Sara Vieitez Calo
PhD Chemisty
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Students synthesising novel compounds for the investigation of DNA binding

Taught Programmes

Whether you are an emerging
researcher or plan a future in one of
these subjects, we can provide the
fundamental understanding and handson experience necessary for work in
these exciting and rapidly developing
fields. The MSc programmes are taught
by expert scientists in the School of
Chemistry using world-class research
and teaching facilities. Investing in
postgraduate study with a world-leading
university provides the opportunity to

meet the current global challenges of
rapidly changing chemical processes.
Catalysis, producing new materials,
understanding the chemical processes
at a biological level and developing
greener chemicals are all areas in
which you can develop your knowledge.
You will be able to make a valuable
contribution to improve the
understanding of challenges and
problems currently faced in the field of
chemistry.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
First or second class UK honours
degree, or equivalent.

Application Process:
Students can apply online - see
page 30 for details.

Application Deadline:
August each year.

Catalysis

Chemical Biology

(MSc)

(MSc)

Delivered from the Cardiff Catalysis Institute (CCI) this course
covers the three strands of Heterogeneous, Homogeneous
and Biological Catalysis, giving students an appreciation of all
aspects of catalysis.

This innovative programme of study explores the nature of
chemical processes in biological pathways. Students explore
how chemistry can be applied to advance the molecular
understanding of biology and how biological systems can be
engineered to perform new chemistry.

Chemistry

The aim of our taught programmes is to produce a new
generation of researchers that can develop and apply
cutting-edge techniques to fundamental questions in
these differing areas of chemistry.
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Computer Science &
Informatics
Your Study Experience
We aim to educate and inspire the next
generation of national and international
leaders in the discipline. We are proud
to cater for a diversity of interests,
backgrounds and aspirations for
graduates from the UK and overseas.
We are one of the UK’s leading
teaching and research institutions and
have a long-standing, strong and
dynamic research culture. Our
multidisciplinary research shapes our
degree programmes, making them
relevant to today’s employers and well
placed to take advantage of tomorrow’s
developments. In the most recent UK
Teaching and Quality Assessment
exercise, our teaching was awarded the
highest rating. Our facilities include
dedicated teaching and research
laboratories to support our interests in
security and privacy, social computing,
data science, human factors,
technology and visual computing.
We also make use of specialised
servers and clusters for cloud and high
performance computing. We have five
dedicated multiplatform teaching
laboratories, modern teaching and
seminar rooms and a state-of-the-art
Library & Resource Centre. The majority
of our labs are accessible 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. You may
register your own network-capable
devices to take advantage of the
pervasive WiFi service that covers the
campus.

Why study with us?
Q An international reputation for
research excellence
Q Modern, well-resourced,
multiplatform laboratories

Q Dedicated onsite and online
research library facilities

Q Recently updated taught MSc
portfolio offering both specialist
and conversion programmes

We have a thriving postgraduate community within the School thanks to
our cutting-edge portfolio of taught and research degrees

Your Future
87% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Cardiff University,
True Clarity and various higher
education institutions worldwide.

In jobs such as: Lecturer, Research
Scientist, Software Developer, Software
Programmer and Bioinformatician.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, 99% of our submitted
research was rated at least of
international standard with 79%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our research is making
an impact in fields as diverse as
biodiversity and design and
manufacturing.

Academic staff: 36
(28 research active)

Q Valuable option of taking a
salaried professional placement
with some taught master’s
degrees

Student numbers
Doctoral: 61
Master’s: 78

Follow us
facebook.com/csicardiff
@csicardiff

in
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Cardiff-School-ComputerScience-Informatics

Degree

Mode

Start date

MPhil, PhD in Computer
Science and Informatics

FT, PT

October,
January,
April,
July*

Computer Science

MRes

FT

September

Information Systems

MRes

FT

September

Contact

Research Area
Complex Systems
Data & Knowledge Engineering
Visual Computing

*(MPhil only)

Taught Programme
Advanced Computer Science

FT, PT

MSc

Advanced Computer Science with placement

FT

Computing

FT, PT

Computing with placement

FT, PT

Computing & IT Management

FT, PT

Computing & IT Management with placement

FT, PT

Information Security & Privacy

FT, PT

Computational Journalism

FT

September

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Helen Williams

+44 (0)29 2087 5568

williamshm5@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Leigh Hodge

+44 (0)29 2087 9342

computing-pg@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Martin Chorley

+44 (0)29 2087 4767

m.j.chorley@cs.cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes

Our multidisciplinary research continues
to have a positive impact in areas as
diverse as healthcare, security, social
computing, manufacturing and the
environment. We offer you the
opportunity to work alongside our
research staff who are leaders in their
areas of expertise and who publish
widely, edit and review for international
journals, act as external examiners both
within the UK and internationally, provide
consultancy and secure research
funding.

Our research is organised into research
groups which reflect our areas of
expertise. The groups provide a home
for researchers, allowing them to
exchange ideas, get support and often
collaborate on projects. All our
postgraduate research students are
expected to participate in their group,
for example, by giving presentations on
their own research, or giving feedback to
fellow students and other group
members. Over the course of your
studies, you will normally publish a
number of papers that will help you work
towards your thesis.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
MPhil/PhD: Applicants will normally
possess a good (2:1 or above)
honours degree or a master’s
degree with distinction in the
research dissertation, in Computer
Science, Computing or a cognate
subject.
MRes: Applicants will normally
possess a good (2:1 or above)
honours degree in Computer
Science, Computing or a cognate
subject.

Application Process:
Contact the School in the first
instance. Applications for most
postgraduate programmes can now
be submitted online. See page 30
for details.

Computer Science & Informatics

We have a long-standing, strong and dynamic research
culture which underpins our international reputation for
world-class research in the areas of data science and
visual computing.
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We offer outstanding facilities including specialised research spaces and multi-platform teaching laboratories

Taught Programmes
We have a long-established reputation for providing
challenging and industrially-relevant MSc programmes.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:

Our degrees are updated regularly to
ensure their content is contemporary
with advances in the subject and are
relevant to employers. We place
emphasis on research-led teaching
(through specialist modules and
programmes) and employability. The
design of our postgraduate taught
course portfolio has been influenced by
feedback from alumni, industrial
partners and academic experts. Many
of our degrees are also professionally
accredited by the BCS, the Chartered
Institute for IT.

Advanced Computer Science
(MSc)
Designed for computing graduates who
wish to differentiate themselves through
an advanced mastery of the discipline,
this flagship programme offers exposure
to state-of-the-art topics that are
driving key technological developments
and trends.
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Our degrees are designed to allow you
to select the option that best fits your
interests and career aspirations. We
offer conversion master’s, which
provide the opportunity to transfer to a
career in computing, whilst more
specialist master’s provide graduates of
computing with the opportunity to
enhance their knowledge, skills and
understanding, through modules taught
by research experts in a given area.

Advanced Computer Science
with placement
(MSc)
This programme enhances the
Advanced Computer Science
programme by offering the opportunity
to enhance your CV further by applying
for a paid 7-10 month professional
work placement.

Physical Sciences & Engineering

MSc Advanced Computer Science:
Applicants will normally possess a
good honours degree in Computer
Science, Computing or a cognate
subject.
MSc Information Security &
Privacy: Applicants will normally
possess a good honours degree in
Computer Science, Computing or a
cognate subject. Graduates of other
disciplines will demonstrate
awareness of the broad scope of
information systems and their
context.
MSc Computing and MSc
Computing & IT Management:
Applicants will normally possess a
good honours degree in a subject
other than Computing/IT. Nongraduates with relevant work
experience will also be considered.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Our new Forensics and Cyber Security Lab (aka the ‘sandpit’) in which students have the opportunity to gain
external accreditation for use of market leading forensic software

(MSc)
Designed for graduates who want to
move into computing from another
discipline. The MSc Computing
programme supports the technical
abilities needed to develop effective
software and systems. The world’s
dependency on complex IT means that
the skills you will learn on this course
are highly valuable.

Computing with placement
(MSc)
This programme enhances the
Computing programme by offering the
opportunity to develop your CV further
by applying for a paid 7-10 month
professional work placement.

Computing & IT Management
(MSc)
Designed for graduates who want to
move into computing from another
discipline, this one-year programme
provides you with a broad technical
knowledge and a sound business
context for managing IT systems. These

are required to meet fundamental IT
sector needs such as designing major
projects or enhancing business strategy,
and are essential for those with
aspirations of a management role in
the IT sector.

This programme addresses the key
security issues that are faced by global
communications and information
systems. The programme provides a
mix of business context with core
security, trust and privacy issues that
challenge the IT sector.

Computing & IT Management
with placement

Computational Journalism

(MSc)

(MSc)

This programme enhances the
Computing & IT Management
programme by offering the opportunity
to develop your CV further by applying
for a paid 7-10 month professional
work placement.

A joint honours degree with our School
of Journalism, Media and Cultural
Studies. This MSc develops knowledge
and skills through research-informed
learning in digital journalism, data
science, computer coding and digital
development.

Information Security & Privacy
(MSc)
Appropriate security measures are an
essential part of any modern enterprise.
A detailed understanding of the key
threats and the essential techniques for
ensuring security, privacy and trust are
fundamental requirements for
successful information systems.
Professionals in this field are wellplaced for a wide variety of employment
opportunities.

Cardiff University is one the few places addressing the topic of information
security and privacy as a master’s programme. It gives us the opportunity to
interact with guest lecturers from the industry, understand various risks and
propose countermeasures to prevent information getting into the wrong
hands. The modules the course offered will give me a platform
to lay a sound foundation in security techniques and will help
me grow in my career path as a security consultant.

Amir Javed
MSc Information Security & Privacy

Computer Science & Informatics

Computing
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Earth & Ocean Sciences
Your Study Experience
We provide a vibrant research
environment as highlighted by over
£12m worth of current live research
grants. We offer a rich and rewarding
student experience and provide a
friendly, stimulating environment. Our
researchers are addressing some of the
most significant research themes in
Earth Science, including global change,
biosphere-hydrosphere-geosphere
interactions, environmental science,
natural resource exploration and the
evolution of the Earth and its biosphere.
We have a long history of international
and national collaboration with industry
and academic institutions. Historically,
we have been heavily involved with the
Ocean Drilling Programme, European
collaborations such as the Permafrost
and Climate Europe Project and Welsh
enterprises such as the Climate Change
Consortium for Wales. We also have
ongoing collaborations with a number
of industrial partners such as BHP
Billton, British Gas, Shell and other
companies.

Marine Geology fieldwork

Our research is underpinned by stateof-the-art research facilities including
analytical, geochemical, petrological,
geotechnical, geomicrobiological and
palaeoceanographic laboratories
housing mass spectrometers for stable
isotope analysis, solution and laser high
resolution ICP-MS, ICP-OES, analytical

Why study with us?

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

Cardiff School of Earth & Ocean
Sciences is the only such school in
Wales and has a large worldclass
research programme in Earth Science.
In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, 99% of our submitted
research was rated at least of
international standard with 84%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our research in earth
systems and environmental sciences is
addressing some of the most significant
challenges in world science, including
global change, landscape and
environmental dynamics, natural
resource exploitation and the long-term
future of the Earth.

Academic staff: 37

Q We are committed to achieving
the highest standards in research
and education and to providing a
rich and varied research-led
environment

Q Our dynamic, world-class research
programme has produced highquality PhD students who have
made significant contributions to
academia, industry and political
fields
Q Our six research groups provide a
varied and interesting research
experience

Q Our vocationally focused MSc
programme has strong industry
links including placements
Q The School is the only Earth
Science school in Wales
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Your Future

and environmental SEMs,
chromatographs (ion, gas & liquid), XRD
and advanced grain size analysers. We
have an excellent high-end
computational infrastructure through
the University’s Advanced Research
Computing facilities, which also host
the Welsh e-Science Centre (WeSC).
We also have our own dedicated
research vessel, Guiding Light, which is
equipped with high resolution
multibeam and sonar, multi corer,
doppler current meter and high
resolution seismic acquisition and
sediment coring capability.

Physical Sciences & Engineering

95% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Geotechnology Ltd,
Natural Resources Wales, Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, Parson Brinckerhoff,
WSP Environment and Energy.
In jobs such as: Conservation Officer,
Environment Consultant,
Geodynamicist, Geologist, Research
Fellow.

Student numbers
Doctoral: 50
Master’s: 14

Follow us
@CU_EARTH

Degree

Mode

Start date Contact

Research Area
Climate and Life
Environmental Science and Policy

MPhil, PhD in Earth
Sciences

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July,

MSc

FT

September

Solid Earth Processes

Taught Programme
Applied Environmental Geology

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Dr Andrew Kerr, PhD Admissions Tutor

+44 (0)29 2087 4578

earth-pg@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Tim Jones, MSc Admissions Tutor

+44 (0)29 2087 4830

jonestp@cardiff.ac.uk

Geochem Lab

Research Programmes

In these themes there are six research
groups, each producing high quality
research environments that include:
Palaeoclimate and Climate Systems,
Palaeobiology, Geomicrobiology, Earth
Surface Processes, Magmatism and
Metallogenesis, Computational
Geodynamics and 3D Seismics.

In line with our high-quality research,
we provide an active research
environment. Outside of the day-to-day
opportunities to use high-quality
research equipment and work with
world experts, our students participate
actively in the School. You will present
your research at the end of the first
year, then regularly after that in both
research group and School meetings.
You will also participate in 12 days of
training per year; these days include
demonstrating and teaching in the field

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
First or upper second class honours
degree or equivalent

Application Process:
Contact the School in the first
instance. Applications for most
postgraduate programmes can now
be submitted online. See page 30
for details.

and laboratories, learning skills in
mathematics and physics, and other
essential skills.

I completed my undergraduate degree at Cardiff and decided to further my
studies with a PhD that built on research experience gained during
undergraduate project work. I have thoroughly enjoyed my time here due to
the diverse range of research interests, excellent facilities and supportive
atmosphere.

Miriam Olivier
PhD Earth Sciences

Earth & Ocean Sciences

Research in the School is organised into three research
themes: Climate and Life, Solid Earth Processes, and
Environmental Science and Policy.
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MSc field work

Taught Programmes
Our MSc in Applied Environmental Geology is focused on
providing geoscience BSc graduates with the further
master’s level vocational skills required for a career with
geo-engineering/geoenvironmental consultancies,
regulatory authorities and government agencies.
The initial seven-month Stage I taught
course component includes significant
contributions from industrial
collaborators. For the five-month Stage

II dissertation component we endeavour
wherever possible to offer students a
project placement with a sponsoring
company in the UK or overseas.

Applied Environmental
Geology

skills base. Teaching incorporates the
relevant British Standards, Euro codes,
and current environmental legislation
and guidelines. The MSc degree is
accredited by the Geological Society
London and counts as credits toward
the professional Chartered Geologist
C.Geol qualification. By the end of
Stage II, our master’s graduates enjoy

(MSc)
This programme provides expertise and
skills for a career as an environmental
or geotechnical consultant,
contaminated land assessor and
remediation specialist, providing a wide
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Application Information
Entry Requirements:
First or second class UK honours
degree or equivalent.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

excellent employment prospects. In
2012/13 and 2013/14, over 95% of
students had secured relevant
professional employment on completion
of their MSc degree.

Engineering
Your Study Experience
We are an integrated School,
recognised as one of the bestresourced Engineering schools in the
UK in terms of facilities, research and
teaching. Interdisciplinary research and
teaching are a key feature of the
School, and we offer many courses
across a wide range of disciplines, all of
which are accredited by the relevant
professional engineering institutions.

The combination of excellent research
credentials and close ties with global
engineering firms has drawn more than
450 students from around the world to
embark upon a postgraduate degree
programme with us. The School is one
of the UK’s leading centres for
postgraduate study in engineering.
As a partner in the Engineering
Doctorate Centre in Steel Technology,
the School also supports candidates for
the Engineering Doctorate (EngD)
award.

Why study with us?
Q You will have a chance to work
alongside industry-linked
internationally renowned
researchers
Q We offer world-class teaching
and research facilities

Q Excellent employment and career
prospects for graduates

Q We have been judged the best in
the UK for high impact research
(2014 Research Excellence
Framework)

Sample testing in the Heavy Structures laboratory

The School's Centre for Doctoral
Training provides all research students
with the opportunity to undertake a
wide range of training courses and a
supportive environment in which to
study.

Funding Your Study
A range of funding opportunities for
postgraduate studies is usually
available.

Your Future
93% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Arup, Balfour
Beatty, Jacobs Engineering Ltd,
National Grid, Siemens Plc and Tata
Steel.
In jobs such as: Civil Engineer,
Consultant, Design Engineer, Hydraulic
Modelling Technician and Technology
Development Engineer.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research in Civil
Engineering was ranked first in the UK
for quality and our General Engineering
research (incorporating our other
engineering disciplines) was ranked
seventh. Overall, 97% of our submitted
research was rated as internationally
excellent or world-leading. Our worldleading engineers are applying their
research to meet industrial and societal
needs and they have a strong
reputation for excellence, innovation
and deep-rooted international links
with industry.

Academic staff: 97

Student numbers
Doctoral: 300
Master’s: 115

Follow us
facebook.com/
cardiffschoolofengineering
@cdf_engineering
cardiffengineering

Engineering

We are renowned for our up-to-date
teaching and research facilities, in
addition to our strong links with
industry. As well as working closely with
industry in collaborative research, many
of the academic staff have spent time
employed in industry. Our graduates are
sought after by many major global
employers such as Halcrow, Atkins,
Laing O’Rourke, RWE npower, BP, Rolls
Royce, National Grid, General
Dynamics, Tata Steel, Mott MacDonald,
Ford, Arup, AT&T, Nokia, Hewlett
Packard, Bosch and Daimler Benz.
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Degree

Mode of study

Start date Contact

MPhil, PhD in Engineering

FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July,

MSc

FT, PT

September

Research Area
Energy, Environment and Sustainability
Health, Technology and the Digital World
Mechanics, Materials and Advanced Manufacturing

Taught Programme
Civil Engineering
Wireless and Microwave Communication Engineering

FT

Civil and Water Engineering

FT, PT

Civil and Geoenvironmental Engineering

FT, PT

Structural Engineering

FT, PT

Sustainable Energy and Environment

FT, PT

Communication Technology and Entrepreneurship

FT

Electrical Energy Systems

FT

Advanced Mechanical Engineering

FT

Professional Engineering

PT

Orthopaedic Engineering

PT

Manufacturing Engineering, Innovation
and Management

FT
FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

The Admissions Office

+44 (0)29 2087 4642

engineering-pgr@cardiff.ac.uk

The Admissions Office

+44 (0) 29 2087 4975

engineering-pg@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
Research within the School takes place within three
multidisciplinary research themes which provide a
strong framework to sustain our dynamic, leading-edge
research culture.
Within these themes a number of
research groups work across the three
engineering disciplines of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering and Civil Engineering on
major research areas such as
Aerospace, Energy, Environment, Health,
Communication, Security and Materials.
We approach research as a collaborative
and innovative enterprise involving
industrial partners, research
organisations and other universities.
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We have our own Centre for Doctoral
Training and a programme of
professional training courses specifically
designed for postgraduate students in
topics such as research, management
and communication skills, to ensure that
our graduates are highly valued in the
job market. The School also organises a
number of research workshops and
conferences where researchers are able
to present their work to their peers and
to academic staff, and PhD students are
encouraged to attend national and
international conferences and seminars
to present their work.

Physical Sciences & Engineering

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Minimum entry requirement for
research degree study is a
postgraduate qualification in
engineering or other appropriate
discipline at UK 2:1 or equivalent
from a recognised higher education
institution.

Application Process:
Applications for most postgraduate
programmes can now be submitted
online. See page 30 for details.
Please contact our Research Office
for further information.

Taught Programmes
We provide MSc programmes that span a wide range of
fields and are designed to meet the needs of our students.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:

We conduct international research of
the highest calibre and much of the
research income earned by the School

Civil Engineering
(MSc)
This programme offers knowledge and
expertise for a career as a global
consulting civil engineer across the
broad spectrum of the professional
discipline.

Wireless and Microwave
Communication Engineering
(MSc)
This course provides advanced level
knowledge and skills in wireless and
microwave communication engineering,
and develops related skills, enhancing
engineering competency.

Civil and Water Engineering
(MSc)
This course offers knowledge and
expertise for a career as a global
consulting water engineer by
introducing you to hydroinformatics,
computational hydraulics and
environmental hydraulics, including
water quality indicators and sediment
transport processes in coastal,
estuarine and inland waters.

is reinvested to provide top-class
laboratory and teaching facilities.
Our lecturing staff have considerable
experience of working on a wide range
of practical engineering projects and
most of them have industrial
experience. We place great importance
on industrial involvement, and most of
our postgraduate courses have been
designed in collaboration with industry.

In general, a first or 2:1 in an
engineering degree or in a relevant
degree, however, entry requirements
may vary for each specific MSc
programme.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Civil and Geoenvironmental
Engineering
(MSc)
This course will prepare you for a career
as a consulting geoenvironmental
engineer within a multidisciplinary
professional team by providing
specialist postgraduate professional
development in this emerging
discipline, encompassing areas
traditionally within civil engineering,
earth sciences and biology.

Structural Engineering
(MSc)
This course is designed to provide
advanced technical and professional
development across the areas of steel,
concrete and timber design, structural
dynamics and structural mechanics.

Sustainable Energy and
Environment
(MSc)
This programme is designed to offer
knowledge and expertise in relation to
sustainable energy and the
environmental impact of energy

Analysing the effectiveness of
protective sports wear

systems. In several areas of the field
there is a predicted shortage of
appropriately skilled engineers, and
hence a demand for graduates from
this type of course.

The Gas Turbine Research Centre (GTRC) at Cardiff University was an immediate
draw, both because of its unique, world-class facilities and its applied research
goals. I chose Cardiff University because of the opportunity to work in an inspired
research environment with people who care not only about the quality of the
work they are doing but its greater impact. The level of support, from
supervisors, administrators, staff and other students, fosters a positive learning
environment and encourages research students to step out of their comfort
zones, embrace their abilities and be impactful with their work.

Jon Runyon
PhD Engineering

Engineering

Our programmes have been designed
with industry and business in mind, and
many are available on a part-time
basis. A number of them can be taken
on a distance-learning basis, where the
student is required to attend only at
specified weekends, which does not
interrupt their day-to-day employment.
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Conducting research on the Severn Barrage model in the Hydraulics Laboratory

Communication Technology
and Entrepreneurship

Advanced Mechanical
Engineering

Orthopaedic Engineering

(MSc)

(MSc)

This programme has been designed to
meet the urgent need for specialists
trained in this field – specialists who will
be responsible for facing the challenges
posed by ever-developing new
technology. In addition, it will allow you
the opportunity to gain valuable skills in
entrepreneurship and starting a
business.

This course provides advanced
knowledge of mechanical engineering
over a broad range of specialist subjects
and awareness of the context in which
mechanical engineering operates, in
terms of safety, environmental, social
and economic aspects.

This programme offers knowledge and
expertise for orthopaedic surgeons who
wish to develop their career and gain
skills at postgraduate level.

Electrical Energy Systems
(MSc)
This programme has been designed to
meet the urgent need for specialists in
advanced electrical energy systems,
required to address the challenges
introduced by global energy
considerations and the integration of
renewable generation in electricity
transmission and distribution networks.

Professional Engineering
(MSc)
This course offers an elite postgraduate
qualification, offering a structured
academic environment to assist
participants in learning both at the
University and, for the majority of the
time, in their workplace. The course has
been meticulously developed to ensure
close alignment with the required
professional competencies of a
Chartered Engineer, as defined by
the UK Standard for Professional
Engineering Competence.

(MSc)

Manufacturing Engineering,
Innovation and Management
(MSc)
This programme provides an advanced
knowledge of Manufacturing
Engineering and equips students with
the skills they need to be employed as
professional engineers across a wide
spectrum of the manufacturing industry.

I chose to study at Cardiff because it was well ranked, had great research
facilities and amazing teachers. The tutors are very helpful and friendly and
always have time for you.
My personal supervisor has also offered useful guidance on careers. When I
graduate I will have friends all around the world and a degree from a worldclass university which will surely benefit me in future.

Harvinda Rana
MSc Civil Engineering
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Mathematics
Your Study Experience

We have a welcoming and dynamic
postgraduate environment which our
students find exciting, challenging and
rewarding.
We host regular international meetings
in all of our major research areas and
have distinguished visiting scholars from
all over the world. We have active
research collaborations across
academia, government and industry, and
the funders of projects this year include
Hewlett Packard, NHS Wales, Welsh
Government, EPSRC and the
Leverhulme Trust.
We are a founding member of the Welsh
Institute of Mathematical and
Computational Sciences and also have
close links across the University including
the Schools of Medicine, Engineering
and Computer Science & Informatics.

Why study with us?
Q Taught courses at postgraduate
research level for PhD and MPhil
students

Q Lively research environment with
weekly seminars in five subject
areas, regular mathematics
colloquia and annual Welsh
Mathematics Colloquium for
research students
Q MSc in Operational Research,
Applied Statistics and Financial
Risk is a unique MSc degree
combination in the UK

Q Close collaboration with a number
of organisations who employ
graduates in Operational
Research, Statistics, Financial
Risk and Data Analytics
Q The opportunity to complete your
dissertation with one of our
industrial partners

The School of Mathematics is located in buildings close to the Students’ Union,
other Schools within the University, and the city centre

The School is based in the Mathematics
Institute building, close to other
University buildings and the city centre.
Everything a mathematics postgraduate
needs is in this building, including all
postgraduate teaching and seminars,
dedicated computer labs, mathematics
library, offices for MPhil/PhD students
and a coffee shop.
Our MSc students have dedicated
computer labs and a reading room.
MPhil/PhD students have assigned office
space, usually sharing with one or two
other students. Desktop computers are
provided and you will also have access
to both School-maintained clusters and
the University’s high-performance
computing facilities.

We also offer a range of stand-alone
modules.
We offer a friendly research environment
encouraging the exchange of ideas both
in seminars and also at the weekly
Postgraduate Tea.

Your Future
94% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Admiral Group,
Lloyds Banking Group, Office for
National Statistics and the Welsh
Government.
In jobs such as: Forecaster, Lecturer,
Statistician, Research Assistant, AntiCorruption Specialist and Mathematical
Modeller.

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, 100% of our
submitted research was rated at least
of international standard with 90%
classed as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our research is truly
interdisciplinary in nature and we have
provided solutions to contemporary
issues such as data security and
hospital waiting times.

Academic staff: 31
(29 research-active)

Student numbers
Doctoral: 34
Master’s: 53

Follow us
@CardiffUniMaths

Mathematics

We offer two taught MSc programmes
and a wide variety of opportunities for
research students in fields including
number theory, functional analysis and
spectral theory of ordinary and partial
differential operators, calculus of
variations and partial differential
equations, numerical analysis,
theoretical and computational fluid
dynamics, operator algebras, differential
geometry and topology, image
processing, operational research, time
series analysis, probability theory and
statistics.
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Degree

Mode of study

Start date Contact

Research Area
Pure Mathematics

MPhil, PhD in Mathematics FT, PT

October,
January,
April, July

MSc

September

Applied Mathematics
Operational Research
Probability and Statistics

Taught Programme
Operational Research and Applied Statistics

FT, PT

Operational Research, Applied Statistics and
Financial Risk
FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Dr Karl Schmidt

+44 (0)29 2087 6778

SchmidtKM@cardiff.ac.uk

Professor Tim Phillips

+44 (0)29 2087 4194

PhillipsTN@cardiff.ac.uk

Professor Paul Harper

+44 (0)29 2087 6841

Harper@cardiff.ac.uk

Dr Jonathan Gillard

+44 (0)29 2087 0619

GillardJW@cardiff.ac.ukk

Mrs Joanna Emery

+44 (0)29 2087 0851

EmeryJL4@cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
As a research student, in the first year you will follow an
agreed programme of study to introduce you to research
skills and methods, and to advance your knowledge in
your chosen field.
This includes a broad choice of
postgraduate courses provided through
the national collaborative networks
MAGIC (for pure/applied mathematics),
NATCOR (for operational research) and
APTS (for statistics). All students have a
primary and secondary or co-supervisor
for support and guidance.
Our research groups run weekly
seminars with guest speakers, and you
are encouraged to attend both the
seminar in your research area and any
talks of interest in other areas too. We
organise several mathematics colloquia

with distinguished invited speakers each
term. Cardiff is also the venue for a
number of international workshops and
conferences organised by members of
the School of Mathematics, which gives
postgraduate students plenty of
opportunity to learn about world-leading
current research. You will also be
encouraged to take part in and present
your results at major conferences both
in the UK and overseas. At the annual
Welsh Mathematics Colloquium at
Gregynog, postgraduate students can
showcase their work across the group of
Welsh Mathematics departments.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
MPhil: First or upper second class
UK honours degree or equivalent in
Mathematics or a suitable related
discipline.
PhD: As a minimum, a first or upper
second class UK honours degree or
equivalent in Mathematics or a
suitable related discipline.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

I am looking at developing statistical mechanics based approaches to
computational fluid dynamics to simulate the flows of complex fluids such
as polymer melts. After completing my undergraduate degree at Cardiff I
knew that Cardiff was a fantastic, friendly place to study and live. I get an
EPSRC stipend which pays my fees and living costs and I supplement
my income by teaching first-year tutorials and marking assignments.

Edward Lewis
PhD Mathmatics
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MSc students working on a group project

Taught Programmes

Delivered by experts in the field of
Operational Research and Statistics,
the skills that you will learn are highly
transferable for use within industry,
business and the public sector.
An important feature of the MSc
programmes is to undertake a project

dissertation. This allows you to apply
the methods and skills acquired in the
taught programme in a real-world
setting and will typically involve working
with a company on a project of
importance.

Operational Research and
Applied Statistics

Operational Research, Applied
Statistics and Financial Risk

(MSc)

(MSc)

Designed to equip you with the
necessary analytical skills, methods and
ways of thinking to tackle and analyse
complex organisational problems, help
make better decisions and to become
confident statistical analysts.

A unique MSc degree aimed at those
who wish to study in greater depth risk
models, particularly for application to
financial markets but also to other
sectors.

The programme offered a suitable balance of complex theory and practical tools
to help me think logically and understand how to apply techniques to real life
situations, and equipped me with skills to suit a number of job disciplines. As a
part of my dissertation, I spent some time working with Spire Healthcare,
modelling performance improvement, across their 36 UK hospitals. This provided
me with a brilliant opportunity to use and build on my analytical skills. All of this
helped me get my current job with the Welsh Government, where I am using my
statistical knowledge to model social care improvement.

Amira Irshad
Graduated MSc in Applied Statistics and Operational Research

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
A first degree (minimum second
class honours) in a numerate
subject such as Mathematics,
Economics, Statistics, Engineering,
Computer Science or a suitable
Science degree.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Mathematics

The innovative MSc programmes we offer prepare you
with essential techniques in Operational Research and
Applied Statistics, and allow you to then select from a
number of interesting and varied optional courses in
topics such as supply chain modelling, healthcare,
financial risk and statistics and operational research for
government.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/maths 131

Physics & Astronomy
Your Study Experience
You will join a highly active
postgraduate community in the School
of Physics & Astronomy. We aim to offer
a challenging and supportive
environment in which our students
develop the skills and knowledge they
need to succeed in industry, research
or academia. We have an established
track record of research excellence and
host world-class laboratories to support
our wide range of research activities.
Research in the School also involves
worldwide collaborations and the use of
leading-edge national and international
facilities.
The Condensed Matter and Photonics
Group is equipped with state-of-the-art
laboratories for their research in
molecular electronics, quantum optics,
laser physics, magnetism, nanoscale
semiconductor devices and the
properties of a diamond. Much of this
work is interdisciplinary, drawing
expertise from life sciences, physical
sciences and engineering. Research
scientists in our Astronomy
Instrumentation Group were leaders in
the consortia responsible for
constructing the Herschel and Planck
telescopes, launched in 2009. The
Gravitational Physics group is involved
in the GEO600 gravitational wave
detector, the LIGO project and the
planned Einstein Telescope.

One of the School’s class 1000 cleanrooms

in-house mechanical and electronic
workshops for researchers in Physics
and Astronomy Instrumentation.

Funding Your Study

Your Future
94% of responding graduates between
2011 and 2013 reported to be in fulltime, part-time, self- or unpaid
employment and/or continuing study.
Employers include: Cardiff University,
IBM, Max Planck Institute for
Gravitational Physics and the Patent
Office.
In jobs such as: Post-Doctoral
Research Fellow, Process Design
Engineer, Research Associate and
Software Engineer.

We share the £35m Queen’s Buildings
complex with the Schools of
Engineering and Computer Science &
Informatics. The Queen’s Buildings offer
some of the most modern facilities in
the British university sector, including
well equipped laboratories,
postgraduate computing facilities and
astronomical observing facilities. We
have dedicated cleanrooms, as well as

Each year, the School of Physics &
Astronomy receives funding from UK
Research Councils (STFC and ESPRC),
as well as other sources. This funding is
awarded to UK/EU applicants with
excellent academic profiles who are
successful at interview (applicants must
also meet RCUK criteria). No separate
application is required. These funds are
allocated within the first three months
of the year, so early application is
encouraged.

Why study with us?

Research at a glance

Staff numbers

In the 2014 Research Excellence
Framework, undertaken by the UK
funding councils, our research was
ranked sixth in the UK for quality.
Overall, 99% of our submitted research
was rated as internationally excellent or
world-leading. Our staff are actively
involved in major international
collaborations including the SPIRE
instrument consortium for the Herschel
satellite.

Academic staff: 41

Q We offer an exceptionally wide
range of opportunities for suitably
qualified candidates to study for
higher degrees by research and
teaching
Q Many research projects provide
the opportunity to participate in
world-leading international
collaborations

Student numbers
Doctoral: 61
Master’s: 8-10

Follow us
facebook.com/
CardiffSchoolofPhysics
@cardiffPHYSX
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Physical Sciences & Engineering

Degree

Mode of study

Start date

MPhil, PhD in Physics
and Astronomy

FT

October,
January,
April, July

Astrophysics

MSc

FT

September

Biophotonics

MSc

FT, PT

Physics

MSc

FT

Contact

Research Area
Astronomy and Astrophysics
Astronomy Instrumentation
Condensed Matter and Photonics
Gravitational Physics
Musical Acoustics

Taught Programme

FT (full-time) PT (part-time) DL (distance)

Director of Postgraduate Studies

+44 (0)29 2087 5112

physics-pg@cardiff.ac.uk

Admissions Tutor

+44 (0)29 2087 6457

admissions@astro.cardiff.ac.uk

Research Programmes
We have research interests covering a wide range of
physics and astronomy topics, and our postgraduate
students are fully integrated into these research areas.
Whether joining field trips to
astronomical observatories, working in
state-of-the-art laboratories in Cardiff
and at national facilities such as
Diamond Light Source, or attending the
impressive seminar series and colloquia
organised by members of academic
staff, our students work side-by-side
with experts in their chosen fields.

You will be invited to join the vibrant
and dynamic research environment at
Cardiff School of Physics & Astronomy
by partaking in weekly seminars and
colloquia, research group activities and
attending international research
conferences.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
Normally a first or upper second
class degree in Physics or a related
subject.

Application Process:
Contact the School in the first
instance. Applications for most
postgraduate programmes can now
be submitted online. See page 30
for details.

Coming from a different university beforehand, Cardiff University was very welcoming
with an extremely supportive community and a strong reputation for research.
My research is working to create carbon-nanotube biosensors for measurements
of specific biological events. This allowed me to branch out from my physics
background and work with a group in synthetic biology as well, allowing me to
develop a broader understanding of physical science. With so much more to learn
and discover here, it’s very fulfilling research with exciting prospects.

Adam Beachey

I have always had an interest in Medical Physics as I had a few modules in my
undergraduate degree. After some work in the first few months of my final year I
realised that I enjoyed the research project better than some of the lecturing
modules and decided then that I was going to pursue a PhD. As an undergraduate
at Cardiff University, I had the knowledge of the city as well as the Students’ Union
and the Physics department, and had made many contacts within the University.
The Physics department is very student-orientated and tries its best to make the
teaching experience the best it can be for each student.

Peri Jones
PhD Physics and Astronomy

Physics & Astronomy

PhD Physics and Astronomy

More online at: www.astro.cardiff.ac.uk 133

Postgraduate student Isam is pictured using an ultra-high vacuum system for investigating the
electronic properties of molecules on a surface

Taught Programmes
We are pleased to offer two new MSc programmes in
Physics and Astrophysics alongside our successful
programme in Biophotonics.
Both of these new programmes are
designed to meet the growing demand
for advanced study in these areas and

reflect our research expertise. These
programmes will suit applicants wishing
to go on to further study or industry.

Application Information
Entry Requirements:
A minimum of a second class
honours degree or equivalent in
Physics or a related mathematical
subject.

Application Process:
Students can apply online.
Please see page 30 for details.

Astrophysics

Biophotonics

(MSc)

(MSc)

This new course is designed to provide
those from a physics (or related
mathematical) background with
informed teaching in research-led
Astrophysics.

The MSc programme in Biophotonics
offers innovative training at the
interface between laser optics, cell
biology and medicine. This pioneering
programme is jointly taught by expert
scientists in the School of Physics &
Astronomy and in the School of
Biosciences. Whether you are an
emerging researcher or plan a future in
a biomedical optics- or biophotonicsrelated industry, we can provide the
fundamental understanding and handson experience necessary for work in this
rapidly developing field.

Taught topics reflect our world-leading
strengths in theoretical, observational
and instrumentational research and
include Cosmology, Advanced General
Relativity and Gravitational Waves,
Instrumentation for Astronomy and
Techniques in Astrophysics.
You will study modules in Observational
Techniques in Astrophysics and
Research Skills as preparation for your
60-credit dissertation stage within a
research group or placement.

134

The course is suitable for graduates in a
biological or physical science, or
engineering. Applications from students
in subjects such as Chemistry, Material
Sciences, Electrical Engineering,
Biology, Optometry and Pharmacy are
also welcomed.

Physical Sciences & Engineering

Physics
(MSc)
This new course will meet the needs of
graduates keen to combine advanced
study in key areas of Physics research
with an extended independent research
period.
Taught topics reflect our research
expertise in Quantum Physics,
Photonics, Theoretical and
Computational analysis, Sensors and
Materials as well as Astrophysics. All
students will study research-led
modules in Experimental Techniques
and Research Skills as preparation for
their 60-credit dissertation stage within
a research group or placement.
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Campus Maps

(2.5 miles) TO M4 West J32
PONTYPRIDD, MERTHYR TYDFIL,
BRIDGEND AND SWANSEA

ACCESS ROUTE
TO HEATH
PARK CAMPUS

98

ACCESS ROUTE
TO CATHAYS PARK
CAMPUS

CURRYS

(3.5 miles)
TO M4 East J29 NEWPORT,
BRISTOL AND LONDON

ACCESS ROUTE
TO TALYBONT

21

124

TESCO

5

121
138

7

127
131
121

122

139

124

13

125
17

132

22

137
133

47

129

126
123
140
135
141

121
134

130

128

136

Finance (Tuition Fees Office)
66
Graduate Centre
38
Healthcare Sciences
59
History, Archaeology & Religion
16
49
International Office
45
Journalism, Media & Cultural Studies
24,28*
Law
39
Main Building
42
Mathematics
25
Modern Languages
Music
20,23*
Neurosciences & Mental Health
Research Institute
10
Optometry & Vision Sciences
15
Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences
33
Physics & Astronomy
58
49
Planning & Geography
Politics & International Relations
25
60
Postgraduate Recruitment Office

Cathays Park Campus
45
Architecture
Biosciences
35,39
Business
9,11*,14
Cardiff Catalysis Institute
39
Cardiff University Brain Research
30,67
Imaging Centre (CUBRIC)
31
Careers & Employability
28
Centre for Professional Legal Studies
Chaplaincy
26
Chemistry
39*,50
Computer Science & Informatics
58
Continuing Professional Education
42
Day Care Centre
41
Earth & Ocean Sciences
39
Engineering
58
English, Communication & Philosophy
16
Eye Clinic
15

131
121

139

124

13

125
17

Residences
Aberdare Hall
Colum Hall
Hodge Hall
Liberty House
Liberty Cambrian Point
Senghennydd Court
Talybont Court
Talybont Gate
Talybont North and South
The University also has student houses
in Cathays and Roath

Cathays Park Campus

122

Psychology
27
66
Registry
Residences Office
3
31,42,49*,50
Social Sciences
Sports
• Fitness and Squash Centre
37
34
• Strength and Conditioning Centre
• Training Village
3
Student Support Centre
31
Students’ Union
38
Sustainable Places Research Institute
50
The European Cancer Stem Cell
10
Research Institute
University Graduate College
10
Welsh
16
* Indicates main site
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22
13
17
98
97
47
7
21
5

Heath Park Campus

22

137
133

47

129

126
123

KING

109

115

108
120

118

101

106

102

110

117

P
P

KING GEORGE V DRIVE EAST

103

DENTALDRIVE

115
106
110
116
108
109
114
122
110
117
103
118
120

Libraries

122

114

116

121
102

Aberconway (Business)
Architecture
Arts and Social Studies
Biomedical Sciences
Bute Building (Journalism, Media &
Cultural Studies, Planning & Geography,
Social Sciences)
Health
Law
Legal Practice Library
Music
Science
Senghennydd (Maths)
Special Collections and Archives
Trevithick (Engineering, Computer Science
& Informatics, Physics & Astronomy)

11
45
18
35

45
115
18
28
22
39
42
18
58

Campus Maps

121

FOOTP

Heath Park Campus

Cancer Genetics Building
Cardiff Medicentre
Cochrane Building,
Medical Education Centre
Dental School/Hospital
Graduate Centre
Healthcare Sciences
Henry Wellcome Research Building
Institute of Medical Genetics
Michael Griffiths Resource Centre
Medical & Dental Education
Medicine
Sports and Social Club
Student Support Centre
Tenovus Building
Wales Heart Research Institute
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Research Programmes Index
and Research Areas

Page

Page

A
90

Developmental & Health Psychology 108

Ancient History

47

Discrimination Law

Applied Clinical Research and
Public Health

87

Applied Linguistics (Lexical Studies)

43

Archaeology

130
47

Information Systems

119

105

Inorganic Chemistry

116

Integrative Neurosciences

84

International Commercial Law

57

123

International Human Rights Law

57

International Relations & Politics

72

E
Earth Sciences

Architectural History & Theory

113

Education

75

Architectural Science

113

Education (EdD)

Architecture

113

Educational Psychology

108

Astronomy and Astrophysics

133

126

Astronomy Instrumentation

133

Energy, Environment
and Sustainability
Engineering

126

Cancer and Genetics

119

119

39

C

97

Informatics

Drug Delivery and Microbiology

Economics

39

Infection and Immunity

Distributed & Scientific Computing

113

Business Studies

75

J
Journalism Studies

52

L
Language and Communication

43

English Literature

43

Language and Translation Studies

61

Enhancing palliative, emotional and
supportive care

90

Law

57

Environment

68

Learning and Teaching in Medical
and Dental Education

94

Environmental Science and Policy

123

Legal Philosophy/Sociology

57

Catalysis

116

European Law

57

Linguistics (Applied)

61

Chemical Biology

116

European Politics and Area Studies

72

Literature and Visual Cultures

61

Chemistry

116

European Studies

61

Evaluation
(Medical and Dental Education)

94

97

Children and the Media

52

Civil Justice

57

Climate and Life

123

Clinical Investigation and
Vision Sciences

101

Clinical Psychology

108

Cognitive Science

108

Commercial Contract
Comparative Politics, Policy and
Governance
Composition

57
72
65

Computer Science

119

Computer Science and Informatics

119

Condensed Matter and Photonics

133

Maternal, Child and Family Health
and Wellbeing

F

Mathematics

Family Law

57

Feminism, Gender and
Sexuality Studies

52

G
61

Governance and Devolution

57
133

130

Mediatized Conflict

52

Medical and Dental Education

94

Medicinal Chemistry
Medicine

57
105
97

Molecular and Experimental Medicine 97
Molecular Biosciences
Musical Acoustics

H

90

Mechanics, Materials and Advanced 126
Manufacturing

Medical Law

Global Area Studies,
History and Ideologies
Gravitational Physics

M

47

Creative Writing

43

Criminal Law and Justice

57

Health, Security and the Digital
World

Criminology

75

Healthcare Sciences

90

Nanotechnologies

Creative and Critical Writing (Welsh)

80

History

47

Neuroscience

Critical and Cultural Theory

43

History and Memory

61

61

Human Rights

57

Neuroscience: Behavioural
Neuroscience

108

Culture and Identity
Curriculum
(Medical and Dental Education)

94

Neuroscience: Cognitive
Neuroscience

108

Neuroscience: Imaging Science

108

Research programmes

Page

Health Studies (DHS)

75
126

Musicology

84
133

Conservation

Research programmes
and Research Areas

138

57

Architectural Design & Practice

B

Page

I

D

Advanced Healthcare Practice

Applied Mathematics

Research programmes
and Research Areas

65

N
57
84, 108

Operational Research
Oral and Biomedical Sciences
Organic Synthesis
Organisms and Environment

R
130
87
116
84

P
Pathophysiology and Repair
Performance

84
65

Pharmacology and Physiology

105

Pharmacy

105

Pharmacy Practice and Clinical
Pharmacy

105

Philosophy

43

Physical Organic Chemistry

116

Physics and Astronomy

133

Political Theory

72

Primary Care and Public Health

97

Probability and Statistics

The Welsh in North America
and Patagonia

Religion

57

Theology

Religious Studies

47

Repair, Re-ablement, Rehabilitation
and Recovery

90

Theoretical and Computational
Chemistry

Risk, Science, Health and Media

52

S
Science & Technology Studies

75

Second Language Acquisition/
Welsh for Adults

80

Shipping Law

57

80
47
116

Tort

57

Translation, Innovation, Methodology
& Engagement

97

Trusts

57

U
Urban and Regional Governance

68

Social & Environmental Psychology

108

V

Social & Environmental Psychology:
Risk & Environment

108

Vision Sciences

101

Visual Computing

119

Social & Environmental Psychology:
Social Psychology

108

Visual Neuroscience and
Molecular Biology

101

75

Social Care

57

Social Policy

75

57

Welsh Creative and Critical Writing

80

Social Work (DSW)

75

97

80

Social Work & Social Care

75

Welsh Folklore and Ethnological
Studies

75

94

Property Law
Psychological Medicine and Clinical
Neurosciences

108

Public International Law

57

Public Law, Theory and Policy

57

Pure Mathematics

52

Social and Public Policy (SPPD)

130

Professionalism (Medical and Dental
Education)

Psychology

T

Race, Representation and
Cultural Politics

130

Sociology

W

Welsh History

47

Solid Earth Processes

123

Welsh Literature

80

Solid State Materials

116

Welsh Politics

72

Workforce, Innovation and
Improvement

90

Spatial Analysis

68

Spatial Planning and City
Environments

68

Structural Biophysics

101

Research Programmes Index

O
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Taught Programmes Index
A

Civil Engineering

127

Accounting and Finance

40

Clinical Dentistry

88

Finance

40

Advanced Clinical Practice

91

Clinical Dermatology

98

Financial Economics

40

Advanced Computer Science

120

Clinical Optometry

102

Food, Space and Society

70

Advanced Computer Science
with placement

120

Clinical Pharmacy

106

Forensic Linguistics

45

Advanced Mechanical Engineering

128

Clinical Photography

91

Clinical Research

106

G

Advanced Practice

91

Cognitive and Behavioural Therapies

110

Genetic Counselling

Advanced Practice: Community
Health Studies

91

Communication Technology and
Entrepreneurship

128

Genetic Epidemiology and Bioinformatics 98

Advanced Practice: Education for
Health Professionals

91

Community Health Studies (SPQ)

Advanced Practice: Non-Medical
Prescribing

91

Advanced Surgical Practice (Medicine) 98
Ageing, Health and Disease
98
Analytic and Modern European
Philosophy

45

Ancient and Medieval Warfare

49

Ancient History

49

Applied Environmental Geology

124

91

Computing & IT Management

121

Computing & IT Management with
placement

121

H

Computing with placement

121

Healthcare Sciences

91
49

45

49

Crime, Safety & Justice

77

History and Archaeology of the
Greek and Roman World

Critical and Cultural Theory

45

History of the Crusades

49

Critical Care

98

Human Resource Management

40

Human Rights Law

58

D

50

Diabetes

98

Archaeology: Prehistoric Britain

50

Digital Media and Society

54

Architecture: Professional Studies

114

Master of Architecture

114

E

Astrophysics

134

Early Celtic Studies

50

Eco-Cities

70

Education

78

Bar Professional Training Course

59

Education, Policy and Society

Bioinformatics

98

Electrical Energy Systems

Business Administration - executive

40

Business Strategy and
Entrepreneurship

40

C
Canon Law

58

Care of Collections

50

Catalysis

117

Chemical Biology

117

Childhood and Youth

77

Civil and Geoenvironmental
Engineering

127

Civil and Water Engineering

127

59
110

50

Archaeology: European Neolithic

40

Graduate Diploma in Psychology

Creative Writing

Conservation Practice

50

Business Administration

Graduate Diploma in Law

History

Archaeology: Early Medieval Society
and Culture

54

58

121

50

85, 134

102

Computing

Archaeology

Broadcast Journalism

Governance and Devolution

121

45

Biophotonics

Glaucoma

99

Computational Journalism

Applied Linguistics

B

140

F

Image Appreciation
Implantology
Information Security & Privacy

77
128

English Literature

45
Enhanced services accreditation and 103
training in Wales (Optometry)
Environmental Design of Buildings

I

114

92
88
121

Intellectual Property

59

International Commercial Law

58

International Economics, Banking and 41
Finance
International Human Resource
Management

41

International Journalism

53

International Management
International Pharmacoeconomics
and Health Economics

41
106

Ethics and Social Philosophy

45
European Governance and Public Policy 73

International Planning and
Development

70

European Legal Studies

58
European Spatial Planning and
70
Environmental Policies - Planet Europe

International Public Relations and
Global Communications Management

53

International Relations

73

European Studies

International Transport

41

Islam in Contemporary Britain

50

Eye Care Governance

63
102

J
Journalism, Media and
Communications

54

P

Language and Communication
Research

45

Pain Management

99

Social Work

78

99

Spatial Planning and Development

70

Late Antique and Byzantine Studies

49

Pain Management (Primary and
Community Care)

92

Law

58

Palliative Medicine/Palliative Care

99

Specialist Community Public Health
Nursing

Law CPD Programme

92

59

Pharmacist Independent Prescribing

106

Sports and Exercise Physiotherapy

Legal and Political Aspects of
International Affairs

59

Pharmacy Clinical Practice
(Community and Primary Care)

106

Strategic Marketing

Legal Aspects of Medical Practice

59

Physics

134

Legal Practice

59

Physiotherapy

92

Legal Practice Course

59

Planning Practice

Structural Engineering

41
127

Surgical Care Practice (healthcare)

92
70

70

Sustainability, Planning and
Environmental Policy

Political Communication

54

Sustainable Building Conservation

Politics and Public Policy

73

Sustainable Energy and Environment 127

M

Practical Dermatology

99

Sustainable Mega-Buildings

Magazine Journalism

54

Professional Conservation

Managing Care in Perioperative
Practice

91

Professional Engineering

Logistics and Operations Management 41

Manufacturing Engineering,
Innovation and Management

50

99

Theology: Biblical Studies

50

Theology: Christian Doctrine

50

R

Theology: Church History

50

Radiographic Reporting

92

Theology: Collaborative Leadership

50

Radiography

92

Theology: Practical Theology

Religious Studies

50

Religious Studies: Asian Religions

50

Theory and Practice of Sustainable
Design

50
50

Public Health

41

MBA

40

Media Management

40

Medical Education

95

Medical Research and Innovation

99

Medical Toxicology

99

Medical Ultrasound and Obstetric
and/or Gynaecological Ultrasound

99

Religious Studies: Myth Narrative
and Theory

Medieval British Studies

50

Religious Studies: Religion in
Late Antiquity

Music

66

Neonatal Medicine

S
99

T
Theology

Marine Policy

N

Therapeutics
Translation Studies

63

Transport and Planning

70

U

Science, Media and
Communication

54, 78

Urban and Regional Development

70

Urban Design

70

59

News Journalism

Skills and Workforce Development

77

V

Social and Public Policy

77

Vision Sciences

Social Care Law

59

Social Science

78

Occupational Health
(Policy and Practice)

99

Occupational Therapy
(post-registration)

92

Occupational Therapy
(pre-registration)

92

Operational Research and
Applied Statistics

131

Operational Research, Applied
Statistics and Financial Risk

131

Orthodontics
Orthopaedic Engineering

88
128

99
85, 88

Shipping Law

O

50
114

Tissue Engineering

Neuroimaging Methods & Applications 110
54

114

99

Psychiatry
128

50
128

114

Social Science Research Methods
77
Accounting and Finance
41, 77
Environmental Planning
70, 77
European and International
73, 77
Studies
European Governance and
73, 77
Public Policy
Human Resource Management 41, 77
Logistics and
41, 77
Operations Management
Marketing and Strategy
41, 77
Psychology
77, 110
Socio-Legal Studies
59, 77

102

W
Welsh and Celtic Studies

81

Welsh Government and Politics

73

Welsh History
Wireless and Microwave
Communication Engineering
Wound Healing and Tissue Repair

50
127
99

Taught Programmes Index

L
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Travelling to Cardiff

Visit our website for advice and a full
set of travel directions.

By Air

Travelling to Cardiff

Cardiff Airport is 11 miles from the
city centre. In addition, Birmingham,
Bristol, Manchester and London
Airports (Heathrow, Gatwick,
Stansted and Luton) are also all
easily accessible to Cardiff by highspeed inter-city train or coach.

142

By Road
Cardiff is served by the M4 and is
easily accessible from all parts of
Britain.
If you are using satnav, the
postcodes are as follows:
Cathays Park Campus
(Main Building): CF10 3AT
Heath Park Campus: CF14 4XN

Travel Times to Cardiff

By Rail, Coach or Bus

From

High-speed inter-city trains link most
cities around the country with
Cardiff. The Cardiff-London inter-city
service, from London Paddington,
runs at 30 minute intervals
throughout the day, with a journey
time of just over two hours.

Aberystwyth

Cardiff is also served by regular
coach services from towns and cities
across the UK. Local bus services
operate from the terminal at Cardiff
Central Station.

Road

Rail

2hr 30m

4hr

4h 45m

4h 45m

Birmingham

2hr

2hr 15m

Bristol

1hr

1hr

Cambridge

3hr 30m

3hr 45m

Edinburgh

6hr 30m

7hr

Leeds

4hr 15m

4hr

Liverpool

3hr 40m

3hr 15m

Bangor

London

2hr 45m

2hr 15m

Manchester

3hr 30m

3hr 15m

Oxford

2hr 15m

2hr 15m

Travel times are approximate and given
to the nearest quarter of an hour.

More online at: www.cardiff.ac.uk/directions

This prospectus is printed on paper obtained from well
managed sources using vegetable-based inks. Both the paper
used in the production of this prospectus and the
manufacturing processes are FSC® certified. The printers are
also accredited to ISO14001, the internationally recognised
environmental standard.
Download the prospectus as a PDF at:
www.cardiff.ac.uk/postgradprospectus
This prospectus can be made available in large print (text),
Braille and on audio tape/CD. To request an alternative
format, please contact:
Student Recruitment
Tel: +44 (0)29 2087 4455
Email: enquiry@cardiff.ac.uk

Travelling to Cardiff

The University offers the information contained in this
prospectus as a guide only. It does not constitute a contract
and is not binding on prospective students, students or the
University. While the University makes every effort to check the
accuracy of the factual content at the time of publication (June
2015), some changes will inevitably occur in the interval
between publication and the academic year to which the
prospectus relates. For example, courses, entry requirements,
typical offers and fees may have changed in line with market
and student demand, and research development.
Applicants should not, therefore, rely solely on this prospectus
and should visit the University website or contact the
Postgraduate Recruitment Office for up-to-date information
concerning course content, accreditation, entry requirements
and fees for the relevant academic year when considering
applying to the University.
If, however, you feel that any of the information is misleading
then please write to:
David Roylance, Communications and Marketing, Cardiff
University, 2-4 Park Grove, Cathays Park, Cardiff CF10 3BN.
Tel: +44 (0)29 2087 0408 Fax: +44 (0)29 2087 4457
Picture acknowledgements: Cardiff City Council: Pages 22 and
23 (Cardiff Bay, Cardiff Castle, St. David’s Centre, Cardiff
Millennium Stadium)
Edited by: Hannah Nicole Simpson,
Postgraduate Recruitment Office, Cardiff University
Designed by: The Info Group (Cardiff)
Printed by: McLays (Cardiff)
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Explore our
website

Attend our
Open Day

We hope the information in this
prospectus has sparked your interest
in studying at Cardiff. Our website
provides a wealth of additional
information, as well as the most
up-to-date information on
programmes and funding
opportunities.

Our main Open Day is held in
November each year and offers an
ideal opportunity to see facilities, talk
to staff and students and get a feel
for the University. There are also a
number of other opportunities
throughout the year where you can
meet us.

Ask our students
Get the insider’s perspective from
our team of current Cardiff University
postgraduate students. They are
happy to answer any questions you
may have about postgraduate life at
Cardiff – see our contact details
under ‘Keep in touch’.
Our Insider’s Guide to Postgraduate
Life in Cardiff is written by current
and former Cardiff University
postgraduates, and is available to
download from our website.

Welcome
What Next?

We look forward to welcoming you to Cardiff in the
near future.
2

Apply now

Keep in touch

Keep up-to-date

Using our online application portal,
you can start your application now
and upload supporting documents,
such as transcripts and exam results,
when they become available.

For students from the UK or EU:

To keep up-to-date with all the latest
news from Cardiff University,
including new programmes and
funding opportunities:

The Postgraduate
Recruitment Office
t: +44 (0)29 2087 0084
e: postgradenquiries@cardiff.ac.uk

An early application will also give you
more time to apply for funding
opportunities.

For students from the rest
of the world:
International Office

Like us on Facebook
Facebook.com/
cardiffunipostgradinfo
Follow us on Twitter
@cardiffunipg

t: +44 (0)29 2087 4432
e: international@cardiff.ac.uk
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